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ABSTRACT 
Public relations probably can do more to gain public tolerance 
of a phenomenon such as the sonic boom than any other procedure or 
proqram that might be undertaken by a service or commercial organi-
zation. This study attempts to show how the United States Air Force 
has applied an intense program of public relations toward that goal. 
T1 e Air Force campaign of briefings, publicity, and handling 
of citizens' complaints was -investigated through inspection of Air 
Force official records and joint Air Force-commercial campaign 
materials. 
The methods currently used were found to be generally effec-
tive, with some parts more effective than others. 
The findings of this study may be of interest to commercial 
airlo.nes for assistance in planning their own approach to the 
problem when supersonic airliners are put into general use. 
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CHAPTEFi I 
Introduction 
"A happy life must be to a great extent a quiet life, for it is only in an 
atmosphe·re of quiet that true joy can live." -- Bertrand Russell 
Statement of Public Relations Significance 
O~e problemarel!_in the general. field of public relations which in-
volves individuals, lJ!JSiQess firms, co0111unities, and the general peace of 
mind of the population as a whole is that of creating acceptance of public 
nuisances. 
Whether the nuisance be the banging of garbage cans by careless and 
inconsiderate workmen, a barking dog left unattended by a neighbor, 
choking smog generated by automobile exhausts, the introduction of 
radioactive elements into the children's milk, or blatantly annoying 
televisi·m commercials,. all nuisances stir up strong resentment and, quite 
often, l'~ad to action by some of the offended groups or individuals. 
Fo:~ an example of this, consider the furor stirred up by the shifting 
of telephone companies to all-number dialing systems. Public hearings 
have been held wherein private subscribers complained that it is impossible 
to remember seven digits in a telephone number, and loudly proclaimed their 
preference for the letter-digit combinations. 
Th:.s is but one example of the public's reluctance to adapt to a new 
phenomenon. There are many others, of greater national importance, which 
cause groater personal discomfort, inconvenience and danger to the general 
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public. 
Anabzing the problems of furthering acceptance of one such phenomenon 
involves a public relations approach to the community so that suggested 
steps might be taken to solve, the p~blem. 
This phenomenon is the sonic boom--the sudden noise and pressure 
wave genezated by aircraft_f!yiryg at supersonic speeds. 
The significance of..the public relations approach to the sonic boom 
phenomenon becomes clear when the following statements, are emphasized. 
The impact of a sonic l;>oo111 is sudden, without any warning. 
The effect on the individual is that of hearing an explosion, 
followed in most cases by a pressure wave. This can become quite unsettling 
to a person who lives under the constant threat of being bombarded by 
nuclear ~eapons which could strike without warning. The reaction by some 
to the ncise of an explosion is a feeling of fear, surprise, and in some 
cases, shock. 
ThHre is little opportunity for the average citizen to apply the 
principle of stereotypes, that is, to relate the noise through habit to 
some physically palpable occurrence with which he is familiar. His per-
ception of the boom leaves something lacking--there is nothing physically 
present to warn him beforehand, and afterwards, nothing to associate the 
noise with unless he knows it is caused by an airplane and can see the 
plane it.self. 
The pressure waves generated by aircraft flying at supersonic speed 
sometimes are forceful enough to cause damage to structures on the earth, 
and to Jbjects within, such as windows, glass~ and china-ware. 
A good public relations program consisting of public education with 
attention to community relations is the best approach to a solution of the 
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sonic boom problem. Such a program would tend to ease the discomfort and 
fear resulting from the sound of the shock waves, and promote favorable 
relations with those who have suffered losses by breakage or structural 
damage when they are aided in recovering losses from the responsible 
individuals or agencies. 
At the present time :the largest percentage of sonic booms created 
over thE• continental United States are caused by bombers and other air-
craft of the United States_Air_force. This puts the burden on creating 
public acceptance on that one government agency. 
The Air Force has undertaken the accomplishment of this task by the 
use of speeches, displays, motion pictures, radio and television announce-
ments, and interviews. 
As in all matters of persuasion, teaching the public to learn to 
live wit~ the sonic boom starts with explaining just what it is and why 
it is ne,:essary. 
As Major General William K. Martin said, 
We firmly believe a well~informed public with all the facts will 
re11ch the right conclusions •••• Some special community relations 
prCJblems are peculiar to the Air Force .... Supersonic aircraft 
give us the sonic boom, which became much more of a nuisance when 
oul' planes passed Mach II. Public interest is high and resentment 
car, be too, especially if it involves damage to private property. 
Yet their safety and security demands that we have suey ~lanes as 
deterrence against aggression, defense against attack, 
Although the name sonic boom seems well known, few of the many 
complaints received (usually through inquiries to Congressmen) indicate 
1 Address by _Major General WilliaM K. Martin, Director of InforMation, 
Headquarters, USAF, before,the National Defense Briefing for the Public 
Relations Society of AMerica, Washington, D. C., SepteMber 6, 1962, 
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even a nodding acquaintance with its cause. "These blasts can be controlled. 
Why aren•,: they?" reads one complaint. Those with no prior knowledge of 
the phenomenon accuse the Air Force of "testing explosives in the air" or, 
more commonly, simply say, "I didn't know what was happening." Almost all 
express foar or fright in some degree. 
Con<jressional interest in sonic booms is a natural result of news-
paper reports and constituent mail. Some Congressmen forward mail to the 
Air Force for suggested repl iesJ. o:t;hers rely on staff people to answer 
complaints based on Air Force information given on previous cases. 2 
While on the increase, Congressional inquiries cannot be said to 
have reached staggering pr0portions; still, they are costly and time-
consuming.. Congressional react_ion to prolonged and intensified constituent 
complaints on sonic boom is unpredictable at best, but the question gives 
rise to some provocative possibilities. 
Damage claims from sonic booms are increasing at a fast pace, with 
some 3,000 claims filed by the end of 1962. Irritation caused by sonic 
boom damage, either real or imagined, is compounded by the impression some 
people have that the "boom" is directed and results mostly from aircraft 
maneuvering. 3 
2 Sen Table 1. 
3 
"Sonic Boom Claims," Directorate of Information, Headquarters, 
Strategic Air Command, Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska. 
5 
TABLE 1 
WRITTEN INQUIRIES RELATIVE TO SONIC BOOMS PROCESSED BY SAFLL 
(Secre·tary of the Air Force Legislative Liaison Office )4 
February-August, 1962 
ltbn! h Nym!:Jer 
February • • • • • • 35 
March 66 
April 60 
May • • 34 
June • • 50 
July 102 
August (through 24th) • 113 
Regardless of the nature of the complaints, they are increasing and 
undoubtedl? will continue to pour in as the Air Force adds more supersonic 
aircraft to its arsenal, continues its vital operational flights and in-
creases nec:essary training missions. The advent of supersonic transports 
will furthE!r compound this pressing problem. 
If fE•ar, annoyance and misunderstanding, amounting almost to distrust 
in some instances, are public attitudes the Air Force can ill afford now or 
in the future, a concerted and coordinated public information program on the 
boom is vital. 
Properly applied principles of persuasion would likely reduce the number 
of claims by leading the people to associate the booms with the security of 
the nation. 
Some excellent public information steps have 
eluding feature newspaper and magazine stories and 
been taken to date, 
5 film screenings. 
in-
Personal Interview with Major George P. Freeman, Jr., Office of Informa-
tion,5Department of the Air Force, Washington, D.C., January 21, 1963. 
See Appendix A. 
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Congress.ional inquiries on constituent complaints are answered promptly and 
6 
supplemented by a sonic boom fact sheet. 
The Strategic Air Command has a public information program which it 
carries to areas to be affected by supersonic flights by B58s flying 
trining missions over simulated target cities. Opinion leaders from the 
various communities are invited to briefings by SAC teams which explain 
in detail why the flights must be made at supersonic speeds and what the 
characteristics of the boom are. These opinion leaders then return to 
their respective communities as high credibility sources and relay the 
informatlon to the other members of the community. This principle of the 
"two- step flow" of influence gains more credence and acceptance than 
could be d~ne by simply presenting the information directly to the in-
dividuah. 
Representatives of news media are also invited to attend the briefings. 
These reporters and editors act as "gatekeepers" to publish some of the 
informatl.on they get, and to disregard parts of it deemed of insufficient 
interest. By featuring SAC's story and supersonic flight in the various 
media, they invariably gain some tolerance for the boom. 
While these steps taken by SAC are effective, time and manpower 
limitatio·ns do not permit the information saturation needed in these 
areas, and despite these and ether information efforts, a large segment 
of the American public remains almost totally ignorant of what causes the 
sonic boom and why it is necessary. 
Its consequences, on the other hand, are becoming better known 
6 
See appendix B 
7 
News stories about the B-58 runs on target cities appear with increasing 
frequency in newspapers from coast to coast. Naturally, these stori~s 
center on citizen complai!Jts,_ irritation and damage claimed. This type 
of publicity, which can only add to existing misunderstanding, must be 
countered by a well:Pl.anned public relations program emphasizing education 
in order to reach as_many_ people as possible with the Air Force story. 
Up to now, this p1Jblic nuisance has been created by mili tsry aircraft 
only. The! United States Air Force has one bomber and several fighter-
bombers in operation, and !~e United States Navy operates similar aircraft 
capable of generating th~ sonic boom. 
A few years from now the civilian airlines plan to introduce super-
. . - - - . - . 
sonic transportairc:raf:t;, and the_problem of gaining public tolerance, if 
not already solved by the mil_itary, will fall to civilian public relations 
experts. Although the mU_.it!lrY hasnational survival as the basis for its 
supersonic flight, the a~iz:lines must_ develop a commercially-linked theme on 
which to base its publi9 .:re~ations program. 
The public rel~jtio!')s_ sig!')_ificance of this stydy may be seen as con-
siderable as it shows the measures taken by the military to engender public 
acceptance of this nuisance, as inescapable part of supersonic flight. It 
will show the attempts of a government agency to lead the citizens of a 
nation to .accept an unpleasant condition by convincing them of its necessity 
to their s.afety. 
Method 
This study traces the use of public relations in furthering acceptance 
of the sonic boom from the first supersonic flight in 1947 through the 
present time. Also included are indications by civilian airlines as to 
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8 
how they plan to approach the_probl~m when they begin regular use of super-
sonic aircraft in carrying passengers. 
Study Procedure 
The study procedure included: 
1) A survey of the literature. Since this study deals with a subject 
on which relatively little has been publi.hed, much of the literature was 
taken from military publications and correspondence. 
Civilian aircraft companies have published booklets dealing with 
public relations as applied to this subject, and some professional magazines 
have published articles. 
Official u.s. Air Force records were consulted to compare damage 
claims made against the government with efforts made by the public relations 
specialists to gain acceptance of the booms. 
2) A case history is described of a city which succeeded in stopping 
supersonic flights over its area. This study shows how public relations 
affected this decision by Air Force officials. 
3) Other publicity media are described, such as tape recordings 
prepared by the Strategic Air Command and distributed to radio stations 
for broadcast to the public. 
4) A questionnaire was given to a group of public relations students 
to learn their attitude toward the sonic boom before and after the showing 
of an official Air Force film. This film shows the need for aircraft 
capable of flying at speeds great enough to cause this phenomenon. The 
questionnaire reflects the effectiveness of the film in furthering under-
standing of the necessity for high-speed aircraft in the Strategic Air Command 
9 
of the United States Air Force. 
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CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SONIC BOOM 
"Perhaps if civilization continues to advance, it will reach such a point 
that in order to concentrate we shall have to become deafo" 
-- William Lyon Phelps 
Despite common usage of the term, there is still wide misunderstanding 
of the sonic boom itself--what it is, what causes it, what it does--
particularly among those who have not heard it. The sonic boom comes 
suddenly, unexpectedly,_without warning. It is almost always a startling 
experience and the complete absence of fire, smoke, lightning or any other 
visible evidence of its occurrence makes it difficult to understand. 
1 Sound normally travels at about 756 miles per hour at sea level. A 
sonic boom results from pressure waves which build up around an aircraft 
flying faster than the speed of sound. These pressur~ waves come together 
to form two cones, extending from the nose and from the tail of the plane, 
comparable to those formed by a boat speeding through the watero 
These pressure cones, or shock waves, travel toward the ground at the 
speed of sound and are heard as they reach the earth's surface, just as 
water washing against the shore can be heard. 
1Air Force Manual 11-l, Glossary of Standardized Terms. Department of 
the Air Force, U.S" Government Printing Office, Washington, D.c., December 
7, 1961. 
10 
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Contrary to popular belief, sonic boom does not happen only when the 
aircraft "breaks the sound barrier," It does begin at this point, however. 
In level flight at supersonic speed, an aircraft actually drags these 
pressure cones after it_ as long as it flies faster than sound. As the 
lower edges of the cones are dragged along the ground, the pressure pulses 
2 
are heard as booms. The width of the path and intensity with which the 
booms may be heard will vary, depending on the altitude, size, weight and 
speed of the airplane, the temperature, wind, terrain and the amount of 
moisture in the air. 
Fortunately, these pressure cones do not always reach the earth where 
they can be heard. Atmospheric conditions usually determine whether or not 
they reach the ground, But, while atmospheric conditions can dissipate these 
pressure waves before they are audible, they can also magnify the waves and 
che resulting sound. 
These factors vary widely from day to day and even from hour to hour. 
It is conceivable that on any given day, an aircraft could fly the length 
of the United States at supersonic speed and produce the entire spectrum 
of the sonic boom--from no boom to a sharp one, 
Atmospheric conditions also determine to some extent the size of the 
pressure cones. Under certain weather conditions, pressure cones may 
extend as much as 50 miles to either side of the flight path of the aircraft 
producing them. 
The increase in pressure generated by a sonic boom can be expressed 
2 T. p, Goebel, "Discussion of Supersonic Booms," NA-55-807, Engineer-
ing Department, North American Aviation, Ire., July, 1955. 
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in pounds per square fooL To compare the bovm with other sounds, the 
following figures are shown, 3 
Pressure 
,001 
,004 
,30 
,5 
1,0 
150-300 
TABLE 2 
PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
Noise Level 
Quiet 
Noisy as in rush hour traffic 
Startling 
Loud thunderclap 
Loudest sounds heard in a boiler factory, 
Sonic boom from an aircraft flying at 
Mach 1,04 at 10,000 feet, 
Maximum for an operational sonic boom, 
Glass breaks 
Strongest sonic boom ever recorded en a 
mountain top with the aircraft 280 feet 
away, 
Flimsy structures damaged 
Brick and frame buildings collapse, 
The Noise Factor 
Although measurements of absolute magnitude of pressure are useful 
for comparison, many people are more annoyed by the noise of the sonic 
boom than by the pressure increase, 
3Jean Martin, ~Learning to Live With the Sonic Boom,~ Office of In-
formation, 32nd Air Division, (SAGE), 
13 
Acoustical experts have standardized their measurements by using an 
ar·bi.trary reference leveL To compare one sound with another, they use the 
term "decibeL" 4 In terms of loudness, a sound with a decibel (db) level of 
ce:0 can JUst barely bo heard. If any measured sound intensity is ten times 
this reference level, it is rated at ten decibels. 
But decibels express a ratio between sound intensities, and the num-
erl.cal value of the decibel increases logarithmically. For example, a rise 
frcm zero to ten decibels represents a tenfold increase in sound intensity. 
But a rise from zero to twent.y decibels means that the intensity has gone 
up one hundred times; and a decibel change from zero to thirty represents 
an increase in sound energy of one thousand. 
Going further, a sound level of one hundred decibels is ten billion 
times louder than the minimum hearing level. 
The most effective way to reduce noise is to increase the distance 
between the source and the listener's ear. This is true because the in-
tensity of sound varies inversely as the square of the distance. If the 
distance is doubled, the intensity becomes only one-fourth as great. If 
the distance is tripled, intensity is reduced to one-ninth, etc. 5 
In terms of decibels, sound intensity level decreases approximately 
six decibels when the sound-to-ear distance is doubled, 
To compare the Eound intensity of a sonic boom with other frequenty-
4rhe formula for decibels: 
t> 
number of db= 20 lc·g ::.._ 
10 p-
n 
/. 
when P1 and P2 represent the pressures of the two sounds. 
5 From "The Sound and the Furor," Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc 00 Santa 
Mor.ica, California, 1959. 
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14 
heard sounds, the following figures are shown, 6 
Decibels 
30 
70 
l20 
127 
140 
160 
162 
170 
180 
TABLE 3 
DECIBEL MEASUREMENTS 
Sounds 
Average office sounds 
Heavy street traffic 
Loud thunder 
Loudest sounds normally 
heard in a boiler factory 
Maximum for an operational 
sonic boom, 
Sounds capable of injuring 
the human ear, 
Strongest sonic boom recorded 
Sounds capable of damaging 
flimsy structures 
Sounds capable of damaging 
brick or frame buildings, 
, 
This introduction to the sonic boom has attempted to give the reader 
an idea of how the boom is formed, what its characteristics are, and a 
comparison of its intensity with that of other sounds the average person 
encounters in his everyday life, An examination of the two tables shows 
chat while the sonic boom is among the loudest noises likely to be heard 
outside a boiler factory, the pressure resulting from a boom is usually 
6
claude Wi tze, "Learning to Live With the Sonic Boom," Popular Science, 
May, 1959, pp, 15-20, 
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much too weak to cause damage even to the flimsiest structures, 
To understand how individuals could file claims against the govern-
ment for collapsed brick walls, brol@n eardrums and inverted dwellings 
requires a good knowledge of human psychology, 
The well-planned public relations program must take an approach to 
the problem that reassures the individual of his personal safety from 
damage by the boom, aryd identifies the boom itself with national security 
and consequently the security of the individual himself, Again the 
emphasis should be on public education with particular attention to community 
relations, 
The Air Force accepts its social responsibility to the individual 
when any person complains of damages said to be caused by the boom, It 
makes every efforttoeshblish whether the Air Force is actually responsible 
for the damages .clai.m~d, _Whenever it can be shown that the Air Force did 
cause the damage, that service compensates the individual for damages done, 
A later chapter will discuss this in detail, and will show the pro-
cedures taken by the Air Force in fulfilling its social responsibility, 
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CHAPTER III 
HISTORY OF SUPERSONIC FLIGHT AND PUBLIC RELATIONS 
"Our werld is rapidly becoming a world of noise. The home is invaded 
by traffic noises, airplane noises ••• " -- Dr. Leo L. Beranek 
The first sonic boom created by an aircraft in level flight occurred 
when the experimental plane XS-1 exceeded the speed of sound late in 1947. 
This craft, built especially for the purpose of crashing the "sound 
barrier" as it was called then, made several flights under tight security 
i.11posed by the Air Force. 
The first published account of the history-making flight is not a 
p.roduct of Air Force public relations efforts to publicize its accomplish-
ments. The Air Force, in fact, was not only net publicizing its supersonic 
nights, but was exercising strenuous efforts to keep them from becoming 
known to the American public and to its competitors in the race for arms 
supremacy. The New York Times, on December 22, 1947, published the 
following article: 
NEW LLS. PLANE SAID 1D FLY 
FASTER THAN SPEcu uF SOUND 
Bell XS-1, Experimental Rocket Craft, Has Pierced Barrier, 
Magazine Reports--Air Force Maintains Silence 
By Jay Walz 
Washington, Dec 21--An experimental rocket plane, 
the Bell XS-1, has flown faster than the speed 
of sound a number of times recently, Aviation Week 
reports in an issue to be released tomorrow. 
16 
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The exact speed attained by the revolutionary 
aircraft is not stated, but the article reports 
that the flights took place at an altitude of 
more than 35,000 feet, where the speed of sound 
is 660 miles per hour, 
Persistent rumors that a new plane had 
traveled faster than sound have never been 
confirmed by the Defense Department, where 
James Forrestal, Secretary of Defense, has banned 
release of information for security reasons, 
Robert H, Wood, editor of Aviation Week, 
said today that he had withheld the story for 
several issues but had decided to publish it on 
information that the Air Force was planning to 
issue a press release on the historic results, 
At the Air Force headquarters, however, there 
was no word today of such a release, 
An Air Force spokesman here tonight would 
neither confirm nor deny the report of Aviation 
Weeko 
However, it was learned that General Carl 
A, Spaatz, Chie:C' of Staff of the Air F!!>rce, as a 
result of the announced intention of Aviation Week 
to publish the story, tonight released a group 
of West Coast newspapers from a pledge they had 
made not to write stories abort efforts being made 
to go past the sonic barrier, 
It is interesting to note that the Chief of Staff of the Air Force 
was prompted to release the story not to get publicity for his branch of 
the services, but because Aviation Week magazine had said it was going 
tc publish the story anywayo 
The magazine apparently realized the importance of the flight, and 
pldced the article in the lead position where it would attract the most 
att!lnti.on. 
Under a large photograph of the XS-1, the article read: 
1 Jay Walz, "New U,S, Plane Said to Fly Faster Than Speed of Sound," 
The New York Times, December 22, 1947, p, lo 
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BELL XS-1 MAKES SUPERSONIC FLIGHT 
Air Force and NACA Pilots Fly Beyond Mach No, 1 
in Secret Muroc Tests: Report "No Undue Di ffi cul ties," 
By Robert McLarren 
The Bell XS-1 has flown faster than the speed of sound. 
First piloted flight through the trans-sonic zone was by 
Capt. Charles Yaeger of the u.s. Air Force more than a 
month ago. This flight and several subsequent penetrations 
beyond Mach 1 by Yaeger and NACA test pilots Howard Lilly 
and Herbert Hoover have been shrouded in heavy official 
secrecy, 2 
Where was the Air Force's story on this history making supersonic flight? 
Since General Spaatz, Chief of Staff, knew ti'c story had been published, 
did he exploit it to greatest advantage to the Air Force? 
A news release about the flight had been prepared at the Office of 
Public Relations in Washington, marked for release in December of 1946, 
almost a year before the flight was made. 3 
No record has been found of the publication of this news release, 
however, 
On 28 December the Department of the Air Force had not admitted 
its supersonic flights, although announcing its emphasis on speed in 
aircraft to be developed in the future. The New York Times published 
this article: 
AIR FORCE. STRIVING FOR HIGHER SPEEDS 
By Harold B. Hinten 
2 
"Bell XS-1 Makes Supersonic Flight," Aviation Week, December 22, 
1947, p. 16, 
3 See Appendix c. 
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Washington, Dec 27--The unending quest for speed as a 
prime characteristic of military aircraft was emphasized 
by the Department of The Air Force today in releasing a 
year-end summary of the new airplanes it has ordered. 
Of the seventeen new types ordered during the year, however, 
sixteen are purely experimental and may never be produced 
in volume """ 
The summary avoided reference to the Bell XS-1, 
which has been reported, though without official 
confirmation, to have exceeded the speed of sound 
(about 700 miles an hour at sea level) in tests at 
Muroc Field, CaliL, on several occasions. oo ,4 
The following March the newspapers reported the first of many 
mysterious explosions that were to be heard in all sections of the country. 
JERSEY 'EXPLOSION' PROVES A MYSTERY 
It is Heard by Some Persons 
In Union County Sections 
Not by Others in Area 
Elizabeth, N.J. March 14--Eff8rts to track down the source 
of an "explosion" heard in Elizabeth and other tGwns and 
municipalities in Union County between 1:10 and 1:15 A.M. 
proved unavailing today. 
The "explosion," heard by some persons and not by 
others in the same communities, was described as a 
"rumble fGllowed by a vibration." Police Headquarters 
here and in neighboring places were deluged with tele-
phone calls. Some persons reported that they had heard 
a loud report, while others said they felt only the 
impact of an explosion, 
Diligent search and inquiry through the day failed 
to disclose any physical evidence ef a blast. 
In addition to Elizabeth, the mysterious rumblings were 
reported heard in Hillside, Union, Roselle and Roselle Park. 
Strangely, ether communities in the same general vicinity 
reported hearing nothing. 
Persons living in a 200-family apartment house in 
4 
Hareld B. Hinten,_ "Air Force Striving for Higher Speeds," 
The New Ytrk Times, December 28, 1947, p. 15" 
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Roselle reported the structure shaken violently. The 
house was said to have rocked for several seconds. A 
Linden woman said she was almost thrown out of bed as 
an explosion or vibration shook her home. 
At 1:10 A.M. Lieut. Joseph Brogan of the Elizabeth 
police was putting his car into the garage. He said he 
heard a heavy concussion that lasted only a second or 
two. 
The "explosion" was reported felt by some persons 
at 1:12 A.M. at Linden, about three miles from here 
and the home of the huge Bayway refinery of the Standard 
Oil Company. Lieut. Harry Weitzman, on duty at Linden 
Police Headquarters, said inquiry at the refinery dis-
closed no sign of a blast.5 
On June 11, 1948 the Air Force finally announced the flights which 
had been publicized almost six months earlier in magazines and newspapers. 
Speed of Sound is Exceeded 
By XS-1 in Repeated Tests 
By Charles Hurd 
Washington, June 10--An experimental airplane operated by 
the Air Force "has flown musch faster than the speed of 
sound many times" in recent months, Secretary W. Stuart 
Symington disclosed today. The plane, known as the Bell 
XS-1, was piloted by a wutime ace, Capt. Charles E. 
Yeager, at the Muroc Air Force base. This is the first 
recorded instance of piercing the ~onic barrier in level 
flight, the Secretary added. Some other airplanes may 
have achieved such speed in dives ••. , 
Secretary Symington's announcement today confirmed 
a report of the XS-1' s performance published Dec. 22 by 
an aviation magazine, when the subject was listed as 
restricted. At that time, the Air Force asked the 
Department of Justice to determine whether such publi-
cation violated any law. Recently Attorney General 
Tom Clark ruled that it had not. 
"We are making this information available for publica-
tion," Mr. Symington said, "in the light of the recent 
5 
"Jersey 'Explosion' Proves A Mystery," The New York Times, 
March 15, 1948, p. 7, 
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announcement by the Department of Justice that earlier 
publication of this previously classified fact did not 
constitute a violation of the Federal law. Although-
military classification does not have the force of 
law in peacetime outside the military establishment, 
there are certain obviously justifiable reasons for 
its observance," 
"Publication of further details of the performance 
of this airplane, or others similarly under test by the 
Air Force gannot be authorized for reasons of National 
Security," 
By October of 1949 the window-rattling explosions were heard in 
Florida, leading to wild rumors and fright among the populace. 
Mystery Blast in Florida 
Shakes a 100-Mile Area 
Pensacola, Fla., Sept 30--A mystery blast in the Pensa-
cola area sent tremors almost 100 miles into Alabama 
today and hours afterward the heavy concussion had not 
been explained. 
The strongest possibility appeared to be that an 
oversize bomb dropped by a military plane in practice 
produced the detonation. 
Wild rumors that a ship had exploded in the Pensa-
cola harbor or that one of the numerous military 
establishments in the area had blown up were quickly 
proved groundless. 
Frightened residents called police and newspapers 
to ask if an earthquake had occurred, No seismographs 
within 100 miles had recorded a shock. 
The explosion rocked buildings, rattled windows 
and sent its echo reverberating about 11:45 A.M, EST. 
Late today, investigators were leaning to the 
belief that a big test bomb dropped by a military plane 
might have been responsible for the "big scare" explosion. 7 
6charles Hurd, "Speed of Sound is Exceeded By XS-1 in Repeated 
Tests," The New York Times, June 11, 1948, p, 1, 
1
"Mystery Blast in Florida Shakes a 100-Mile Area," The New York 
Times, October 1, 1949, p. 2, 
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~;ith further supersonic flights, more mysterious explosions were 
created, producing an alarming effect on the civilian population. In 
April, 1950, the area around Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 
was rocked by the not-yet-understood sonic booms. 
Dayton Area Rocked 
By More Explosions 
Dayton, April 21--Three more mysterious explosions 
rocked sections near Dayton today, about twenty-four 
hours after the first blast caused a flood of rumors 
and telephone calls. 
Reports of two late afternoon blasts indicated 
they were heard in an area about ten miles long and 
two miles wide north of Dayton. 
Excited callers to Dayton newspapers, after an 
earlier blast about noon, said that one was near the 
Wright-Patterson Air Force base. Wright-Patterson 
officers said some surplus ammunition was exploded 
there but reported it was 11 A.M., an hour before 
the time set by callers. 
The first tremor occurred about 11:30 A., M. 
yesterday. Callers said it rattled dishes and broke 
windows. Police, newspapers and radio stations were 
swamped with calls after the blast, Most of the 
calls came from the Fairborn area after the first 
two explosions. Nobody seemed to know where the 
blasts originated. 
Col. C.H. Welch, Wright-Patterson press relations 
officer, said, "we know nothing more than yesterday" 
about the reports,,,B 
Air Force information officers, apparently as much in the dark 
as anyone else about the cause of the explosions, could offer no ex-
planations. Already the opportunity for applied public relations was 
present, but the "weapon" of persuasion was still "on the wall" and 
8
"Dayton Area Rocked By Wore Explosions," The New York Times. 
Ap:ril 22, 19~)0, p, 19, 
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not used to the advantage of the Air Force, 
Citizens were complaining of damages by these booms, and two 
months later a similar mystery occurred in ConnecticuL 
"Blast" is a Mystery 
Fairfield Conn Jan 28--A violent disturbance that 
awakened sleepers at 2:45 A,M, jarred a police 
patrol car and resulted in several hundred tele-
phone calls to authorities continued a mystery 
today, Many persons thought a tremendous ex-
plosioe had occurred, possible in Long Island 
So lind, 
The fir3t publicized account of any understanding of the cause of 
the "exp~osions" wa~ pc;blished in the New York Tir.1es in October, 195L 
E'ven after four years of flying supersonic aircraft, the Air Force 
apparently did not understand how the shock wave was formed, although 
it& i'"lfc,r,mation offi::ea did link the booms with Air Force planes, 
Guided Missiles Out of Air Show 
By Elie Abel 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, Oct, 5--The Air Force 
paraded its first-line strength here today before more than 
3,000 members of the American Ordnance Association,,, 
Jet pilots diving vertically at speeds beyond the sound 
b&rrier jarred the visitors by setting off simulated "explos-
ions" of the sort that unsettled the residents of near-by 
Dayton " year ago, 
Blast-like Sounds Explained 
The blast-like s:Jund ;.s caused by a pressure wave 
developed on the unde"·side of the wing when the plane 
ls pulled out of a dive, As this wave progresses from 
9
"'Blast' Is a Mystery," The New York Times, June :;>9, 1950, p, 32o 
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the wing to the earth, Air Force officers explained, 
it tends to pile up on itself, producing a compression 
shock that sounds like an explosion,l 0 
A year later, an engineer speculated about the characteristics of 
the musterious boom in an article of October, 1952, 
2 Mystery Blasts Rock Long Island 
North Shore From Glen Head 
Shaken By Concussion 
Glen Cove, L.I. Oct 18--The north shore of Long 
Island--from Glen Head to Cold Spring Harbor--
had a mystery on its hands today that stumped 
everybody, including the Coa&t Guard and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
At 11:16 A.M. two blasts rocketed from the 
skies. Seconds after the concussion, there was 
hardly a person left indoors. The area's 
residents poured out to the streets, questioning 
each other and getting no answers. Telephone 
lines to the police and fire departments and to 
radio stations were jammed quickly. 
Late this afternoon, talk about the unex-
plained blasts still was the major subject of 
conversation. 
No earth tremors at the time of the blasts 
were registered on the seismograph at Fordham 
University, the Rev. Joseph J. Lynch, University 
seismologist, said. 
The Navy Special Devices Center at Sands 
Point, L. I., reported that Glen Cove seemed to 
be just below the spot from where the noise 
cameo 
Reports of cracked windows, split walls and 
similar damage proved to be untrue. However, 
radio station WGSM in Huntington, L. I., reported 
that the concussion shook the building to its 
10Elie Abel, "Guided Missiles Out Of Air Show," The New York Times, 
October 6, 1951, p. 17. 
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foundation. 
One theory for the blast was offered by an 
engineer at the Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Corporation at Bethpage, L.I. He said it might 
have been a jet plane coming through the super-
sonic barrier. He added that the blast waves 
created by this maneuver could continue down 
toward the earth. 
However, both Grumman and the Republic 
Aviation Corporation at Far~ingdfie, L.I., said 
no jet planes were tested today. 
At that time, the Air Force had little actual knowledge of this 
phenomenon caused by its aircraft. 
The first of the mysterious explosions to register on a seismo-
graph was reported in an article of January 6, 1952. 
Blasts Shake San Diego Area 
San Diego, Cal., Jan 5--Three blasts shook the 
San Diego area last night. No damage was re-
ported. The police and Coast Guard officials said 
they had "no idea" what caused them. Earlier, a 
similar blast rocked the Venice Playa Del Rey 
area near the Los Angeles International Airport, 
125 miles northwest. No cause was found fo~ that 
blast. One of the San Diego detonations registered 
on a seismograph.12 
By February 14, the Air Force had begun to explain a possible 
cause of these strange sounds. 
BIG NOISE IN CONNECTICUT 
Hundreds Aroused by Sound 
Believed from Jet Plane 
11
"2 Mystery Blasts Rock Long Island," The New York Times, October 19, 
1952, P• 58. 
12
"Blasts Shake San Diego Area," The New York Time~, January 6, 
1952, P• 32. 
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Danbury, Conno, Feb 13--A loud noise 1 ike that of 
an explosion aroused several hundred residents of 
the area south and west of here at 7:52 AoMo today, 
resulting in much alarm, many telephone calls and 
little damageo 
The noise apparently was caused by a jet 
plane that accelerated beyond the speed of sound, 
thus causing shock waves that reverberated in the 
hills near Georgetown, Ridgefield, Ridgebury, 
Wilton and Lewisboro, No Yo Air Force experts ex-
plained that when jets exceed the speed of sound 
they sorntirnes let off "earth-shaking" explosive 
noiseso 
Many persons called the State Police and 
local fire departments to report the "explosion" 
and to ask what happenedol3 
An interesting theory as to the cause of the booms carne from 
Englando Aviation Week magazine published an article attributing the 
cause to engine noise and pointed out that the boom results only when 
a plane accelerates or decelerates past the speed of soundo 
HAWKER THEORY EXPLAINS SONIC "BANG" 
'Boom' builds up from noise of jet aircraft" 
Bomb-blast effect can be produced by jets" 
The sonic "boom" or "bang" is taking its place 
among aeronautical phenomena that have to be 
reckoned witho Interest in this high~speed-flight 
noise is more than academic--scientists 3tate that 
under certain exceptional conditions it may produce 
the physical effect of a bomb blast. Moreover, 
complaints are made by residents of areas subjected 
to bangso 
Several explanations have been advanced for 
the sonic bang, including the suggestion that it 
is caused by shock waves built up in front of the 
plane. The shock wave hypothesis explains that 
a double bang is the audible evidence of disturb~ 
ances from first the wing, then the tail planeo 
13
"Big Noise in Connecticut," The New York Times, February 14, 
1952, po 29o 
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. .Shock waves Discounted 
However, study of the problem, made for Hawker Air-
craft, Ltd , indicates that this its not so_, 
_ .. The Hawker Company ~)la~es g11neralindustry ~ntflrest 
!!I ~he. Pr<ll:l~eiD. ~.•Pe.C~IIllY be9lllJ&e_1~.•-•\IPert~ofli.c liu!'lte:r •.. 
•la:ted_~o .. !:le a JII!!Jo:r_factor in ll.rtual Security Agency' a 
offshore buying program, has been responsible for a gooct 
share of_recen~ b&ngs. 
·· Accord~ng ~o Jiawker analysis, the bang is <!build-
liP _C)f alrp~lln!! no1se:-:-<:h~efly_ fr,om t~e eng~~- gel!erated 
Whllll ~he plafle ~~ traveling_ !I~ Ml!ci:U•O• ~he s~efld of 
sound• _ E:11~:rY ~i!!. ~~ 1 .• 0 ls P<!SSe~, whet_he:r going· 
t~)lgh ~:r ~oming l:l!l.ck, a bang ia.born.· There is no 
limit to the number-of bangs that may be generated, 
the analysis-concludes, 
~llgine Nois~ Hypothesis 
_ -~ convin.cing explanation of the ~engine-noise~ 
hypothesis has been prepared for Hawker by J, W, Fogard. 
His explanation_follows1 
"Sound_. as 1s well knOwn, is merely a pxessure 
dl iturbanu of -.u · ainpli tude tranami tted by a wave 
motion in. the (luid through wl!iclt it moves." 
"Thlls the noi11es_emi~ted by ari a!rcraft ill flight 
at a speed equal to. that of sou!XI w_lll remain. wi:tl! the 
aircraft in the di;r:e.ctloll_~f its' fHght p.th for. as 
long u it~maintlins sonic spee~;t,_ andwUl con~iniJOusly 
reinforce and_build IJP int~.ll p;res~~~~ fie~~.a~Und tn. 
aircraft which, as far as the human ear ls concerned, 
assumes the audible characteristics of •n explosion," 
Bomb Blast Effect 
"It· follows. imme~~ately_t~t .the. intensity of any 
given b&ng is I! direct functi~n .. of :the tim11 tha:t the 
aircraft has spent ~raveling ·~- s~nic; speecl. ~fit . 
were possib~e to fly for a Pro!~ngecl period_ at a speed 
equal to that 9f sound, ~he b.l!ng _tt~us. generated would. 
probably nsua·alarming intensity ~nd might have 
physical eff~ts somewhat akin to thosa of bomb blast," 
Fogard states,l4 . · 
14"Hawker Theory E:xplai~s Sonic .'Bang'~" Ayiation Wefk. February 23, 
1953, Po '21 o 
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. The. first published Iecount of a resentfl.!l public's attempt& to 
stop the thundercllp effect appeared in the Times on September 2, 1952. 
BRITISH AIR SI«>W 
STARS DELTA WING 
But Town's.Fe•r of the Sound Effects 
Bus Supe:rsoni~ Flights by New Crlft 
By Fa.rnsworth Fowle, 
Fari'Jbc:lroiJgh, England, Sept.l- 7Whjjn Brihin't latest aircr1ft 
for peace and war went on public display here today the delta 
wing emerged as. the shape of things to come. 
. The co1,1ntry' s l.eading test pilots had pl1nned to show 
the pul,>lic what happens_whent1!ey.t1ke the~r new.fighters 
thro1J9h the sounci barrier. But the local autho:dtles in 
this lush, green country-side rllhild objections to the· 
attendant. thui'Jder-clap effect. Supersonlc speeds are 
therefore, banned during the week-long display srgnsored 
by the. Society of British Aircraf;t Constructors. 5 
The first warning of future "blngs" came not from the Alr Force, but 
Republic· Aviation Corporation in April of 1953, when it ran dive tests on 
the F-84F. 
DIVING JET PLANE 
ALARMS .LONG ISLAND 
Farmingdale,. L~I· April 29--rwO su(:i:euive explosion7 1lke 
blasts c1used by a jet plant tllat was diying at speed!! 
faster. than. sound ove:r I..ong Island. alarm11d re.sidents of 
the South Shore at 12:30 P.M. today. Their anxious in-
quiries flooded pollee and newspaper swl tchboards, 
The. plane, •n F-841' Thunderatreak, wu being tested 
for the Republic Aviation Co;rporation by its chief test 
pilot, John Ard. . The company had announced a month !190 
lH~t,l:l: was going, t!) make IIJGh high-speed tests with ~rlfreas­
ing frequency, and that, while it hoped to keep the planes 
over the ocean, ~hey might occasionally fly over land, 
causing the explosive noises. 
15 F1rnsworth, Fowle, "British Air Show Stars Delta Wing," Ibe New 
York Times, September 2, 1952, p. 3. 
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. . . .. Y!!S~e:t'd·a·y' ~ fH9b:t. WB~ :f;_h~ first,. h. o ... we:ve:t'. ·' t. () . 9UPP'?r:t ~~e wa;rn.iJ.:19• .. A. CQmpany ~P9~11~1:1 ,sal~ ~. ArcUtad hh plane 
()IJ:t.c;~ver th~.M~!I!I-:ti~ ~t.ap""~UY ~· over~an~·by the· 
t~l!l!l.h!.P~~ t~ of.il.b.ci!"!"c."'•al~i~ of 30,ooo ·· 
.f!!!:t• He npt-tned that • tillua .._ caneecf by shock 
Wllves bouncing back from the ground. No damage was re-
ported. 
The company, whose plant and airfield are in 
Farmingdale, •aid residents shoy~d be prepared for further 
"exp~C?Si()nll" fro111 tillll! to Ume. 
Apologies from the. ~ir Force started showing up in August, when 
a spokesman said that service was "terribly sorry." 
30, 
26, 
BLAST IN SKY TIED 
TO .JETS' HOME RUN 
. . A thunderous roar, probably caused when an Air Force 
flight of two F-94 Shooting Stars. spurted suddt~nly. for home 
base with the aid of. their reserve power frightened.numerous 
residentll in this. area last night. Several hundred tel.,_ 
phone calls flooded switchboards in police preci~s, air 
bases and newspaper. office111 here and in New Jersey. 
A spokesman at MCGuire Air Force Ease near Fort Dix 
in Wrightstown, N;J,, sa.id the explosion was "most likely" 
caused by jet aircraft from that baSe •••• 
There was considerable speculation that jet planes 
had again. broken the sound.barrier, with the accompanying 
thunderous clap, inasmuch as therehac! been jet: div!.s at 
speeds faster than sound by F-84F Thunderstreaks being 
tested for the Republic Aviation Corporation over Long 
Island. 
A spokesman at.McGuire Air Force Base said that the 
field had been queried abo!J.t the explosion. He said that 
if the planes were responsible for the disturbance the 
Air Force was "terribly sorry."l7 
16
"Diving Jet Plane Alar•s Long Island," The New York Times, April 
1953, P• 20, . 
17
"Blast in Sky Tied to Jets' Home Run," The NeW york Times, August 
1953, P• 52" 
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. 'J:hh statement can be seen to serve a dysfunction of causing re-
11entment .in some individuals. A lame. apology can never take the place 
of a plannecl program of persuasion .and attitude chan.geo 
In May of 1954 a spokesman for the Air Force presented an apparent 
solution to the entire problemo The following article appeared in the 
newspapers1 
Sonic Blasts Over Cities 
.. Outlawed by. Air. Fo~ce . 
- - - ... - . - . ' . 
Fort Worth Tex., May 7--The Air Force put into effect 
today a policy outlawing the sonic boomo 
A scheduled demonstration by three North American 
F-S6F jet fighten.o.f the hreaking of the sound barrier 
was c~ncelled at the last 111~nut~ b&cause of a newly 
is.suedPentagon C)rder. An Air FC)rce spokesman said 
all commands had been instructed that there would be ·no 
more sonic blasts in populated areas. 
Pilots who plan to exceed the speed of sound--
about 760 miles an hour at high altitudes--must do so 
hereafter. in localities where the sha.rp explosive re-
ports that result will not annoy or frighten anyone, 
or break any windows~ 
Air experts attending the American Ordnance 
Association meeting here said,· thOugh, that with the 
new superson,ie fighters, blaits miy result anyway 
from flight changes of direction or al ti t!ldeolB 
A careful search of the files of this same newspaper, Tbe New York 
Times, does not reveal when this order was rescinded. 
Probably the first account of tangible results of public relations 
told of sonic boom damage in England. 
lB"Sonic Blasts Over Cities Outlawed by Air Force," The New york 
Times, May B, 1954, p~ 36o 
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British Pay for Records 
Broken By Jet Plane Roar 
London-July 16--The government solemly acknowledged 
today that it had financed the replacement of three 
jazz records allegedly broken by the noise of a 
Royal Air Force plane as it exceeded the speed of 
sound, 
The Ministry of Supply sent a check for lBs 
($2,52) to Les Verrechi, 20 years old, a grocery 
clerk at Bognor Regis, He had complained that the 
sound waves had taken identical slices out of three 
of his prize records. 
"Those records were the greatest, and I" m 
goinq to buy the same ones over again," young 
Verrechi said happily, 
The Ministry sent along a note saying, "We 
do not admit liability, but we are making you this 
ex gratia (matter of courtesy) payment." 
A Ministry spokesman said <ilny further claims 
of that nature would have to be considered on their 
merits, He said at least one similar claim, for 
damages to the wall plaster of a school in Bexhill, 
had been paid. 
The youth said he left his 
his record player after a party. 
plane diving over his house, and 
broken, 19 
records on top of 
He heard a jet 
found the records 
By 1955, the strange noises had been heard across the far reaches 
of the Paci fie Ocean. 
Mystery Blast in New Zealand 
Auckland, New Zealand, Feb 6--A mysterious 
explosion of terrific force shook the west 
coast of New Zealand's South Island today. 
19
"British Pay for Records Broken by Jet Plane Roar," The New York 
Times, July 17,1954, p. 2. 
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A strange silver shape
2
3as reported over~ 
_head_ at th' same time. 
Tile Air force ~s had_ to face cOIIIIIUnity opposition 1!11'9Und Jiew York 
l:;~ty, ~l'l Mighl9an 1 New ~mpsh~re, andWhco1_1sin. Some .cities Wjlnt_ the 
' bases b&cause of the iMrea.ed _business they bring, while others reject 
them and their. accompanying noises. 
In Michigan, Traverse City was the planned site of a base for jet 
planes. But because_ of the intense opposition voiced by it& citizens, 
tile Air Force was forged to biJPd a bjl~e !!'I nellr-by_ ~dUlac, where the 
inhabit!llnts were_ anxi0\111 to ~ve a base for a neighbor. 21 
The R-58 Tries Its Wings 
An aircraft which was to ca!Jse_liiii!Y. frightened people, sleepl,!ls 
1_1igltt~, and la,rsuit_s ~de i_t~ first flight inl956, opening a new era 
of cracked glass, frayed nerves, and irate citizens. 
SUPE1'1,$0NIC B-58 
FLIE$ FIRST TIME 
Forth Worth, Tex; Nov ii--The ~58, hailed u the 
nation's first supersonic bomber, made its first 
flight today. 
Convilr and Air Force .officials said it 1·, 
the first ~merican · bOmbe~ designed to n y futer 
tl)an ~~~e speed of soun~! ~ _. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .... 
Public Rel~tions of. 11 so~t _~arne ne~t. f~C!m. an .IJnder. !)f!c:;-et;liiT. C!f . 
State, who proposed in February of 1956 the solution to the sonic boom 
problem. 
20"Mystery Blast in_~ew Zea~al'_ld,~_Ibe He~ York Times,_February 7, 
1955
' ~ts!; "Bittle ol No he Plagues Jet rorce~" Appetidix G. .. - - ... 
22
•s..p.rson1c B-58 Flies First Time," Ihi New York Times, November. 
12, 1M, p,_ 30 .• 
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MAYORS WARNED ON SOVIET POWER 
Herbert Hoover Jr., Under-Secretary of State, warned today 
that Russia's rise posed an "unparalleled threat to the United 
States, 
The Under-Secretary addressed 200 mc;yors at the opening 
of their annual conference. They were briefed by defense 
leaders. 
Mr. Hoover's remarks were underscored by Ge~. Nathan F. 
Twining, Air Force Chief of Staff, who cauti.oned that Russia 
was building a long-range jet boomer that "compares with the 
best we have," 
Turning to other problems .of the jet age, he said 
that while the Air Force was taking steps to cut the noise 
of jet and other planes around cities, it is "just something 
we are going to have to live with."23 
The Official notice of Congress was called to the problem in June 
of the same year as a result of broken windows and cracked plaster in 
California. 
Hillings Asks Jet Blast Study 
Washington, June l9·-Rep. Patrick J, Hillings., Republican 
of California, today raquested a study by the House Judiciary 
Committee to determine whether the Government was liable for 
damage caused when jet aircraft break the sound barrier. 
Mr. Hillings said a series of jet blasts had occurred 
recently in Southern California. Dishes and windows were 
broken and plaster was cracked, he addect.24 
Still, Americans continued to become alarmed, sometimes summoning 
fire"fighting apparatus. 
23"Mayors Warned on Soviet Power," Tb~ Nfilll! Y2rk Ilmili, February 
17, 1956~ P• 4. 4
"Hillings Asks Jet Blast Study," I he Nfilll! YQ;rk Iimii, June 20, 
1956, P• 25. 
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Jet's Noise Jars Syracuse 
Syracuse, N.Y. Nov 16--An Air Force jet plane cracked 
the sound barrier over this city today and set off 
a flood of telephone calls from jittery residents 
that swamped telephone switchboards in the polic~ 
headquarters and newspaper offices. In neary-by 
Solvay an anxious resident sounded a fire alarm. 
The shattering of-.tbe air mass .cr111tes a sonic boom, 
like a clap of thunder, when a· plane reaches the 
speed of soun6, which is 760 miles per hour at sea 
level.25 
The Air Force became genuinely concerned about the so~ic boom after 
nearly ten years of waking babies, breaklng glass and angering citizens • 
The boom is better than the bomb, though, as stated in this article of 
January 20, 1957. 
JET NOISE GROWS 
INTO A HEADACHE 
Air Force Working Hard on Problem, 
But Complaints May Bring in Congreu 
Washington, Jan 19--Ear-piercing noises in the supersonic 
age have given the Air Force a multi-billion dollar head-
ache. 
The only cure appears to be to spend billions, 
which the service does not want to do, or get greater 
public understanding, which it covets. 
The problem is aggravated by faster, ·more powerful 
planes, which make more noise. Complaints from the public 
have mounted in recent years, sometimes to such a degree 
that they have interfered with the effectiveness and 
mission of an air base. 
Indications are that some persons are now ready to 
go to Congress- or the courts to cleim damages they be-
lieve have resulted from jet noises and sonic booms. 
25
"Jet'e Noise Jars Syracuse," The New York Times, November 17, 
1956, P• 21. 
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The Air Force's predicament has reached such a 
a point that prescriptions are about to be sought in 
Congress and perhaps in the Executive Brancho 
Representative Patrick J. Hillings, Republican 
of California, has introduced a resolution for an 
investigation of damages and claims resulting from 
sonic booms. Another resolution, by Rep. Henderson 
Lanham, Democrat of Georgia, calls for an inquiry 
to determine steps to be taken to protect the pro-
perty rights of persons living near air bases. 
Within the AF, it was learned, Under Secretary 
James H. Douglas recently proposed to Charles E. 
Wilson, Secretary of Defense, that an inter-depart-
mental committee be created to study the problem 
and make recommendations to the President. 
Mr. Douglas, summing up the problem, noted 
that most bases were originally situated in un-
populated areas. But with the mushrooming sub-
urbs since World War II, he said, the situation 
altered "radically and the flight path of aircraft, 
which was once over open land, is now over highly 
developed residential, industrial or commercial 
area so" 
With the advent of jets, he continued, 
"noise and nuisance complaints from property 
owners residing near bases have arisen at an 
alarming rateon 
From the technical or operational standpoint 
there seems little the Air Force can do to silence 
the noise. The inescapable facts are that the huge 
new jet engines make a lot of noise, and interceptor 
planes must pour on the power if they are to overtake 
an enemy bomber ••• 
The service is concentrating on a nation-wide 
campaign to convince the public that jet noise must 
be accepted as a necessary, if distasteful, aspect 
of air defense. 
But to ease the public mind, the service has 
ordered that, except in emergencies, pilots should 
not crack the sonic barrier except when 30,000 
feet over land and not at all over heavily populated 
area so 
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Despite the regulations, research and public 
relations, the Air Force is convinced that its head-
ache will be cured only when the public accepts this 
basic fact: It is far better to hear the whine of 
a jet or the clap of a sonic boom than be confronted 
with the blast of an atomic bomb.26 
This last sentence prophetically spelled out the basis of the Air Force's 
public relations programs of years to follow, when such titles as MSound 
of Freedom" and "Sound of Security" were used to associate the booms 
with national preparedness. 
These newspaper and magazine articles show a step-by-step story 
of the development of supersonic flight and the Air Force's tardy 
realization of its responsibility to the citizens of the country. 
From the time of the first supersonic flight (and its attendant 
sonic boom) in 1947 until 1952, the Air Force professed not to know the 
cause of the mysterious explosions that shook various areas of the 
country • 
After it had admitted that Air Force planes caused the booms, it 
was not until 1958 that it responded to public clamor and began its 
program of public relations to link the booms with national security. 
For more than ten years the Air Force seemed to have ignored the 
function of public relations: identifying its activitiei with public 
interest and interpreting them to the public so as to gain acceptance 
of the sonic noises. 
A public relations program of explaining what the sonic boom is 
and why it is necessary was to come in 1958, in anticipation of the 
26
"Jet Noise Grows Into a Headache," The New York Times, 
January 20, 1957, P• 30, 
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B-58 and its bombing activities over American citie&o 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE AIR FORCE PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM 
"If thee could only settle down to noises as being part of the 
ordained order of things, they would not disturb thee." -- Hannah 
Whitall Smith 
Efforts of the United States Air Force to gain acceptance of the 
sonic boom were started by the Community Relations Division of the Office 
of Information in 1958 when supersonic F-104 Starfighter airplanes based 
at Westover AFB, llassachusett.; began causing sonic boom~ in that area. 
This program led the way for the more intensive and more extensive 
program which was developed to accompany the introduction of the B-58 
Hustler bomber into the Strategic Air Command's inventory of bombers. 
The Problem 
At a seminar of information officers at Bos~on University on June 13, 
1962, thl.s program was disc>Jsoed by Major Edwud HUlding, of the Community 
Relations Division, Office of Information, Headquarters USAF. 
"Our biggest problem is the reaction of the communities 
who say, 'Well, they are hot-rodders showing off to their girl 
friends and all--it's unnecessary--go out over the ocean or 
out over the desert.•--and this is our job, to formulate 
policies to the command and gain an understanding of the commU-
nity--an appreciation of why we are flying that airplaneo"l 
lFrom a tape recording made at Boston University, June 13, 1962. 
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The First Attempts at a Solution 
In understanding a program of educating the public as to the necessity 
of flying supersonic aircraft, the Air Force and General Dynamics, builder 
of the B-58, worked together on a carefully-planned and detailed p:resen-
tation to representatives of cities over which the B-58 would be flying. 
Mr. Malcolm H. Holloway, administrative assistant to the president 
of General Dynamics, discusses their approach. 
The Strategic Air Command-General Dynamics program goes 
back as far as 1958 when the B-58 was making brief supersonic 
flights in the vicinity of Fort Worth. We realized at ·:hat 
timP. we were going to have something of a problem--we werer.'t 
sure what the problem was going to be because it was still 
early in the sonic boom-community relations program--noise 
was popular then, sonic boom was ;till kind of up for grabs 
as to exactly what it would do and wh<lt it wouldn't do, and 
how it would be accepted. About -.:his tiJOe ci-,e b-58 was also 
planning some ventures i;1to tile hinterlands or into the big 
d ties such as Mi:Cwaukee, affe,~.ting a lot of people at one 
time. And after a couple of these flights, we kro!!w that we 
h~d a bear by t:,e tail, so we then got dc•wn seriously to 
planning what we were going to do about the sonic boom and 
the B-58 a~ more B-58$ got into oper<,tion with SAC and more 
of the:n wez-e being teo·~ed at ~ur phl1t and as they be9an to 
fan O'Jt all over the country. 
The B-58 w&s seen then as c:reating more of a p::oblem than inter-
ceptor aircraft, since it was capable of flying faster-than-sound for 
longer periods of time, thereby affecting more people with the booms. 
In 1959 the program was begun on a regional basis when civic 
leaders from small cities in Texas and New Mexico were invited to 
Strategic Air Ccmmand headquarters for briefings. 
Approximately 120 citizens from 26 communities were briefed on 
SAC"s operations, the B-58, and sonic booms--what they are, why they 
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are neces$ary, and what damage they can doo 
This program utilized the information theory method of attitude 
change--the theory that when people are told the facts in any situation, 
most of them will accept ito 
These citizens, being opinion leaders in their respective 
communities, were looked upon as high credibility sources by their 
neighborso This facilitated the effective transfer of the sonic boom 
story from SAC to the individuals in the small townso 
Detailed information plans were prepared at Headquarters Strategic 
Air Command ~o assure greatest possible effectiveness of these programs.3 
The Comic Pages Contribute 
Nation<tlly syndicated Sunday comic f<~a'c<Jl'e:s w<:l"" used tc mc.ke ·<:he 
sonic boom principle familiar to the publico One ~specially effective 
presentation C!ppeared l.n newspapers d~T0$5 the co•.mtry in March of 1959. 
Dro Athel5tan Spilhaus, dean of the Institm:e of Techno~ogy at the 
University of Minnesota, explained what the sonic boom is, how it is 
fo:rmed, <md the limitatit•ns on the damage H c~n do, This is another 
example of applied public relations, inasmuch as Dr. Spilhaus sought to 
"sell" the bcom by use of the slogan, "the sou11d C·f se.cu.rityo"4 
The Boom is Regulated 
On July 27, i.960, the Air Force issued a regulation whose purpose 
was to reduce flight disturbances that cause adverse public reactions. 
It directed that sonic booms not be intentially performed except: 
3see appendix D for a copy of this info:rmation plan, 4see appendix E. 
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(l) During tacti~al mi~sions which necessitate sonic or supersonic 
speeds; 
(2) during phases of formal t·raining courses which require sonic 
or supersonic speeds or the performance of sonic booms; when these 
flights are required, they must be conducted over specially 
designated areas under close supe::-vision; 
( 3) during research, test, and operaticnal suitability test flights 
which require sonic or supersonic speeds; these flights must be 
conducted over areas designated for this purpose; 
(4) when authorized by a major air command for demonstration purposes; 
{5) in an emergency when in the judgment of the pilot safety 
justifies a deviation from this gene::-al policyo5 
To lessen the effects of the booms on the citizenry, thl'! regulation 
further directed• 
Sonic and supersonic speeds during straight and level flight 
will be commenced and terminated at altitudes above 30 9000 
c·ver land areas, and above 10,000 feet over water areas o 6 
At that time the booms werE> tho'Jght to be '.ncapable of doing actual 
damage to structux·es, A sockbman .it S·crc:te,;!l.e Ah Command headquarters 
;;t Omaha, Nebraska had indicated that "very little, if any" damage resulted 
:from sonic b..>or.1s, :~nd said thai: ninety perc.ent of c":.aims filed in one area 
were phony o 7 
'fhis type. of approach to public relations can cause only negative 
resul h, ~inc& no one will willingly accept a statement that his claim is 
"phcnyo" A positive approach to pe1·suasivn would likely get better 
resul tso 
The Air Force Admits Damage Capability 
A year later, this regulation was cha~gedo The change, ordered 
5Air Force Regulation 55-34, Reduclnq Flight Disturbances That 
.Qause Adyerse Publi·: Reactions, Department of the Air Force, Washington, 
Do Co 3 .July 27_1 1960~ ~Ibid, 
~~a World-Herald, June 12, 1960, 
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by the Secretary of the Air Force, said, in part, 
The chancteristics cf the sonic boom phenomenon are 
such that damage to buildings may occur as a result of booms. 
When a civilian area has been affected by Air Force air.;raft, 
the Air Force must accept rgsponsibility for restitution 
and payment ~.f j'os1: clal.ms. 
This regulation al5o ~equired units operating supersonic aircraft 
to maintain accurate records of all supersonic flights en " special 
"Sonic Boom Log" which was to show the date, time, type .;,nd serial 
numbe1· of aircraft, al ti t11de, speed, heading, location, and duration of 
flight. This log, which the regulation requires units to keep for two 
years, is to assist in determining the validity cf claims for damages 
alleged to have been caused by Air Force planes. 
This prel.imi••<uy :;>:cog~am was extrE1me.ly valuable to General Dynamics 
and Strategic Air C..1.nrnar.d in planning futu:r& bri.efings" Severa). discoveries 
were madeo 
Vlell,. we l.;t;J;c·ned l'-lite a bit from this p::c.gram l.n 1959 in 
helpil":fi p~·ep .. re for ~.he oi;~ cities, lind we ma.:le several 
spec'.f.ic di~cove:ries here whi~h we tho>Jght were fairly 
impox·tar:t." !l1ey wen: p:retty much 'che mea't of what we were 
trying to find out. 
First, we focmd C'ut tha·o ·~he:re was a lack of 
l.nforn..a·do:·. gener;;l.ly in scme of these areas about the 
,::onic boom and ""' awful lot of misinformation--about 
tne sv.n~ boc-m tiit:•~g wE!li.S c1nd c~Jickens :.1ot L;yin;J 
prope-rly ;,r,d all this kind of thing. But the rural people, 
God bie'ss them, "they ju-;t did not knew anything of it, <md 
'they were going by rumors and what somebody tncught would 
h01pper;, .,nd in some cas.es, coincidences, that led them 
Hrmlv to believe that thi11 sonic boom could do just about 
a!'!y·.:lifcng <>nd it's no gccdo ':1 
8Air Force Reg~<lo>,tl.on 55-34A, Reducing Flight Disturbance~ That 
Cause Ad·~el·se :>,,Li.: Reactions, Dep;n·tment of the Air Fol·ce, Washington, 
D. C. , July 27, 1961. 
9Mr, M>).·~olm Ho Hvlloway, Opo Cii:o 
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The application of the information theory technique of attitude 
change here might have done much good. The mass media could have informed 
all these people and ended their need to rely on rumor. 
It also came out at these first briefings that the responsible 
agencies were delaying handling of claims for damages done by supersonic 
aircraft. This example of lack,of applying public relations principles 
developed because no one understood all the effects of sonic booms and 
"we just did not have enough solid information at that time as to what 
the sonic boom would do."lO 
A proposed solution to the problem was found to be unworkable at 
these early meetings. Consideration was given to modifying flight paths 
to avoid specific citie$, but it became appQrent that when an aircraft 
avoids one city, it must fly overano'ther one, and the best splution 
would be to lessen the effect, rather than to try to avoid sped fl.c 
areas and populations. 
It was Rpparent to Gener~l Dynamics and Strategic Air Command that 
a first-class film was need~ct to accompany the br~cfings to civic leaders. 
This film would serve to get the message to more people, $how more con-
vincingly the oe.:essi ty for supersonic flight, and identify the booms 
with the defense of the nation. 
Probably the most welcome realization was that getting the 
information to the people did help to "sell" the communi ties on the 
necessity of supersonic aircraft and sonic booms. 
The Program of 1961 
Strategic Air Command selected four cities to be given B-58 sonic 
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boom briefings in 1961, Houston, Sto Louis, Minneapclis-St, Paul, and 
Indianapoli.s had been selected for regular supersonic c~adar bomb tcoring 
runs which required that B-58s fly over them, 
Since these cities were being asked to tolerate not an occasional 
boom but a steady diet of them at all hours of the day and night, SAC 
and General Dynamics sent their briefing teams to prepare the w&y, 
Invitations were sent to state governors, presidents of large 
companies, college and university presidents, mayors, United States 
Congressmen, owners of radio and television stations, and newspaper 
publishers, 
In briefing these opinion leadel'S, General Dynamics and SAC again 
utilized the "two-~tep flow" pri11ciple to ·~reate a·~ceptance in. the 
field of influence of the various opinion leader<So 
Also inclt;ded. were those most directly .:once:rned with react!.c.1s 
by the populace, pollee and fire chiefs, sheriffs, and civil defense 
directors. 
To emphasize the importance of the briefings, SAC designated a 
high-ranking officer to cond•Jct them. Usually thi.s was the commander 
of a B-58 wing who would be able to am;wer most cZ the questions about 
the crews and the superscnic ah'pl.ant:s, The presen;e of this high-
credibility sou~ce facilitated much empathy and rapport between the 
individuals ~nd the Air Force, 
In addition to the l:>rl.efl.ng:s, 11rticlea were p11blished in the 
various newspapers of the cities involved, These <orticles showed 
photographes of the B-58, expluined the necessity of supersonic flight, 
atnd generally sought to convince the people that the sonic boom was 
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tndeed the "sound of freedom. nll 
Tall Man Five Five 
To fill the need for a film on the sonic boom, General Dynamics and 
Strategic Air Command produced a half-hour color film, "Tall Man Five 
Five," narrated by Chet Huntley, This film was shown at the various 
briefings and explained convincingly the need for supersonic flight, as 
it showed the inseparable link between supersonic flight and security. 
The film shows a bombing mission to Deerfield, Massachusetts, and 
SAC's underground headquarters at Omaha, Nebraska. 
During the bombing mission, the film explains the cause of sonic 
booms, tells what damage they can do, and shows how a ground-based radar 
bomb-s~oring unit. measures ·che efrec"cl.vene.ss oi a o-58 supersoni,.; bombing 
In 1961 this -film was widely dtstributed and shown noc only at 
fcrmal bri0iings but or, television :;;·cations all ever the United States. 
In conjunction with the compilation of r&~earch materia~ for this 
theses, the writer obtain~d a copy of this film and undertook to 
ewluate its us.efulne .. s l.n accomplishing its purpose, to explain the 
s<:lnic boom, convince the public oi l.ts necessity, and associate it w!.th 
the country's sec uri tyo 
On March 12, 1963, the writer administered a questionnaire to a 
group of senior students in a class in Public Opinion and Propaganda in 
the School cf Public Relations and Communications at Boston University. 
This questionnaire asked about the causes of the sonic boom, why American 
llFor examples of news releases., see appendix No 
12see appendix A for the script of this filmo 
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Air Force crews fly ~irplanes that can cause it, the damage the boom can do, 
and why the booms are heard over American cities, 
The questionnaire also measured the reaction of individuals to their 
first exposure to the boom, and asked each student to recommend a solution 
to the problem of gaining public acceptance of the phenomenon, 
The purpose of the testing was two-fold, First, to show how much the 
students knew about the boom, and second, to test the effectiveness of the 
General Dynamics-Strategi~ Air Command film, "Tall Man Five Five," 
The students, 31 males and nine females whose a~erage age was 22, 
we•re te~ced, After the original questionnaire was filled out, the movie 
was shown, The students were not told that another questionnaire would 
be given, Immediately after the film was shown, the same questionnaire 
was administered again, with the exception of one question which asked 
th£: i!~dividual "s reaction tr> the boom the fir~·t time he had heard ito 
Re~ults of the Questionnaire 
The questionnai~e answered before the film showing revealed a 
general lack of knowledge about the boom" The area understood least 
was that of damage capability and conditions of flight under which the 
boom is possibleol3 
Seventy-five percent of the students thought, for example, that 
ihe sonic boom is created only when a plane is passing through the sound 
barrier, chat :'.s, accelerating or dece.lerating pan the speed of sound, 
The other twenty~ five percent thought the boom was possible at any time 
a plane is flying faster than the speed of sound, None thought the 
boom to be caused by engine noise" (Question one) 
:. 3see <Jppendix 0 for a copy of this questionnaire, 
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The other area of miscon~eption was the cap•bility of damageo 
Sixteen students thought that all sonic booms could damage buildings, 
seven said about half could cause damage, twelve said none could, and 
five did not answer, signifying that they did not knowo (Ques•ion four) 
Thirty-nine students answered question five correctln one did not 
answer, signifying "don't knowo" This indicates that although mar.y of 
the students thought all booms could damage buildings, none believed 
them capable c•f damage to human beings or animals. 
Questions two, three, and six considered military use.s of super-
sonic aircraft, about which the students could net reelistically be 
expected to knowo These questions were inserted to test the effective-
ness of the movieo 
rn answer to question seven (Have you ever heard e sonic boom? If 
so,. what wa1; your re~ction th" first time yot• heard :.t?l 9 thlrt-:'-sL< of 
the forty had heard a bcorn, and reactions ri>nged from "scared as hell" 
to "thought somecne dropped " heavy piece oi furnic<lr& en the i:i.oc.r above," 
to "don't recall the first oneo Seem tc. have grown •Jp with ito" M:lst 
said thev thought it was some kind of explodcn, some thought "very near 
by," ar1d many reported being "startled" or "stopped iil my trc.cks," 
The answers tc tht: question about gaining public acceptance were 
very similar, The general opinion was that it :.s ne•.ce=sa1·y to explain 
exactly what the sonic boom 1.s, what damage it can and cannot do, and 
why it is necesea:ryo 
The "aft~r" questionnaire reflected much kr.owledge that had been 
gained from tht· filmo Thl.::ty-seven of the $tuder.ts knew at which times 
in flight the birplane creates the boom (questiol\ 0ne)o 
The percentage of studants know~r.g the purp,:se c,f supersonic flight 
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during training fliqhts rose irom sixty-five to ninet1, None "didn't 
know," compared with five in the "bef:>re" survey (quest io;1 two) o 
The understanding of the duration of supersonic flight during 
training missions rose from about one-fifth of those tested 1:0 ,~oTe 
than nine-tenths (question three)o 
Knowledge of damage capability increased from thirty percent to 
eighty- seven percent (question four), This point was vividly made 
clear in the film, and was reflected in the later questionnaireo 
The results of question five were unchangedo This was likely due 
to the students' previous knowledge of the unlikelyhood of !.njuTy to 
persons or to animalso 
The sixth question showed a unanimous correct sr~swer regarding the 
use of American cities for target areaso In the wbefo!'e" test, six 
students did not an,;wrer t(Jis question:~ but th:~:r~y=:fo·Jr did choose the 
-~;ght ardwer (~c..m~ s·cu,.:ient·-s .::;hC·se rncr~ <ch~n one ~;)~.vv2r to sorue qtJ.e:Stions.L 
How to "Sell" the Boom 
c; M "'a:'t .. r" S(!l'Vey repeated the eighth qut>stion an how to ~jet the 
public to accep"t the boom, Twenty-thr..e student~ mentioned the iiim as 
an excellent means (,f "sellir.g" the boom to the pu!Jlico The other 
students making reco!Mlendatl.ons repe&ted their opinions tr.at the cause, 
effects and necessity of the boom must be explained to the people, 
Table 5 shows a compilatio<1 of answers to each question before and 
after the film, Some que-stions show a total of more than forty answers, 
inasmuch as some stude<1ts indicated more than one answer to some questions, 
The correct answex to each question is indicated by the larg~st number in 
the "After Film" column opposite ea.:h question number, This presents a 
' 
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convincing indication of the effectivene$s of the fi.~m, since the students 
were not tol :I what to look for in the film, and were not 'COld t bat they 
wculd be given another questionnaire after the film was sMw11, 
TABLE 5 
RESULTS OF SONIC BOOM QUESTIONNAIRE 
Question 
N~.;mber" 
l 
2 
C: 
3 ~ 0 
b() 
r:. u 
4 
' 
0 
.~o 
Co 
5 ao 
.Oo 
Co 
6 ~"' 
.0 
:...~ 
Number of Students 
Selecting Each Answer 
Before After 
film Film 
0 0 
31 5 
11 37** 
26 36"'* 
3 3 
ll 2 
::J 2 
10 1 
9 37"* 
16 5 
7 0 
12 35''* 
0 0 
40 40*'* 
0 0 
2 0 
6 ' 
34 40** 
Number cf Sttdents 
Giving No Answer 
Before 
Film 
l 
l 
2 
After 
Film 
0 
0 
0 
J , .... · ;:;.~-d· ,·.~,,,--,t of ·.:.~•--.1, .-·, ................ lvn a11d t\,(_· ~se<: e:flpl:.h"· L.< l1 rvr a .... ~ ....- ...-JI .......... _ ............. ._ 
answe:r chc ices prc.vided" 
**7he correct a11swer, 
The eriectivene's of this film l.s considered very high, since 
~ · ·h·ve come from government organiza·cions, aviation reqUeStS fc~ SnOw>ngs a 
~ ·1 ~ivic and se=vice clubs~ chambc1·s of agencies, schocls 2n. col eqes, 
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c'ommerce, law enforcement personnel, and civil defense organizationso 14 
Other Media 
During this program and .since that time the Directorate of 
Information at Headquarters, Strategic Air Command has distributed over 
one million copies of the folder "Sonic Boom,nl5 These folders ~ave 
been distributed to the pub!ic through all SAC bases and '.:hrougn ether 
Air force Commands as well as by public service distribution by telephone 
ccmpanies, electric power companies and insurance companies ,16 
interview with Captain Robert Sowers, a B-58 pilot.l7 Radio stations in 
areas likely to hear 8-58 booms are sent a copy cf the tape before the 
first ~upersoaJic rli.ghts a::.:'e mad.&o 
A "Soni,: Boom Van" was put on public displ~y in lilany d tiee in 1961, 
the causes and effeci;s of soni; booms, along witn models of tM B-58 ar.j 
:,tner sc<personic aircraft. Ti1is v<on is still being t:sed ae o:•e of the 
Air Force Orientation Group's ed~.tcatl.onal exhibt:s, 
The Importance uf T:.:uth 
A successful education program, SAC and General Dynamics knew, 
wc,;:Ld have -w :Oe based on txuth. Consequently, throt:ghout all briefings 
14Strategic Air Commii;td~Gener&l Dynamics E- 58 Sonic Boom Education 
hc·gxam Pa.nphlet, 1962, 
l5see appendix B, 
16Letter to t~'1e writer from Lt, CoL John P. Spaulding, Offl.ce of 
Informrtion, Headquarters, USAF, Washington, D, c., November 8, l962, 
7s,ut~ .Jpr~~::Jdix Fo 
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on the subject, the son!.: boom film, and in printed materials used in the 
program, it was plainly stated that the sonic boom could cause some 
damage,, st.ch as brcken window pane! or cracked plastero 
Further, l.t was stated chat the Air Force would pay all legitimate 
damage cl~ims after proper investigation, This forthright approach 
created much good will and tolerance toward the sonic booms, 
Frost Warnings 
One of the most unsettling features of sonic booms is t:,at they 
come without warning and are quite suddeno Even thunder, to which the 
boom has been compared, !.;; preceded by a lightning flash, which dc,es 
give a short warning, 
from which B~58~ operde, Ca:-swell in Texas, and 3unker Hill in Indiana, 
expect super!lonic flights, and possibly booms, within the next 24 to 48 
ho:..rso The wing,, gave th~s information to the news wire services, which 
circulated it to the affected cides, 
"Cooperation of news media in dissemin~"ting this information and 
fp:reading the news of sonic booms has been octstanding. Many have 
contributed diiectl y by helping to arrange distribution oi SAC's sonic 
boom p,,mphletz, nl8 
Color Slide Presentations 
To makil comm·,nl.ty acc;eptan•;e more complete, SAC and General 
Dynamics sent to each SAC unit l n son'.c boom areas a set t)f color 
18Letter to the writer from Lt, Col, John p, Spaulding, Office of 
Infcrmation, Headquarters, USAF, Washington, D. C,, .Nov. 8, 1962o 
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slides and an accompanying talk. These were for the use of SAC units in 
briefing local civic and service clubs on sonic booms. These served not 
only to increase dissemination of sonic boom information, but to standard-
ize information officers in their presentations. 
Effectiveness of 1961 Program 
No formal effort was made to measure the effectiveness of this 1961 
program. General Dynamics and SAC did consider it successful to the 
extent that major cities selected for supersonic B-58 runs did put up 
with the steady vl.si ta'Cion of sonic booms ,19 
Judging from newspaper stories and editorials, television and 
radio coverage and the relatively small number of complaints and sonic 
boom damage claims handled by the Air Force in 1961 ""the program was 
quite successful.•20 
Developments of 1962 
"Cl:vilizatic.n,, l it<e ·an adole•scent wi 1:h an ~.en braced drum, is becoming 
noi~ier as it grows 7 aad ii it doesn~t stop rE:d.:5i~g t;1e decibels~ it 
''2Y weU jar us out of our wits." -- Raymond Schuessle:r 
In July of 1961, the Strategic Air Command had begun a series 
of bvmbing runsbetween SL Lclds, Missouri, and Arkan~a~. The 
target for B-58s on :h~se r..~ns was S1:. Loui.;. Necessaril'f, the bombe~s 
made the bomb runs over the target at supersonic speeds, and a sonic 
boom accompanied each plane, announcing its presence in unmistakable 
·~erms to ~he people below. 
l9For a study of these cities, see "Developments of 1962," 
2Dstrategic Air Command-General Dynamics B-58 Sonic Boom 
Educational Program pamphlet, 1962. 
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At first, the newspapers of st, Louis supported the action oi the 
Air Force, and said that ~an occasional !>laster crack or broken window 
was a small price to pay for freedom, .. 21 ~ But as ti.me went on, so did the sonic booms, and citizens began tel 
' I 
• 
grow weary of being jarred out of their sleep anj having to repair dam~g<> 
to their windows and walls, The booms were coming almost every night of 
the week, They began to complain, 
One woman said a bool!' Ltvke her spectacle~, In one night, after a 
series of unusually severe booms shook the area, more than 150 complaint,, 
were made to Scott Air Force Base, nearby,22 
One man said he heard two booms one night, went outside, and found 
an eight- foot brick wall had co~ ld psed. 23 
The SL L'Juis Globe-Democrat, in an article on sonic boom gripes, 
sa~d tha~ more than 3000 complacnts had been made in n111e months, and 
that 1000 claims had been made for damages,24 
The residents of the St, Louis a1·ea began to write letters to 
Scct-r A:.r Forc.e Base, to Air Force Headquarters, to the Vice President; 
and to President Kennedy himself, complaining of the nuisance and 
asking that the booms be stopped, 
Two of these letters are shown on the following pages, 
Following the letters is the answer from the Air Force, Both 
answering letters were identical, with the exception of the name of 
21Editorial in The St, Louis Globe-Democrat, April 5, 1962, 
22rhe New York Times, April 15, 1962, Sec IV, po 8, 
23The St. lpuis Globe-Democrat, April 5, 1962, p, 1, 
24Ibido 
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the addressee, To avoid duplication, only one copy of the letter is 
shown, 
Although one writer complained of damage to his personal prope~ty 
and the other told of damage to a house nearby, the Air Force's answer 
neither acknowledged the complaint nor told the writer how to go about 
making claims for compensation, However, it thanked both writers for 
their "understanding and interest" in sonic booms, 
A situation such as this affords probably the best opportunity 
for the application of public relations principles, An individual 
writing in to complain about the nuisance and damages done by it 
probably has very little understanding of the boom, and has an interest 
or:ly ln stopping its intrusion of his peace of mind, Such a statement 
thanking an individual for his interest and understanding may possibly 
cau5e only more resei1tment toward the Air Force, 
' 
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_________ Sto 
SL Louis, I.Do 
Honorable President Kennedy--
These sonic boom airplane test runs over city of Sto Louis is 
causing alarm to property owners such as I with a home 25 years age 
and especially to older buildings! 
There is an instance here, where a house roof slid apart to cause 
a 2 foot wide gap! To this day the building inspectors have announced 
no public explanation so we must assume it was "Hushed-up" for "Sonic 
Boom" reasons! 
In Louisiana a Sonic Boom caused store windows to shatter even 
a Civilian Defense director hurried to escape the glass according 
to newspaper accounts! 
By natw:e, generally property owners are as patdotic as any 
American to ~nvest in his country and home! 
So~-Why a 50 mile Sonic boom path right through a city when 
how far away is 50 miles? At 700 mile5 an Hour? 5 minute;;? Awaiting 
advice--with alarm! 
Respectful! y 
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Dear Mr. President Kennedy: 
------...:St, 
St, Louis, Mo, 
Please have them stop these sonic booms over my home in St. 
Louis, Mo, I have my 51 year's life savings invested in my house, 
and if this keeps up I won't have anything. 
The bathroom walls, kitchen walls, and other numerous places 
have cracked. The sunroom shook, and felt like it was shaking off 
of the house one late afternoon recently, It cracked in the 
corner, 
On the 14th of February the glass dome of my 400 day clock 
on the mantel cracked, and got a hole broken out of the dome when 
the sonic boom sounded, 
With all the hospitals in St, Louis the patients should not 
be subjected to these booms either, 
This just can't keep up like this! 
Please see what you can do to stop these nerve-wrecking ~nd 
house wrecking sonic booms. Thanking you in advance, I am 
Sincerely Yours, 
Miss-----
(P,S. I can't afford all these repairs either!) 
I 
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SAFOI-2c/MajHillding/ch/79079/26Apr62 
Apr 26 1962 
Dear Mr, ___ _ 
The Office of the President has asked the Air Force to reply to your 
recent letter, 
The problems associated with operating supersonic aircraft near 
populated areas have received special attention from the Air Force, A 
few years ago, it was possible to accomplish these flights only in remote 
areas well removed_from urban centers, Our current inventory of super-
sonic aircraft and the necessity for realistic training requires additional 
training areas which of necessity are near pop·;lated areas, As an example, 
SAC crews conduct daiJy simulated bombing ot specific points located within 
cities, The accuracy of high altitude supersonic bomb runs is measured by 
NIKE air defense radar sites which are located only at selected installations 
and larger cities, therefore, limiting the nurnbcr of choices available for 
route and training_areas, 
Selection of supersonic routes is a difficult process, Consideration 
must be given to the type of training to be accomplished, facilities avail-
able, impact on the over-all air route structure, and the discurbances 
which these flights create, All possible alternatives are considered in 
order to minimize the noise problem associated wich supersonic aircrafto 
These include scheduling the maximum training du:dng daylight hcurs, 
routing the flights away from cities where possible, and operation at the 
highe&t possible altitude, Unfortunately, it is not always possible to 
eliminate the sonic boom in every area since sounds have been experienced 
from as high as 6~,000 feet and as far away a~ 30 mile;, 
The rcute over Sto Louis wll.l be discontinued entirely, We do not 
retain any particular location as a practice target area for an extended 
period, One reason is to prevent long term annoyances to the public, 
Another reason is that after all crews have made a series of runs on one 
particular target they become so familiar with I·ts char.1cteristics that 
practice mission results obtained would not be rep:rr,sentativeo We plan, 
therefore, to discorytinue the use of this route on May 1, 1962" 
Thank you for your understanding and interest in this vital aspect 
of our defense mission" 
Sincerely, 
EARL T. REICHERT 
Colonel, USAF 
Deputy Chief, Community 
Relations Division 
Office of Information 
~ 
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Two letters are shown on the following pages, one written by a 
farmer's wife whose complaint is that her horses and dogs are bothered 
by the booms, the other by a man whose wife has been given only two 
years to live. 
Both writers received the same answer. Each was sent information 
on noise and supersonic flight, and thanked for his interest and under-
standing. 
To judge the public.relations effectiveness of the reply to these 
letters, the reader is invited to imagine himself in the place of the 
citizen who is boomed day and night and receives such an answer to his 
complaint. 
, 
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Hon President of the U. s. 
John F. Kennedy 
White House 
Washington D. C. 
Dear Sir: 
59 
March 23 1962 
~-..._.,-_st. 
St. Louis, M:l. 
You probably will never get this letter but I will write it just 
the same. My wife is very ill and must not be excited etc. The 
doctors have given her just a short time to live (2 years). I am 
49 years old married and the father of three children, a veteran of 
World War #2. For the past year almost every evening between 10 and 
12 PM the residents of St. Louis and St. Louis county have been 
subjected to sonic booms. These sound waves shake our home and cause 
every one in our home to jump when they happen. If your asleep they 
are loud enough to awaken you. I realize these flights may be 
necessary for the protection of our country. However I do not 
believe these test flights should occur over the same area nightly or 
that they should be made over an area as populated as the st. Louis 
area. This is not only my opinion but many people I know feel the 
same as I do. 
Could you do anything to have t~ese test held elsewhere or 
divide them among all our citizens throughout the country so that 
not just a few people must go thru this ordeal. I am not a crank, 
I've never complained about something like this before but these 
booms could cause my wife to have a fatal attack. Please give this 
your personal attention. I know you have many problems much more 
important than this. But our children need their mother and needless 
to say so do I. 
Many thanks for any consideration you may give this request. 
Respectfully 
_______ .St 
Sto Louis, Moo 
' I 
I 
I Office of the Vice-President Lyndon Bo Johnson Washington, Do Co 
Dear Mro Johnson: 
60 
We wish you were President instead of Kennedy because these 
Zonic Booms left up for awhile now they are back againo My team 
of horses nearly ran away cultivating field corn, then we set 
about 12 chicks 15 eggs apiece only 12 chicks, these Booms kill 
the chicken in the egg, our dogs go crazy at such a time and when 
we are sound asleep we wake up to such a racketo Orville Freeman 
could not of been more cruel to appoint a man like Kennedy; all 
he does is torture the poor working people, especially the farmer, 
dairyman, and truck gardnero 
Nothing more would please us if Kennedy was impeached and you 
get the Office as President of the Uo So Ao I am sure you are more 
sane and sensible not to have this Cold War of Zonic Booms and not 
to have Rome at the White Houseo You may think we are cranks but 
we speak of experienceo Too bad when the Public is Blind and 
Foolish to vote in the wrong man what a price everybody payso 
Sincerely, 
Mtso _____ _ 
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SAFOI-2c/Capt Freeman,ml/79083/5Jul62 
Dear Mrs. _____ _ 
The Office of the Vice-President has asked the Air Force to reply 
to your letter concerning sonic booms. 
The Air Force shares your concern and we wish it were possible to 
accomplish our national defense mission without disturbing private 
citizens. At the present time there is no known method of disseminating 
the pressure wave that is produced when an aircraft exceeds the speed of 
sound. However, the Air Force, the Federal Aviation Agency, and the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration are studying this 
phenomenon with the hope that we can reduce or eliminate this public 
disturbance. 
Since it is necessary to discuss in detail the nois~ problems 
associated with supersonic flight, we have inclosed information for your 
convenience. We believe the attached information will help clarify this 
noise problem and explain the important part your community is playing 
in maintaining the combat readiness of our aircrews, 
Thank you for your understanding and interest in this vital aspect 
of our defense mission. 
Inclosures 
Sincerely, 
W. G. WOODBURY 
Colonel, USAF 
Chief, Community Relations Division 
Office of Information 
Copy sent tog OASD/PA & Vice~Pres. 
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The following letter was written by a cit" zen who asked speci fie 
questions of the Air Force, and received not answers to his q<J.e:>tions, 
but apolcg!.es for discomfort and thanks for his understae>dl.ng and 
interest, 
I 
United States Air Force 
Washington D. c. 
Sirs: 
63 
March 26, 1962 
The sonic boom has been scaring the wits out of the populace of Saint 
Louis and vicinity for quite some time and to put it in the vernacular, 
I've got my belly full of sonic booms. 
I believe the air force could divert these flights to less populated 
areas and use radar targets that are smaller than those in the Saint 
Louis area. After all, does not a small target test the skill of 
the operator better than a large target. 
Is it possible that our air force is 
advent of the super-sonic transport? 
opposing the super-sonic transport. 
softening the populace for the 
If so, I will go on record as 
Could not these booms be timed for a better time of the day? I have 
noted, I believe, that the majority of these disturbances come during 
the sleeping hours. I have heard booms between two a.m. and four 
a.m. in the morning. If that isn't inconsiderate, what is? 
The air force in the Saint Louis area has made no effort to take 
complaints (or compliments) locally. One must call Scott Field at 
Bellville Illinois, long distance if he wishes to express a view or 
make a claim. If one wants an informational film, he may call a 
convenierot~toll free local number. 
Make a claim for damage? Why? 
damage would no doubt re~occur. 
The disturbance continues and 
This does not make sense. 
I have attended a showing of one of the air force infor'mational 
films, made by Convair, and listened to a Major present 
his verbal mis-information. I have read other figures in AIR FORCE 
magazine and Shell Aviation News and must comment that Major ___ _ 
figures were on the minus side, in fact minimized the boom to one-
tenth of actuality, when he stated the boom was like loud thunder. 
This is 0.5 pounds per sq. ft. The loudest operational boom is 
5.0 pounds per sq. ft. I am finding the whole problem difficult. 
(Name Withheld) 
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SAFOI-2c/MajHillding/ch/79079/2Apr62 
Dear Mro ----
Apr 2 1962 
This in reply to your letter of March 26 concerning noise disturbance 
created by Air Force aircrafto 
The B-58 is the latest addition to the strategic Air Command inventory 
of manned weapon systems, Its ability to sustain supersonic speed 
while approaching and leaving its assigned target enhances crew survival 
under the strong enemy defensive conditions normally expected of a target, 
Further, since the crew must be proficient in identifying strategic tar-
gets on the ground, crew training must necessarily involve practice 
missions against targets in the United States which closely parallel 
those expected to be found in enemy territories" This means that air-
crews must be proficient in bombing techniques, day and night in-flight 
refueling and day and night navigation" 
We, therefore, station electronic devices in various cities in the United 
States, called radar bomb sites, to score precisely each practice mission 
conducted by Strategic Air Command crews" 
To this end Sto Louis was selected July 1, 1961, as a radar target using 
the several Army NIKE sites around St. Louis for scoring the simulated 
bomb drops. This serves a two-fold purpose" It provides realistic 
training for our bomber crews and gives the Army NIKE crews an opportunity 
to track supersonic aircraft" 
In addition, B-58 flights over St. Louis are coordinated very closely with 
the Federal Aviation Agency to minimize military air traffic over the city 
during the period of heaviest civilian traffic, This is another factor 
that is considered in determining the time for the B-58 runs over St" 
Louise 
The Air Force regrets the necessity for flying missions that tause dis-
comfort to onyone and we realize that sonic booms are both annoying and 
disturbing" However, we must maintain a force capable of protecting 
the freedoms of democracy. Only then are we as6ured that the sounds we 
hear are sounds of securl.tyo 
Thank you for your understanding and interest in this vital aspect of 
our defense mission. 
Sincerely, 
EARL T, REICHERT 
Colonel, USAF 
Deputy Chief, Community 
Relations Division 
Office of Infcrmation 
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As a reinforcement of the sentiment of the citizens of the St. Louis area, 
the local and regional newspapers, once sympathetic to the Air Force, began to 
say unfavorable things about the booms in their editorial pages. 
The Globe-Democrat suggested that the target "might well be passed around 
more than it has been."25 It minced no words when it said, "We do think the 
time has come, however, to reduce very substantially the noise and frequency 
of these booms as they strike the Greater St. Louis community. "26 
At the St. Louis zoo, two rare giraffe gazelles had panicked at the sound 
of a boom and crashed into the walls of their cage. The sudden shock and ex-
citement caused the two rare antelopes to suffer brain concussions resulting 
in death. Besides suffering the loss of the animals, valued at $3000, the 
zoo was deprived of the only two representatives of the rare species. 27 
The Air Force Responds 
Officials at Scott Air Force Base then recommended to the Air Force that 
the supersonic flights be discontinued after 93 compliants of damage had been 
made by persons living in the St. Louis area in two days. 28 
The Globe-Democrat welcomed this action, saying, "The official plea for 
relief is welcome, and, we believe, wise. n 29 
Five days later, Headquarters USAF responded with its decision to discon-
tinue the supersonic flights over St. Louis on May 1, 1962.30 Understandably, 
25 
St. Louls Globe-Democrat, April 5, 1962, 
26 
Ibid. 
27 
Si.• I,ouh Globe-Democrat, March 6, 1962, p. 1. 
28 
See appendix H. 
29 
See appendix I, 
30 See appendix J, 
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the message was welcome news in Missouri" 
To explain the discontinuance of the route, the Office of Information 
prepared a standard answer to queries and complaints from residents of the 
St, Louis areao It pointed out that nthe Air Force recognizes that their 
(the routes') use occasionally will be an imposition on residents of the 
areas over which the corridors pass" Air Force planners also know that after 
a corridor has been used for a period of time, crews become familiar with 
landmarks, target complexes and other identifying characteristics of the 
area to the point that the route no longer affords sufficient training value" 
"For these reasons it has been decided to discontinue operations over 
corridors leading into the St, Louis area effective May first," 31 
The B-58 Transcontinental Flight 
On March 5, 1962, two B-58s took off from Carswell Air Force base on an 
attemp~ to set a new transcontinental speed record for aircraft between Los 
Angeles and New York, The two planes were trying to better the previous 
recc•rd of 6 ~.ours dnd 46 minutes for the round trip set in 1957, also in an 
Air Force plane, 
Strategic A.ir Command had prepared a news release to publicize this 
record-setting flight, According to Air Force officials who were concerned 
with the project, "every news media, every TV station, every radio station 
and newspaper in every community from Los Angeles to New York was notified 
a week in advance" ,32 
31 From a standard answer form given to the writer at the Office of Infor-
mation~ Headquarters, USAF, January 21, 1963o 
3 Quoted from a tape-recorded discussion of the sonic boom at a special 
course for information officers at Boston University, June 13, 1962, 
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The news releases predicted that the planes would drag a sonic boom 
across the country, but that, since the planes would be flying at altitudes 
up to 50,000 feet, the boom was expected to be "comparatively mild,"33 
Both B-58s started on the record-seeking flight from Los Angeles, the 
second a half-hour later than the first. Since both were attempting to set 
new records, two trails of sonic booms were dragged across the country, like 
"the rapid opening of a zipper as the slide is pulled," and caused glass 
breakage and plaster cracks in homes at various points along the way. 
The story of the flight was published on page one of the New York Times 
the following day, along with a picture of a B-58 engaged in in-flight re-
fueling with an Air Force tanker plane, Other newspapers across the country 
gave prominent space to the story, and much good publicity was given the Air 
Force. 
The Times mentioned that 740 telephone calls were made to the police in 
New York by persons inquiring about the sonic boom as the B-58s passed over-
head. This part of the story was practically buried, however, coming at the 
!!nd of the article, and printed on page 14, whereas the duration of t~1e flight 
and the announcement of the setting of three records was published on page one 
in large print above the photograph of the plane. 34 
Unfavorable Publicity 
Not all the publicity about the trans-continental flight was favorable in 
nature. The San Francisco Chronicle, just a week after the record-setting 
33News Release 2-26, Headquarters Strategic Air Command, Directorate of 
Infor~tion, Offutt AFB, Nebraska, March 2, 1962. 4
"B-58 Sets Record; Crosses u.s. Twice," The New York Times, March 6, 
1962, po l4o See appendix K, 
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flight, published an article by~one Lucius Beebe, entitled: "Sonic Boom, 
Air Force_Bust."35 To illustrate the type of unfavorable comments that 
inevitably result when such 1n unavoidable, damaging, and startling 
nuisance as the sonic boom is dragged across the country by two super-
sonic aircraft, here is the entire article: 
This Wild West--------·--~By Lucius Beebe 
Sonic Boom, Air Force Bust 
Over the years there have been perpetrated classic 
examples of human arrogance so offensive to ordinary 
conduct and concepts of decency as to have achieved an 
infamous immortality,~ It is a.matter for regret that 
some of them have been ~omplete fabrications while others 
have been persistnetly quoted out of context and in purest 
malice, Back in the days .when Americans were hell-bent in 
the direction, happily not yet achieved, of social egali-
tarial)ism, Ml!rie Antoinette's seemingly_ heartle~ss sugges-
tion. that the starving French masses should eat cake was 
widely quoted as a reflection on the witless arrogance of 
monarchies in general, 
During the 1914 war, the arrogance of Prussian drill-
masters was held up as ~•n image of evil depicting a parade-
ground aristocracy of oathes and cuffing,~ Came the 1941 
bad feeling and Nazi and Fascist boorishness and bombast 
were widely broadcast as one more reason they should be 
abolished, 
Nearer at home, Americans have for decades now and 
with fine resistance to factual correction attributed th~ 
remark "The public bedamned" to a rascally Vanderbilt, 
usually the wrong one, No matter; it's now a part of folk-
lore.· It was quoted out of context originally, 
And yet, for all these classic examples of bad public 
relations reaching back to the time Nero married his horse, 
it seems difficult to parallel for sheer, unmitigated, swaq-
gering insolence the conduct of the ranking brass of the 
United States Air Force, 
35 . " Lucius Beebe, "Sonic Boom, Air Force Bust, The San Fpncisco 
Chronicle, March 12, 1962, 
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Let us s0lect a case history still fresh in the mind 
of a nauseated public, A few days back a technically 
educated yahoo contrived to fly from California to New 
York and back again at a rate of 1300 miles an hour in an 
elapsed time of slightly under five hours. In the course 
of this completely meaningless feat of hamfat barnstorming, 
he also contrived to create a sonic boom 40 miles wide 
across. all of North America, smash windows, shatter walls, 
terrify the citizenry and generally make an epic nuisance 
of himself on a continental dimension. 
It proved absolutely nothing that couldn't have been 
demonstrated on a similar flight over the Antarctic or from 
Christmas Island to Paul's Rock and back, It brouoht the 
Strategic Air Force into universal contempt and was disastrous 
to the prestige of an essential branch of the armed services. 
So what does the ranking brass of the flyboy corps de 
ballet do about it? Do they court-martial this catistrophic 
dolt and drum him out of the service? Do they promise the 
firing squad to the next yahoo who creates a sonic outrage 
aga.inst everybody? They do not; their high-priced Madison 
avenue press agents launch a fantastic attempt to cram this 
street accident of cosmic dimensions d0wn the pubEc th::oat 
as an achievement of transcendent genius. 
Faced with bills for damages on a truly heroic SCi le, 
5omebody named General Power smirked that he hadn't the slightest 
idea who was going to pay for the breikage but th•t "The Air 
Force will comply with the liw of the land." What he meant 
was that damages against the property and pe;;ce of mind of the 
taxpiyers who keep him free-loiding at the military hog trough 
will be paid, of cou:cse, out of their own ta:<piying pockets. 
And to crown this farrago of complete official boorish-
ness ind ineptitude, the Air Force press agents snirl at an 
outraged American public that they better ~ccustom themselves 
to this sort of insult and that "sonic booms are the so'.lnd of 
freedom." In other words the taxpayers will not only finince 
the flyboy creeps and their childish antics in the noisy blue 
yonder, but they' 11 1 ike it or they may damned well be dead, 
Now it may just occur to nasty cynical minds that there 
ire some of the 180,000,000 American people who suspect that 
"the sound of freedom" is the intolerable self-justification 
of an overpaid, over-fed, over-touted and overprivileged 
military hierarchy of the most arrogant incompetence in 
recorded history. We have heird it ill before when their 
public image become insufferable-- "You better damned well 
like it or you'll be all deid." 
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A favorite thesis of the late Arthur Brisbane 
was that eventually the piloting of military airplanes 
would be taken over by intelligent apes. He would be 
surprised at the speed with which this has been explicitly 
accomplished. 
And when some future anthologist is occupied running 
up a list of classic infamies of arrogance that will in-
clude "The public be damned," •Let them eat cake" and a 
German Imperial reference to •a scrap of paper," well up 
in the list will be the incredible effrontery of the 
United States Air Force in telling the taxpayers who 
support its every idiot whim of extravagance that "sonic 
booms are the sound of freedom." It's a phrase that is 
going to haunt the flyboy generals for years to come. 
The Air Force's Answer 
Information officials in Washington had prepared an answer to queries 
about the transcontinental flight, explaining that the flight could not have 
been flown at sea because a speed run over water would not have been suitable. 
The reply explained why the particular route was flown and what other data 
were derived from the flight: 
B-58 SONIC BOCJ,I PROPOSED REPLY 
Dear-----
The recent supersonic non-stop B-58 flight 
from Los Angeles-New York-Los Angeles dem0nstrated 
to the free world and potential enemies our deterrent 
force in a dramatic manner. This was the first time 
supersonic flight has been sustained by an Air Force 
aircraft for such a long period of time over such a 
long distance. 
The B-58 was required to fly on a straight line, 
between predetermined omni stations located on an 
established transcontinental air route. It was 
necessary to provide these radio aids to precisely 
navigate this trip for accurate timing purposes and 
to aid in Federal Aviation Agency and National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration supersonic flight 
studies. 
Naturally, this could not be done at sea because 
a sp~ed run over water would not have provided data for 
FAA in designing and control of a future supersonic air 
transport of tomorrow. 
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Since 1931, this particular course has been used 
by the Federation Aeronautique Internationale to estab-
list transcontinental speed records for aircraft. By 
having the B-58 use this same course we were able to 
demonstrate to the world the quantum leap in aircraft 
performance attained by this aircraft. This accomp-
lishment not only won the Bendix trophy but amplified 
our national prestige in the eyes of the world by 
showing this long range supersonic capability which 
is unique to your Air Force. 
In addition, this flight contributed significant 
technical data on upper air wind patterns, heat effects 
on prolonged engine operations at supersonic speeds, 
refueling operations involving accurate timing and 
navigation and flight-following techniques with 
communication procedures for high speed aircraft. 
Sincerely, 36 
36Taken from an attachment to an official letter to Academic Detach-
ment. Secretary of. the Air Force Office of Information, Boston University, 
Boston, Massachus~Jtts, from Col. Earl T. Reichert, Deputy Chief, Community 
Relations Division, Office of Information, Headquarters, United States Air 
Force,;Washington, D. c., March 28, 1962. 
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The Developments of 1963 
Although the sonic boom is almost two decades old, the problem of 
getting the public to "live with it" has still not been solved. Complaints 
are still made at Air Force bases, claims are filed by citizens who believe 
the booms have caused property damage, and people still react with a start 
and a muttered remark when they hear it. 
But efforts to "sell" the boom are still going on. The Air Force has 
distributed a sonic boom "do-don't" check list for information officers who 
receive complaints from irate cltlzens. 37 
The production manager of a Boston television station offered the Air 
Force a plan to warn the populace by interrupting the programs of television 
stations in areas where supersonic aircraft are most likely to be flying. 
An announcer (or, preferably, some well-known television performer) 
would announce the impending arrival of a boom, remind the public of its 
necessity, and warn them not to make unnecessary telephone calls in an 
effort to discover what the disturbance was. 
A few minutes later, after the boom had been heard, the same per-
sonality would reappear, explain what causes the boom, and remind the 
viewers that supersonic airplanes are necessary for the protection.38 
This association of the sonic boom with a well-known television 
personality would very likely build much good will for the Air Force and 
lessen the resentment resulting from sonic noises, On the other hand, 
37For a copy of this check list, see appendix L. 38suggested in a personal letter to the Office of Information, 
u. s. Air Force, from Mr. George M. Watson, Jr., Boston. Massachusetts, 
January 23, 1963. For the complete plan and sample 1s9ripts, see 
appendix M. 
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a._dysfunction could easily develop when favorite programs are interrupted 
continuously. Some viewers, already annoyed at the booms, might be highly 
indignant that the station interrupts their entertainment to remind them 
of the appro•ch of a nuisance they are already all-too-familiar with. 
This chapter has shown that the Air Force has applied a concerted 
program of public relations to the problem of the sonic boom, and has 
employed all available media to gain the desired results. 
Its effectiveness is difficult to ascertain precisely, since a 
citizen who accepts a cracked window pane or a new crack in the wall 
plaster without complaining remains ano~ymous and cannot be tabulated 
among the figures showing number of claims, dollar amounts claimed, and 
amount paid out. 
Undoubtedly new ideas and procedures will be suggested and tested 
to persuade the members of the public to accept the surprising booms 
that inevitably accompany faster-than-sound flight. But in all 1ike1ihcod 
any scheme, to be successful, must be built around telling what the boom 
is, and why it is necessary. 
Americans have learned to accept the steam locomotive, the automobile, 
the noise- of jet engines, and will undoubtedly accept the boom when they 
realize that, although it jars buildings, breaks their windows, cracks 
their plaster, and just about frightens them out of their wits, it is 
just another nuisance they must eventually "learn to live with." 
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CHAPTER V 
SONIC BOOM CLAIMS 
In keeping with good public relations practice, it is the policy of 
the Air Force that whenever its activities cause damage to private 
individuals just compensation will be paid for such damage. This policy, 
l.aid down in Air Force Manual 112-1, applies to sonic booms, as it does 
to vehicle accidents and airplane crashes. Sonic boom claims are paid 
administratively under the Military Claims Act upon a showing that the 
damage complained of did, in fact, result from the non-combat activities 
of the Air Force. That service, while paying all just claims, does so, 
still keeping in mind its obligation to the tax payers to spend all 
funds properly and fairly. 
The Air Force has made extensive tests to determine the extent of 
damage that reasonably can be expected from sonic booms, and, based on 
scientific and engineering data, has established policies as to the 
type of damage which may be recognized to result from sonic blasts. 
They are: 
"Glass: Glass damage occasionally may be caused by aircraft flying 
at supersonic speeds at altitudes up to and including 45,000 feet. It 
is virtually impossible for a sonic boom emanating from an aircraft 
higher than 45,000 feet to do any damage whatsoever, and claims therefor 
normally will be denied. 
Structures: Damage to foundations, loadbearing walls, other 
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structural members, driveways and the like is not possible at any altitude, 
and claims therefor will not be paid. Loosely latched doors, however, may 
be pushed open and damaged. 
Plaster: Experience has shown that 90 per cent of cracks in walls 
and ceilings believed attributable to sonic booms are, in fact, old cracks 
that have been unnoticed for some time. Although a sonic boom will not 
ordinarily cause new cracks, it may occasionally aggravate existing 
defects. In evaluating plaster damage claims, the engineer's report, 
other complaints of plaster damage from the same area, such circumstances 
as the freshness of the cracks, the presence or absence of plaster dust 
or particles, the age and condition of the building, are all thoroughly 
considered. Furthermore, it is possible, but highly improbable, for 
plaster damage to occur without accompanying glass damage. 
When it is determined that pre-existing plaster defects have been 
aggravated by an Air Force-generated sonic boom, the Air Force will 
accept responsibility for fifty per cent of the cost of repairs. 
Personal Iniury: The pressures generated by the sonic boom are 
far too low to cause personal injuries to individuals."l 
When an individual believes that he has suffered damage from a 
sonic boom, he may contact the Claims Officer at the nearest Air Force 
Base, by telephone or by letter. The Claims Officer will provide the 
claimant with claims forms and give assistance in completing the claim. 
The claimant must furnish the time and date of the boom, complete 
description of the damage, estimates or invoices for the cost of repair, 
1Personal interview with Major John T. Murphy, Claims Division, 
Office of the Judge Advocate General, Headquarters, USAF, January 21, 
1963. 
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and proof of ownership of the property. 
The Claims Officer, on receipt of a sonic boom claim, immediately 
contacts all Air Force bases in the area having supersonic aircraft in 
order to determine whether the sonic boom was caused by the Air Force. 
The claims Officer will normally inspect the premises of the claimant to 
determine the nature and extent of the damage, and when necessary will 
secure the services of a structural engineer and a photographer to 
assist in evaluating the claim. If it is subsequently determined that 
a claimant's damage was caused by a sonic boom of the United States Air 
Force, the claim&nt will be paid a fair and reasonable amount for his 
damages. Claims of thi$ nature are forwarded for adjudication and pay-
ment or denial of payment, to the office of the nearest Air Material 
Area, and the claimant is formally advised of the determination by that 
office, 
Air Force Manual 112-1 was changed on 10 September, 1962, to 
delegate authority for the Staff Judge Advocate of each Air Force base, 
station, or fixed installation to settle and pay sonic boom claims for 
glass or bric-a-brac damage only presented for $100,00 or less. 
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TABLE 4 
SUMMARY OF SONIC BOOM CLAIMS2 
PROCESSED BY THE AIR FORCE 
FISCAL YEARS 1956 - 1962 
Total Number 
Fiscal Totd Amount Approved Amount 
Year Numbers Claimed Whole or Part Approyed 
1956 36 12,220,03 21 1,913,71 
1957 372 157,100,45 286 18,907,85 
1958 522 196,215,66 235 39,519,06 
1959 632 285,182,30 243 21,355,98 
1960 681 107,767,94 227 20,263,22 
1961 1,146 703,174,65 527 57,274,44 
1962 3,092 990,483,35 1,451 132,370,25 
Total 6,481 $2,452,144,38 2,990 $291,604,51 
Public Relations Challenges 
To illustrate the types of challenges the Air Force faces in its 
relations with the public, here are some of the unusual claims filed as 
a result of sonic booms,3 llbst of these indicate that the claimants 
did not understand the sonic boom phenomenon, However, all claims were 
thoroughly investigated, and, in most cases, denied, 
a, Traumatic strain of the muscles and ligaments in shoulder 
joint and chest walla, 
b, Heart attack p~ecipitated by a sonic boom, 
Co Aggravation of arthritis, 
do Aggravation of pre-existing polio deformity, 
e, Mi$carriage sustained by a prize show dog, 
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f, Broken ear drums. 
g. Person knocked to the floor, fracturing leg. 
h. Broken window glass cutting bystanders. 
i. 374 panes of window glass broken in college dorm. 
j. Hog died of fulminating pneumonia, precipitated by over-
exertion when frightened by a boom. 
k. Brick wall collapsed. 
1. Mine cave-in. 
m. Snowslide causing roof to collapse. 
n. Dog had a fatal heart attack. 
o. Pheasant eggs failed to hatch. 
p. Frightened female mink destroyed their young. 
q. Stampeding turkey flocks, causing death and injury. 
r. Race horse ran into barbed wire fence. 
s. Cracks in concrete silos and graneries. 
t. Dwelling turned upside down. (This claim was made for 
nineteen million dollars. Claimant declared that the 
President of the United States and all members of Congress 
were in the house at the time of the alleged upsetting. 
According to the claimant, the house was righted overnight 
by these distinguished occupants, and Air Force investi-
gators found that it was, indeed, upright. This largest 
of all claims was denied. 
Public Relations and the Judge Advocate General 
The March-April, 1962 issue of the USAF Judge Advocate General 
Bulletin carries the report of two JAG officers on the boom problem 
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at St. Louis. 4 
When the base near St. Louis was getting only a few complaints a 
year, a team consisting of a claims officer, engineering officer and 
photographer was dispatched to investigate. Base officials queried 
other bases which might have jets operating in the area. Whenever 
studies showed that damage was caused by a boom, the Air Force quickly 
settled the claim. 
When SAC began its supersonic bomb runs on St. Louis and complaints 
became more numerous, Scott Air Force Base streamlined its procedures, 
Instead of trying to send out a team to investigate every complaint, 
the JAG office sent a letter, explaining why the booms were necessary, 
and supplying forms and instructions for filing a claim, 
Fortunately, only about one out of eight complainants filed claims, 
but this was still more than the small investigating team could handle, 
To distribute the workload, the Scott JAG office requested the 
help of reserve Judge Advocates in the area to help with the inspecting 
and reporting, 
These local reservists, already familiar with the city, were able 
to help considerably since they were familiar with the city and could 
find the addresses of complaining householders readily, 
A good public relations principle was also facilitated in the use 
of reservists in the St. Louis area. The opportunity for exercising 
the personality approach to attitude change toward this nuisance was 
present, since the investigating officers could explain that they were 
neighbors of the complainants, and that they, teo, had to endure 
4see appendix P for a =opy of this article" 
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the boomso The value expressive function of attitude is made possible 
when a complainant is allowed to express his opinion openly and fully 
to a "neighbor" who is himself a sympathetic listenero 
This approach likely lessened the number of claims filed, since 
complainants were shown that the Air Force was genuinely concerned about 
disturbances caused by the booms, and sent a reservist neighbor to aid 
in the investigationso 
Despite all efforts by the Air Force to fulfill its social 
responsibility, the problem of handling damage claims fairly can 
readily be seen as almost insolubleo It is only by the sound appli-
cation of impartial judgment and consideration of all evidence in each 
case that an equitable decision.can be madeo 
An individual whose brick wall just happened to topple over at 
the exact moment of passage by a supersonic plane undoubtedly believes 
the boom to be a necessary and sufficient cause of the damageo 
FTom the standpoint of the Air Force, however, a boom produced 
by a plane flying at a certain altitude and speed is seen to produce 
a boom whose pressure can be calculated to be only a certain number of 
pounds per square foot, And, since tests have shown the exact pressure 
required for v&rious types of damage, the cases of actual damage are 
limited to only a few types, 
Publl.c relations enters into the investigation of all cases, and 
a careful consideration of each claim, regardless of how unlikely it 
may seem, can bring about only a favorable impression in the minds of 
all persons dedling with the Air Force. 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE BOOM IN THE FtiTURE 
"An inability to stay quiet is one of the most conspicuous failings 
of mankind." --- Wa 1 ter Bagehot 
The United States is looking to the future of air transportation 
and is considering the development of a supersonic transport. According 
to a report to the Federal Aviation Administration, a Supersonic Trans-
port Advisory Group has advised a development timetable by which two 
competing prototypes would be tested by 1967, with airline service to 
begin in 1972. 1 
Among questions of design, construction, and operation still 
unsolved, one of H.e most difficult is that of the sonic boom. 
fo:ewarned by Knowledge of the public relations problems created 
by military aircraft, civilian airline officials are acutely aware of 
the problems a new fleet of booming supersonic transports will create. 
At a meeting of the International Air Transport Association in 
Montreal in April of 1961, a group composed of representatives of the 
major airlines of <the wol'ld urged intensified research to understand the 
problem better, and to assess the levels of noise to which the public 
could reasonably be expected to be exposed to. Another goal was how 
lFAA Aviation News, Vol 1, No, 10, February, 1963, U. s. Government 
Printing Office, Washington, D. C, 
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to keep the noise limit to acceptable levels. 2 
The importance of the problem is perhaps more clearly expressed in 
a statement by Bo Lundberg, a Swedish expert whose paper was presented 
at a nagivation symposium in 1961. He said, "If a supersonic transport 
flies, never before in history would so many have been disturbed so 
much by so few."3 And John Larsen, of Trans World Airlines, predicted, 
"The supersonic transport will produce a much more intense boom than 
anything now flying."4 
Probably the moat incisive statement about the public relations 
approach to the problem was made by a spokesman for the Intern~tional 
Air Transport Association: "The airlines have tried to make it very 
plain that they would not consider the supersonic transport a viable 
civil airliner unless they can be certain that it will be a good 
neighbour to the public, on the ground at airports and under the path 
of its flight."5 
What is the Solution? 
It is already apparent to airline officials and aircraft 
designers that the public will not accept large numbers of aircraft 
flying across the skies creating disturbances such as those produced 
by military aircraft of the speed range and altitude profile of the 
B-58 and fighter-interceptors. 
2 Richard Witkin, "Parley Warned on Sonic Boom," The NeW ygrk 
Times, April 18, 1961, p, 74. 3
"D-Day for the SST," Flying, December 1961, p. 64. 
4-rbid. 
5 Personal letter to the writer from Mr. s. Ralph Cohen, Public 
Relations Officer, International Air Transport Association, Montreal, 
Canada, February 11, 1963. 
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Can the booms be eliminated from the transport of the future? 
"The answer is a categorical negative; they are an inherent part of 
supersonic flight."6 
A solution to this problem has been suggested, although its 
effectiveness has yet to be proved, 
Sonic booms probably can be reduced to,a tolerable level by the 
proper design of planes and by careful planning of flight paths, 
Already, research is being done to improve understanding of how booms 
vary with aircraft shape and size, and planners are thinking of flight 
profiles that require subsonic flight during climb to altitude and 
descents to landings. 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has prepared a 
plan to minimize unfavorable public reaction, It suggests that "super-
sonic airliners of the future stay below the speed of sound until they 
reach 35,000 feet, then climb to 70,000 feet before reaching a speed 
three times that of sound (Mach 3), This is supposed to reduce the 
pressure created to 2t pounds per square foot during climb and 
descent, with a maximum of 5 pounds during cruise."7 
Another consideration which favors the supersonic transport is 
scund-to-ear distance. Since it will cruise most efficiently at an 
altitude of more than thirteen miles (70,000 feet), its sound 
intensity should be tolerable to the listener on the ground under-
neath, 
6Herbert A, Wilson, Jr., "Sonic Boom," Scientific Affierican, 
Vol 20~, No, 1, January, 1962, p. 36, 
Claude Witze, "Learning to Live with the Sonic Boom," 
Popular Science, May, 1959, PP• 116-118, 
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What the Aircraft Manufacturers Say 
In an effort to learn what plans the various aircraft manufacturers 
and airlines associations have made for solving the problem of sonic 
booms, the writer sent a letter to several of them, asking the following 
question: "Does your organization have any plans for 'selling' the 
public on this nuisance, when supersonic passenger craft go into 
operation?" 
The replies are as follows: 
North American--"North American is not engaged in a public 
relations program involving sonic booms or sound.•8 
General Dynamics--"At the present time we have no plans for a 
program to acquaint the general public with the sonic boom as applied 
to the supersonic tranaport."9 
Lockheed--"! am afraid it is too early for our company to have 
gone very far into the problem of public relations with regard to sonic 
boom of supersonic commercial air transports. At this stage we have 
only just received a contract along with the Boeing Airplane Co. to 
study some of the design problems.nlO 
Qouglas--"The best available literature prepared by the Douglas 
Aircraft Company on the subject of jet aircraft noise is the brochure, 
8Personal letter to the writer from Mr. W. E. Van Dyke, Corporate 
Director, Public Relations, North American Aviation, Inc., El Segundo, 
California,. February 8, 1963. 9Personal letter to the writer from Mr. Malcolm H. Holloway, 
Administrative Assistant, President's Office, General Dynamics, Fort 
Worth, Texas, January 29, 1963. 
1°Personal letter to the writer from Mr. A. L. Anderson, 
Newsbureau, Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, New York, N. Y., February 5, 
1963. 
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"The Sound and the Furor," of which I en~lose a copy. 11 
The brochure referred to in this letter is an exce!lent treatise 
on jet engine noise and the characteristics of sound in general, but 
mentions neither sonic boom nor supersonic transports. 
Air Transport Association of America--"Little PR activity on the 
sonic boom in commercial operations has been conducted •••• The supersonic 
jet is eight to ten years away for airline operations.•l2 
llPersonal letter from Mr. Richard J, Davis, Director, Public 
Relations, Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc., Santa Monica, california, 
Februar2 15, 1963. 
1 Personal letter from Mr. David A. Moffitt, Information Services, 
Air Transport Association of America, washington, D. C., February 28, 
1963o 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
"Common quiet is mankind's concern." -- Dryden 
The program of public relations applied by the United States Air 
Force toward public acceptance of the sonic boom was started in 1958, 
more than eleven years after Air Force planes began flying at super-
sonic speeds, and seven years after the cause of various "mysterious 
explosions" was known. 
At that time the Air Force had not developed a public philosophy--
a determination of the manner in which it would react to public opinion. 
People had been complaining for years about the nerve-shattering noises 
that came in the night to wake babies, crack plaster, shatter window 
panes, and cause resentment toward the "fly-boys." The responses by 
information officers to complaints ranged from "terribly sorryw to 
"learn to live with it." 
The facts in the case were well summarized by Mr. Malcolm H. 
Holloway, Administrative Assistant, President's Office, General 
Dynamics Company, when he said: 
And we also got complaints that there was an awful 
lot of pussyfooting about this sonic boom business in the 
early years, a lot of evasion involved with it, and an 
awful lot of buck-passing--because no one really wanted 
to establish a precedent about the sonic boom admitting 
that they caused it because we just did not have enough 
solid information at that time as to what the sonic boom 
86 
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would do, And no one was really anxious to part with 
his money.l 
The Air Force had not begun to exercise an awareness of its social 
responsibility--an acknowledgment of its responsibility to the people to 
admit causing the booms and to set up some procedure to compensate those 
individuals who had suffered damages because of them. 
The aircraft industry was guilty of it, the Air 
Force was guilty of it, the Navy was guilty of it, every-
body was guilty of it, because no one just wanted to 
establish a precedent, not knowing for sure what was 
involved, 2 
When a formal program of education was begun, much acceptance and 
good will were gained by getting the facts to the people and explaining 
the necessity of faster-than-sound flight, 
In approaching the public to gain this acceptance, the Air Force 
has used the rational approach--the assumption that man is a rational 
being who strives toward a stable organization of his surroundings. 
If people can be told what the boom is, what it can and cannot do, and 
why it is necessary to their safety, they will accept it much more 
readily than if they are merely told to "learn to live with it." 
The various media and programs used by the Air Force are 
evaluated below, 
The Use of Film 
The half-hour film, "Tall Man Five Five" is considered to be 
1Quoted from a tape recording of a seminar of Information 
Officers at Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, June 13, 1962, 
This same conclusion was expressed in the Strategic Air Command 
General Dynamics B-58 Sonic Boom Education Program booklet, which 
said, "There has been much pussy-footing, evasion and buck-passing 
re the2sonic boom program," Ibid, 
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excellent. It explains convincingly the characteristics of the sonic 
boom and the necessity for the planes which cause it. The explanation 
of these two points is probably the most effective single thing 
accomplished by the Air Force's public relations program. Commercial 
airlines would probably find this film of considerable value for 
incorporation into their own plans of publicizing their supersonic 
transports, when these new planes are introduced into commercial use. 
The Use of Professionals 
The four-minute tape recording of an interview with a B-58 aircraft 
commander (pilot) is considered to be a detriment to the public relations 
program. Undoubtedly this pilot is an accomplished expert in flying the 
B-58 and can contribute much to the nation's security while flying it. 
But in a field which is apparently not his, radio, his performance does 
not form that impression in the mind of the writer. If an interview 
type program is to be used, either a professional announcer or a B-58 
pilot with better speaking ability should make the recordings. 
The Air Force Program 
The solution to the problem of the sonic boom and how to get the 
public to "live with it" willingly is not an easy one. Generally, the 
program now used by the Air Force in telling what the boom is and why it 
is necessary is considered to be very effective, and should be continued. 
Ideas for its improvement should be welcomed and actively encouraged by 
officials responsible for gaining public tolerance of supersonic booms. 
Correspondence to Complainants 
The approach used by the Community Relations Division of the 
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Office of Information in answering letters of complaint from citizens is 
considered a weak area in the_Air Force public relations program. It 
is unlikely that one letter could ever satisfactorily answer two or 
more letters of complaint, especially when one writer asks specific 
questions whose answers might not be of interest to another writer. 
The Air Force's expression of appreciation for "understanding 
and interestN in the sonic boom in itself may not only fail to gain 
tolerance for the sonic noises, but is likely to further antagonize 
the suffering citizen who is already irate at a government which 
damages his property day and night with a force he usually does not 
understand and is interestedonly in ~topping. 
A careful, individually-composed letter might advantageously be 
written to every citizen who complains about the boom. An answer 
should be given to all questions, however pointless they might seem 
to Air Force officials. 
Suggestio~s from Civilians 
The plan suggested_by Mr· George M. Watson, Jr., Production 
Manager of Boston television station WHDH-TV, should be carefully 
considered as an excellent means of informing the public when a 
sonic boom will occur and, after its passage, assuring its necessity 
to the security of the nation. 
The writer considers_this plan to be excellent in its basic 
It probably would function effectively as described by Mr. form. 
Watson. But, in areas with ahigh saturation of supersonic flights, 
interruptions of television prog!~ms by_ one personality would likely 
be more frequent than many viewers would tolerate. To counteract 
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this situation, more celebrities might be persuaded to make the recordings 
for use in this plan. 
Only an individual whose "image" creates the best impression should 
be considered for this purpose. Astronauts such as John Glenn, Scott 
Carpenter, and Alan Sheppard would lend much prestige to the project and 
gain much acceptance of the booms. 
The Civilian Boomers 
The problem of responsibility for damages done by sonic booms will 
be compounded in the future by the introduction of supersonic transports 
into commercial airline service. 
Identification of a plane causing damage would present a difficult, 
if not impossible, task to the property owner on the ground, since all 
supersonic aircraft would likely be flying above 35,000 feet. 
Even a sharp-eyed person who could distinguish a civil airliner 
from a military bomber or interceptor at such a distance could not 
identify the airline represented by the offending airplane. 
A joint claims council or some similar organization will probably 
be needed to fix responsibility on the parent military agency or 
commercial airline whenever a boom results in a damage claim. 
This would involve the capability to establish the exact position 
of every aircraft at any time, and a single agency would likely 
accomplish the task most efficiently. 
The Sound of Subsidy? 
The airlines, in planning their approach to the public, will 
undoubtedly encounter a need for the application of an intensive 
public relations campaign to persuade the general public to accept 
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their booms. The opportunity for linking the booms with security or 
with some other national interest will not be present. Any slogan or 
catchword would likely concern the "sound of progress" or a similar 
theme. 
Public Relations Principles 
The increased frequency of flights and more extensive areas over 
which the commercial airlines will fly will mean that the number of 
people affected by the booms will increase tremendously. And the 
expectation of hearing the boom on a regular schedule for years to 
come may present a prospect to the citizen that he will not willingly 
accept. 
Any program of public relations, to be successful, would require 
the fulfillment of a social responsibility that made every consideration 
for the public's peace ofmind in planning the flights. This might 
manifest itself in the restriction of supersonic flight to altitudes 
which would sufficiently weaken the booms so that they could not 
cause damage of kind. Booms reaching the earth from such high altitudes 
would likely be of such low intensity that they would hardly be noticed 
by persons hearing them. 
A public philosophy would be needed which kept a constant finger 
on the pulse of public opinion, and reacted with prompt measures to 
counteract any unfavorabletrends in public opinion. This would 
require a staff of public relations experts who would pers~lly 
investigate any claims of damage done by commercially-caused booms, 
and the exercise of a sincere concern for the rights of the individual. 
In cases wherein responsibility for damage can be shown to rest on the 
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commercial firms, payment must be prompt and complete. 
The "control of truth" must be handled in such a way that indi-
viduals likely to hear booms from commercial planes will know what to 
expect, and know that the airlines have planned their flights so that the 
minimum disturbance would be caused on the ground in the path of flight. 
The pursuit of such a policy of minimizing the intensity of booms 
through restricting the supersonic portions of flights to high altitude 
and actively pursuing the willing tolerance of the booms by the public 
should serve to gain the most tolerance and result in the smallest 
number of damage claims from irate citizens. 
A preliminary program of promotion of supersonic aircraft will 
likely be necessary to prepare the public for the noises of the 
expected flights. Contests for suggestions for slogans to advertise 
the supersonic flights would involve a large number of persons who 
might not otherwise know about the introduction of faster-than-sound 
passenger craft. 
The linking of supersonic commercial flights with some generally-
accepted theme would be highly desirable in order to form in the mihds 
of the general public a "good image." This association would in all 
likelihood be necessary to persuade the majority of Americans who do 
not fly on commercial aircraft to tolerate commercial booms. 
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APPENDIX A 
Script of Motion Picture, "Tall .Nan Five Five." 
"THE SONIC BOOM STORY" 
(Temporary Title) 
For CONVAIR 
A Division of General Dynamics Coporation 
Herschenson Motion Picture Productions 
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BEFORE TITLES AND CREDITS 
FADE IN: 
l. 
EXT, PANO~\MIC PICTORL\L SHOT - OLD DEERFIELD VILLAGE -
DAY 
Ancient elms all but meet above the old and weathered 
homes that line the picturesque thoroughfare. It is an 
evocative vista of a sleepy New England village, brim-
ming with nostalgia._. steeped in history. As the CAMERA 
PANS across the serene and peaceful street, the Narra-
tor's voice, easy and informal, SOUNDS OVER: 
NARRATOR•S VOICE 
This is Old Deerfield Village, 
Massachusetts. Full of history. 
Full of priceless mementos of 
our early years. 
In 1704 this peaceful street 
was the scene of one of the 
bJ.oodiest massacres in the 
nation's chronicles. 
EXT, DEERFIELD MASSACRE MEMORIAL - LONG SHOT 
NARRATOR'S VOICE 
(continuing) 
This is where we took one of 
our first stands against 
degradation of the individual. 
During the French-Indian We~, 
half of the city was burned to 
the ground, forty-nine innocent 
inhabitants were killed ... and 
over a. hundred were taken captive. 
CLOSE SHOT OF MAN BY MEMORIAL 
NARRATOR'S VOICE 
(continuing) 
Not long ago the men and women 
of Deerfield faced a. new kind 
of crisis ••• 
We hear THE BOOM and we ••• 
CUT TO: 
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UP SHOT OF SKY WITH CONTR:;ILS BEING FORMED 
NARRA.TOR 1S VOICE 
(continuing) 
The sonic boom. Flying their 
regular missions, aircraft of 
the Strategic Air Command, 
unavoidably exceeded the speed 
of sound. 
CLOSE Up OF MAN BY ~lEMORIA.L 
NARR\TOR 1S VOICE 
When they did, the resulting 
thunderclap, usually unexpected, 
was unpleasant and alarming. 
EXT. DEERFIELD STREET 
as people come out of their homes and shops, looking 
sl0;ward. 
NARRATOR'S VOICE 
There was a series of booms. 
'ltlindows were broken, bric-a.-
brac was tumbled from shelves, 
and nerves were generally shaken. 
INT. B-58 - CLOSEUP OF NAVIG:.•TOR 
NAVIGATOR 
A/C ---- this is navigator. 
Returning second station. 
EXT. MEMORIAL - CLOSE UP OF Ml\.N STANDING NEARBY 
NARRATOR 
Deerfield is a dress rehearsal. 
The most vital dress rehearsal 
in hi.story - for an event that 
we hope will never be real. And 
in that boom ••••. 
2. 
9 EXT. MONTAGE OF FACES OF DEERFIELD P~SIDENTS 
looking skywa.rds. 
' ( CONTI~UED) 
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(CONTINUED) 
~\RR\TOR 1 S VOICE 
(continuin<?;) 
••. is the sc.:ne echo of muskets, 
bugles, cMnons and cheers tha.t 
has kept this country alive and 
free since the first cry of an 
infant born in Deerfield echoed 
down a cobblestone street. 
3. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
INT. NARR~TOR 1 S STUDY 
The NARRATOR is a prominent and readily identified tele-
vision news analyst or commentator, in a well-appointed 
study, The atmosphere of the room should be relaxed and 
informal. The narrator picks up a model of a B-58 on a 
metal stand. 
NARRATOR 
This is Chet Huntley. In 
increasing numbers, through 
the weeks and months - through 
the years to come -- other 
communities, large e.nd small, 
all across the nation, will be 
faced with the same problem 
that confronted the men and 
women of Old Deerfield. 
If you've never heard a sonic 
boom, chances are it won't be 
too long before you do. 
The producers of the filn you 
e.re about to see, in coopc;r·o.tion 
w::. th the Strategic Air Cormnnnd, 
went you to know what the sonic 
boom is; what causes it; what it 
can do and what it can't do; why 
it will be necessary for certain 
populated areas to learn to live 
with occasional booms. For unless 
we learn to live with them --- we 
may not live· at all. 
STRAIGHT CUT TO: 
11 
llA 
12 
:1 
4. 
INSERT - TITLES 
The titles are in beat with a music sting behind each 
new title. (Prob. Percussion.) The beat is rhythmic. 
\vhen we expect the next title to come on screen in line 
with keeping the rhythm we .•• 
EXT. A-BOMB EXPLOSION WITH F-X 
NJ;.RRF.TOR'S VOICE 
(continuing) 
In this hideous cloud is a 
revolution in military strategy 
-- an entirely new philosophy 
of international relations. 
Standing in awe before it, free 
men realized that the secret of 
this incredible new weapon could 
not be held for long. That soon 
the arsenals of governments 
dedicated to world domination 
would be stockpiled with bombs 
that would make this one look 
like a Chinese firecracker. 
And they knew then that to 
protect themselves from the 
bomb and from the ambition of 
totalitarian states they must 
build a military striking force 
so strong that to provoke it 
would be suicidal. 
And so the strategy of deterrence 
was born. 
EXT. Q.UICK CUTS - SAC BASE - DAY (STOCK) 
CUT TO: 
DISSOLVE TO: 
Row upon row of gleaming bombers and tankers· line up on 
the tarmac as far as the eye can see in e. breathtaking 
display of aerial mish~. He accent the "COCKED" SIGNS. 
NARRATOR 1S VOICE 
Deterrence is a philosophy; keep 
the peace by threat of overwhelming 
retaliation. 
(cont 1d) 
(CONTI l\'UED) 
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(CONTINUED) 
NARRATOR (cont•d) 
Deterrence is a bomb; a nuclear 
bomb more efficient than all 
the explosives expended in Horld 
vlar II. 
Deterrence is a vehicle -- an 
airplane or a missile to deliver 
the bomb. 
The SOUND of a klaxon blares through the narrator's 
voice. 
EXT. ALERT BARRACKS - SAG BASE (STOCK) 
Two or three bomber crews erupt from the doors of the 
cinder-block building, sprint £'.May toward their alert 
craft, tugging, zippering up their flight coveralls 
as they go. 
NAR?LTOR •S VOICE 
(continuing) 
Deterrence is a force of men 
-- skilled, trained men to fly 
the planes or launch the 
missiles. 
EXT. FLA.SH SHOT - ALERT PLA.NES (STOCK) 
A crew is clambering up the ladder into one of the ready 
aircraft. Beyond it, another lumbers into motion, head-
ing for the nearby runway. 
NARRATOR•S VOICE 
(continuing) 
Deterrence is a v1ill - a public 
will to use the bomb and the 
vehicle if we must in the 
preservation of human dignity. 
EXT. SAC B,'.SE RUNWAY - FLASH SHOTS - THREE DIFFERENT 
ANGLES OF BOMBER TAKEOFFS (STOCK) 
In these brief shots, in quick succession, three of the: 
big birds speed along the concrete, then reach gracefully 
for the sky. 
(CONTII'nJED) 
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(CONTINUED) 
NARRATOR'S VOICE 
(continuing) 
DGterrcnce is in fact the 
foundation of our national 
military policy. 
I~ the enemy moves against us 
he must do so 1-Tith the full 
knowledge that nothing he can 
do will stop us from retaliating 
against every target of strategic 
significance within his borders. 
This is 
forget. 
must be 
the fact he must never 
This is the price he 
ready to pay. 
6. 
As the 
smoke, 
jGt as 
final bomber roars up trailing a plume of ATO 
CAMERA HOLDS BRIEFLY. We HOLD THE SOUND of the. 
we ••• 
DISSOLVE TO: 
EXT. HIGHV/AY SIGN OUTSIDE SAC HEADQUARTERS 
"DON'T BE AlARMED AT SUDDEN JET ENGINE NOISE" 
We PAN OVER to the Headquarters Building. 
NARRATOR 1S VOICE 
(continuing) 
This is the heart of Am8rica 1 s 
deterrent force. Headqusrters 
of the Strategic Air Cc~~and, 
the organization responsible for 
implementing the philosophy 
the policy of deterrence. 
CLOSE UP OF GU!.,.RD 
with his distinctive beret hat. Behind him is the s:,gn 
that reads: 
"PEACE IS OUR PROFESSION" 
NARRATOR 1S VOICE 
As the book says, "The mission 
of the Strategic Air Cor:"'1and is 
to be prepared to conduct air 
operations ••.• 
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7. 
20 EXT. SAC HEADQUARTERS BUILDING - LONG SHOT 
highlighting the Atlas Missile in front of the building. 
NARRitTOR 'S VOICE 
(continuing) 
... on a global basis so that, 
in the event of sudden 
aggression, SAC could i~~e­
diately mount simultaneous ... 
21 INT. UNDERGROUND TUNNEL 
We are DOLLYING through the tunnel. At the beginning of 
the dolly, we see the sign: "TO UNDERGROUND." 
NARRATOR (continuing) 
... nuclear attacks designed 
to destroy the vit"-1 elerr.ents 
of the aggrGssor 1 s war-l11":.king 
capability to the extent that 
he would no longer have the 
will nor ability to wsge war." 
\ve turn a corner to another ramp and co~:'i'INL'E THE DOLLY. 
22 ANOTHER ANGLE - CONTHIUE WITH DOLLY 
23 ANOTHER ANGLE - CONTINUE WITH DOLLY 
NARRATOR'S VOICE 
From this Headquarters 1 building 
near Omaha, Nebraska-----
DISSOLVE TO: 
DISSOLVE TO: 
\'le DOLLY THROUGH the door to the Control Room. Several 
television cemeres are on· tracks, covGring the ceiling-
high me.p panels that extend the full 140-t'oot length of 
the room, many of them concealed by long drapes. 
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24 INT. CONTROL ROOM - LONG DOVJN-SHOT 
NARR.\TOR 
(co~tinuin<;) 
the Cor.una.nder-in-Chief 
can order every one of s:,c • s 
combat-ready bo::J.c)ers into t::;e 
air in a m~tter of seconds. 
8. 
25 PANNING SHOT - THE INTERNATIONAL CLOCKS 
27 
NARR! .. TOR 
(continuing) 
Twenty-four hours a d,o,y -
every day - from SAC bases 
throughout the world .... 
MONTAGE OF DIFF:3RENT ~'Ic'..PS 
with lines being added by officers. 
NARfu'\.TOR 
(continuing) 
.. . from he North :1.merice.n _.'\.ir 
Defense Command and from our 
Distll.nt Early v/arning Rc.de.r· 
network, informatio~ is fed 
into the control room, to be 
correlated on thuse panels; 
information vital to the 
direction of the strike force. 
THE DP~'\.PED PORTION OF THE ROO:~ 
Behind the drapes \'Je see a mavin; fig'~'rG on a wooden 
platform which is also bel1ind the dre.,:"'s, c.nd it is ob-
vious that he is changing something on the map, bringing 
it up to date. 
NARRATOR 
(continuing) 
Already charted on the panels 
behind the drapes are SAC's 
emergency war plans -- plar:s 
detailing each target for every 
plane, every missile in the SAC 
arsenc.l. Should v;ar ever cor-,e---
9. 
28 SIDE ANGLE LOOKING I.T ~lOVING FIGURE BEHDJD D"ili'..PES 
An airman comes from screen right. He is holding e. rolled 
up map. He enters the aree. bet1-ieen the wall !?.nd the 
C.re.pe, a1·1d as he does vie see the mcm on the l·;ooden nla.t-
form, P~d e glimpse or the map. The man on top of the 
wooden platform gives a quick .• surprised look at the er.-
tering airmcm. 
NA.RR1\TOR 
( contim.cing) 
the curtains would be 
drawn aside. In a matter of 
moments the Control Center 
would be sealed off, in fighting 
configuration. 
29 CLOSE UP OF THE RED TELEPHONE 
NARRATOR 
If the rec8iver of t:1e red 
telenhom: is picked up, evsry 
s.~c base in the v•orld could 
hc::.r thE. v-rords that would 
signal en alert ... and the mcst 
povrerful strike force the.t hs.s 
ever been seen would be unlee.shGd. 
30 THE C'.MER;, "IS" THE RECEIVER 0::<' THE RED TELEPHONE 
An o:'""'ficc::r stares at f!US 11 
PICKED UP until we end up 
mouth, still 2.n UP-SHOT, 
in CLOSE UP, UP-SHOT. 
in en EXTREI'·TE CLOSE UP 
As he opens his r.,outh, 
vie are 
of his 
we ..• 
CUT TO: 
31 CLOSE UP OF THE YELL01.i TELEPHONE 
Nf,RRA.TOR 
The yellow telephone is in 
readiness for only one phone 
c"'ll - from the Commandir.g 
General of SAC to the President 
of the United States. 
32 THE CHIEF CONTROLLER'S DESK 
The Chief Controller dials his emergency Hot Lines. 
( C00~TINU~D) 
n 
" 
32 (CONTINUED) 
CHIEF CONTROL OFFICER-
(into telephones) 
Tnis is Pathfinder One to all 
bases. Pathfinaer One. All 
bases respond at the count of 
three. One ... two . .. three ... 
10. 
33 THE INDICATOR PAJ\'EL 
34 
35 
One after another, the bar.ks of li;ht:o flick on, as the 
be.ses respond. A single light, ls:oelied "Brass I·~onkey" 
remains dark. The Chief Controller flicks the switch 
bcnee.th it. 
CHIEF CONTROLLER 
(into phone) 
Pathfinder One to Brr>.ss l!ionkey 
•.. J'.cknowledge, Bress Monkey ... 
The light flashes on, completing the boe.rd. 
DOWN-SHOT OF CONTROL ROOM (AS BEFORE) 
Ni'..RRI\. 'l'OR 
You ste.rt with a policy: 
deterrence. You implement 
the policy v1ith a military 
orge.nize.tion called SAC ---
e.s finely tuned a me.chine e.s 
man ever developed. Then 
come the weapons .•. 
EXT. LINE UP OF B-58 's 
row after ro-:;'l. (Even if itts the se.me ro1-,rJ fe.:..red at 
different e.ngles with a series of DISSOLVES ORSTR\IGHT 
CUTS, depending on the rhythm of the sequence.) 
NARPATOR 
(continuing) 
•.. the finest science and 
technology can provide. They 
must be ready in que.nti ty and 
in time. Tod.2.y and through the 
foreseeable future SAC will be 
equipped with planes as well as 
missiles. 
' 
' I 
11. 
EXT. COVERED t!JISSILE ON ROi\.D WITH ITS :Ci~RAVAJ::! - MED. SHOT 
(STOCK) 
NA.RRftTOR 
(continuing) 
At present_, EJ.ore than one-half 
dozen different types of missiles 
have been integrat~:d into thG S-'':l.C 
arsenal with more to be added as 
rapidly as they become oper2.tional1y 
reliable. The most recent weapoD 
to take its place in the deterrent 
force is the Atlas •.. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
37 EXT. ATLAS ON LAUNCHING PAD - DAY 
(IF POSSIBLE FROM VAl\'DENBERG WITH A SAC EMBLEr~) 
NARR'I.TOR 
(continuing) 
..• Intercontinental Ballistic 
Missile. 
We see the shoot. 
NAR~\TOR (cont 1 d) 
But ~issiles are not yet ... 
38 INT. HANGAR 
as new missile arrives. 
NARP.!.TOR 
(continuing) 
... e.va.i lable in suff'ic ient 
ouanti ties to be mo:-E, than an 
adjunct to the deterrent force. 
And there is another problem. 
39 EXT. MONTh.GE OF R'\.DAR 1 S ,UIHNG - IN QUICK SUCCESSION 
NARRATOR 
(continuing) 
In the event of e" surprise attacz 
lau:1ched agai:nst us, the long r·snge 
rc..cic.~ of our Diste.nt Early i,·!arning; 
system might give us no moyoe th3l-: 
fifteen minutes warning. In those 
fifteen minutes, we would ... 
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MONTAGE OF TELEPHONES 
Nj\.RR\TOR 
(continuing) 
..•. have to get our retaliatory 
strike force in the air .•• or 
face the ... 
tllONTAGE OF LIGHTS ON BOAEDS 
N.~RR.t,. TOR 
(continuing) 
.•. possibility of having it 
wiped out on the ground. If 
our deterrent force ..• 
12. 
MONTAGE OF MISSILES ON P;J)S (VEENIERS ON ONLY - CUT BEFORE 
MAIN STAGE) 
NA~.E .. ~TOR 
(continuing) 
... consisted so~ely of missiles~ 
evCY""J ,! ree..<iy 11 He span would ::· . .e..v& 
to be launched at once. Bu~ the 
problem is that at the present 
time our high-frequencr long 
range ... 
INT. CLOSEUP OF RADAR SCREE~: 
Men vra.tch and point to blips. 
NARRATOR 
( corl.tinuing) 
... radar is still subject 'co 
mc..i.'lY 11 bugs": electronic dis-
turbances, interf'errence from 
other radar installations --
even flights of birds -- ce..r1 
create patterns on the rader 
screen that could be miste.d:en 
for an attacking force. Checking 
s.nd re-checking could well use up 
those precious fifteen minutes. 
As long as there is any doubt ..• 
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INT. "HOLD" CLOCK IN BLOCKHOUSE 
NARR\TOR 
(con anuing) 
••• we dare not launch our 
missiles. 
The second hand of the clock stops. 
NARR;TOR (cont 1d) 
For once fired and on its way 
to target, an ICBr1 cannot be 
called back. 
CLOSE UP OF UNIFORMED fii,AN 
looking up at o.s. clock. 
N.!\.RRP.TOR 
(continuing) 
Bombers can. A single rocket, 
armed with its ..• 
CLOSE UP OF !IIAN 1 S HAI\1) ON THE BUTTON 
It does not press down. 
EXT. ATLAS 
NARF;\.TOR 
(continuing) 
••. thermonuclear warhead <md 
fired by mistake ..• 
going back to its horizontal launcher. 
NARR!-i.TOR 
(conanuing) 
•.• could trigger the very vrar 
we're determined to prevent. 
EXT. ROOF OF THE LSB GOES OVER THE lliiSSIIE 
NARR!\.TOR 
(continuing) 
p_'1d so for the foreseeable rut ere 
vre must cor.tinue to develop, build 
and equip SAC vlith .•• 
13. 
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!VIOHTAGE OF B-58' s IN FLIGHT (STOCK) 
NARRATOR 
(continuing) 
... manned bombers as well as 
missiles. The ne1-1est manned 
v1eapon in s,:,c 's e.!'se~·1al to 
maintain the neece is the 
supersonic, delta-wing B-58 
Hustler, jet bomber. In or,e 
jump, the B-58 - built by the 
Convair Division of Genere,l 
Dynamics, poNe red by Genera: __ 
· Electric J-79 torbojet engines 
-- has outstripped the past 
fifty years of aviation history; 
its top speed is as much faster 
tha0 the speediest previous 
bomber as that plan·e 1:.ras faster 
tha.rl the viright Brothers • original 
flying rnachi::1e. 
A philosop~y, an or;e.niza.tion, 
nodern vvec..pons - and then men 
- trained men. 
INT. MISSION PLANNING R00~1 - CARSWELL AFB - DAY 
14. 
Sever~l B-58- crews, in uniformJ each a thr-ee-ma:.1 te&'11, 
are wor:~ing in groups at the rows of t:'.l t- top 'ca.bles that 
occupy the room. Charts, slide rules, calculators and 
do.tc. books spread before them, each msn reflects the 
quiet, matuy-e compe~cenc.e of veteran airms:l;.. ~·~s CAI'·TERf'~ 
PANS from group to group, the narrator's voice continues: 
NPJ\~\TOR'S VOICE 
( continu.ing) 
~t Carswell Air Force Base near 
Fort Worth are top-flight vetere.n 
s.;.c bomber cre>·Js ;·;ho are under-
r;oing training. 
CLOSE GROUP SHOT - l'-'IAJOR BRIGGS AND CRE\"i 
Bending over the big air map, AIRCRJ',FT COJ•:I<1A.NDER BRIGGS 
supervises his navigator, CAPTJ,IN LYLES, as he plots 
their final approach and bomb run over oheir RBS target. 
Nearby, defensive systems operator, c;..PT;,IN SCANLON, is 
at work with computer and daw. books r"i:;uring their 
estimated fuel and weight at the relee.se point. 
(CONTINUED) 
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( CONTD.'UED) 
N;..RR.C:.. TOR 
( conc;inuing) 
This veterar: creT;.i hes s..lmos t 
completed its indoc trine.tion 
course in the B-58 Eustler. 
Only a few blanks rer~e.in to 
be filled out on their Per-
formance Record Charts before 
they 1t1ill be qualified to take 
COt:'.r.land of one of the v:orld 's 
fastest bombers. They are •.• 
CLOSE SHOT - N.::~JOR BRIGGS 
as he bends to the map with dividers, checking Lyles' 
figures. 
l'IA.RR.2,.TOR Is VOICE 
(conc;inuing) 
..• the 1;.ii'C:"af'~ Corrur:1S..nder er~d 
pilot, Msjor Joseph E. Briggs. 
Age, 38; 14 years 'lli th the Air-
Force; married, >four childre~~. 
CLOSE SHOT - CAPTAIN LYLES 
Nf'"l.Rt'\fl.TOR'S VOICE 
(continuing) 
Ncwigator, Captain v.Tal ter C. 
Lyles. J~e, 30; six years in 
tr.e Air Force; married, one 
child ••. 
CLOSE SHOT - CAPTAIN SCJ,NLO:'J 
15. 
Leaning over, he consults the flight chs.rt, then experc;ly 
dials the r.umbers on his cor.1puter and checks his data 
book. 
NARlliiTOR'S VOICE 
Defensive Systems Officer, 
Captain Vlilliam H. Scanlon. 
Age, 31; ten ·years in the J..ir 
Force; married, three children. 
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FULL GROUP SHOT - ~;;:,.JOR BRIGGS AND CRE\'! 
They are winding up their work to plar, the mission. 
CTARRATOR 1 S VOICZ 
r co·_..,~--:; nui ·no-) \ -- v_ --~~ 
Ee..ch SAC trsining :;.issior. is 
planned l'li tb .. pe~ins <::a:-: ins c e.~e; 
for every hour they 1:Ji2.1 spend 
in the air, one and one-half' 
hours h~ve been spent i~ 
preparation on the :;round. 
Each mile is li terc:lly 11 L'2.ovJn 
on pspe:-" be.:::.'"'ore itt s flo·.·.;n 
in the sky. They scy in SAC 
that you t rG not rer::..C.y to Sl,:e 
off u~""'.:'cil ~~-2 ~:.-eir:;ht of tf:e 
pe.,per eq1..::.e.ls the v;ei;ht o:;_' the 
.s.ircre.ft. s:-·his ~.qi2.J.. "be a ::..'\s.de.r 
bo~.bing. 7he tsr-0et~ 2.. lens-
range cne - routed over 3, C·GC 
miles ~Hs.y: Deerfield, l•'Iasse.-
chusetts. 
LONG SHO·I' - QUIEI1 STREET IN D3ER?IELD 
HOLD for a while before voice cmr.es back in. 
NARRG..TO:=\ 
(continuing) 
Deerfield v.;e.s ~o t chose :I 
arbitrarily. Th~s city) slang 
with many other rada~ .•• 
DISSOLVE TO: 
INT. MISSION PLANNic:G ROOi-'1 - ?t:.'\.JOR BRIGGS ;,_Nl) CRE\·J 
NAPJ--J .. '1'0 R 
( cor,tinui:-.g) 
... bomb sites or 11 targets 11 in 
the United States_, has been 
cerefully selected because the 
pattern i ~ r.~~e..kc::s in the ple~ne 1 s 
re.darscope is si~ilar to thct of 
an actual tc~rget ::..:::1 potential 
enemy ter::-·i tory. 
I''12.j o~ B~iggs spreads out -'cv:o photosraphs of Y'2.d.ar screens 
on the table in front of tte crew. 
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17. 
CLOSE UP OF 'l'HE l'lAPS 
One is captioned: 11 DEERFIE~D. 11 The other is captioned: 
"M-29." 
YARFt~ .. ~OR 
( C A"t-l· n'ul" no-) v. ~ v • ··~ 
The rele..tiorl of the b· ... ::.i:C~irlss_, 
the rivers, e.nd the houses -
even the mc:·:-torie.l of' D.:::;erf:!.e ld 
creates e.. siTnila:- Y·£de:.y; p2.ttcrn 
to s possi'bl8 enemy te.:::·get ciJ~~r. 
I··T.ED. SEOT· 0? TEE GROUP 
as they move to a mc\p of tr_.:; United States. 
lJ.:',.RR!:c TOR 
( cu~-:tinuing) 
The 11 bombs 11 they drop on the 
1-"..merican target is a h2.rmless 
elect:coo~ic beam. It Houlci, 
of course, be some-chir€ E:lse 
if' they 1Her·e flyir~s ir:. ex:ger 
to a te.rgGt beyond o'--~P bord3rs. 
CLOSE SHOT OF GROUP AROUKD 1·1!~? 
The IvJe.jor dr2};JS the route from Fort 1:!orth to Deerfield 
\'Ji th grease pencil on its trsnslucent surface. 
N!l.RFt\TOR 
To ree.ch their Rade.r Borr:b Scoring 
Site tc: ... rgets, the SAC crev:s fly 
c.. r·o11ndc:"'bout co"LJ.rse over· the: 
United Stc..tes of sevGral tDouse..:0d 
miles to E.pproximete the distance 
to their e.ctue.l target. During 
the latte:. ..... stages of the flight_, 
they mo.y ensage in evasive tactics 
qgainst U.S. fighter planes of our 
Air Defe~sG Co:-ntJ.and, testir._g tl!eir 
ability to pene~rate any possible 
enemy defense. 
LIVE VOICES OF JVI.i.;.JOR BRIGGS AND HIS CREH: 
( COKTil\wD) 
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6o ( CONTINUED) 
I'-Tr....JOR BRIGGS 
(to Lyles -
st,_;_dying ~e.p) 
... All right;, lJJc.l t, let's check 
it once more. I •11 bri:-'.; you 
ovei' tar-;::et on a course of 
117,940 knots ~t ~0,000 feet. 
Hhat do you make our estimated 
time of e.rri val? 
CAPTAIN LYI.3S 
He 1 re set up 1r1i th the R3S unit 
for 0400. 
( len·.--l·n.7 e···c·~·00 - C.~~ J,~;::) ·"-'~ ,_,...,,_, 
+-.--.. Q.cc;·nlor:) 
... .._, "-' '-""• -- . -
How t s e.bol.~jc fuel and gross 
weight, Eill? 
C~\_pj_~ .. :. l:\I SC.~'"}~~CN 
\'co·,s-,11--; ,,...,,,~ .l.. l..)...._v--~o 
·n's .p·,..,. ....... ~\ 
.1...:.... ..:..l~'L:.I\:.::;) 
Should bs 0(lc·-.:.:sc=..nc5. 
sellons, if predic~e~ ~~ind 
cocldi tior..s hold. Gross hTeisht 
_____ thouss..t:.C. pounds e 
ll'lf'._JQR BRIGGS 
( sce..nnins r8-
l:"l2 .. inder of 
flight ple.~) 
----refueling r·er1dezvov.s 
wee.:Cher check -- Ne.v leg 
t:12 n horne • 
(gathe:t•:.r~g 
pe.pers) 
N"c s\·;ee..t. Let :s ;o c:-leck the 
bird. 
18. 
The three officers begin to gather their paper·s and i'old 
them into f'light bags. 
DISSOLVE ?0: 
EXT. B-58 ON FLIGHT LINE - Vi.)LL SROT 
The le~s~ of the pre-.f'ligh~ t(.sti:'1g equipmer-.t is bein:; 
rolled c..v:sy while tl-~e ca.r~opies drop into plece over the 
( COI'TINUECJ) 
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( CONTE-llJED) 
flight deck. One 
whine into life. 
and is e.irborne . 
after another, the big jet engines 
The -ole.ne te.xis ou~c, me..kes its run, 
HAR?~\.TCR 
(continuing) 
Nearly forty-eight hou2:"'s after 
they startc.d ple..nnins their 
f(lission, their flight plsn has 
been filed, they've been assigned 
the c c~dE. \Vord 11 Fox Five 11 for 
identification, they've picked 
up the up-to-the-hour 1-11ind e..nd 
weather reports) pu~chased their 
box-lunch supper:o, s:<d e,re on 
their \~ray to their te..rget. 
19. 
62 LI·1S OF DEERFISLD S·?P33T (DIF:?EREN·~ ?~O:·T bEFORE) 
66 
7\''" 
-·'- ~ 
Captain Lyles bc.·nds -co "CL!.C t=..:..s:-~-'c pl2..::1, sp:::esd open on 
the small desk before him. 
LYLES 
(into intercor:1) 
Your first leg heeding is ':-·- ..... , 
degrees, boss. 
BRIGGS' vc.:::cE 
(through in-
tercon:) 
217 ---- thanks. 
Ls Lyles pleMces his dividc~,...s on theiz• t.::..~-cao:"'f 90int nr..d 
b2gins to measure the red line that l-:".2:::'~·cs -~l1e course of 
tl:.e m~ssion, GtJJJEfu\ ~-!OVES IN CLOSE O~Y 1I'E::: ?LIGr-rJ: PI!:..N. 
EXT. B-58 - SUNSET 
:SX~. DEERFIELD STREET - SUKS=:~_-. -· CHILDREN 3ICYC:-~s 
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p:cr B-;o;8 - N'·' 'VTG'· "'OR "'' 'T'T"G ... ... • -" l .L). - ... _ .. J....:.ln--l\1 
INT. SAC HE .. illQU.~\RTERS 
EXT. B-58 - NIGHT 
EXT. DEERFIEID STREET - NIGHT 
INT. HOl>~£ - f·'IOT1-:ER 
putting child to bed. 
INT. B-58 - BY :;>;.,IGWr ?LP..2'J 
Al tho1_;.gl1 t:;.e B-5t'3 nust~e:- is 
a sups:."'so::::c bor:~ber, c :?...).sbl2 
of specC:.s :r.ore tr~o.r~ tv,:icc t>.~.e 
2:)e:eC. of sou:1d) ·co conse:...-')vs 
fuel e.nd in ere e.se its rc.r:.ge, 
~ost o~ the 5ission is flow~ 
just under the sound be..Prier~ 
EXT. 3-58 - AIR-TO-AIR - SUNRISE 
EXT. DEERFIELD CnuRCH SPIRE 
Vie hee.r bells. 
20. 
FADS OUT: 
The flight ch.::.:--t, the naviga::or c.::Ld C[:..~ts.i:-;_ Lyles. :-:e 
marks thc::ir position on the chsrt. J:hey h2.ve r.cc.rly 
ree.ched tht:: Prelir::inary Approe.ch Area., sor;:e Soo ;;:ile:s 
from th2i::-· to..rget. Lyles studies his f'i;·ur·.::;sJ checks 
s.nd recheclcs ther.l with his instrumer~tsJ then flips on 
his i:',tcrco:r, switch. 
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( CONTih'UED) 
:SYL:O:S 
( ir+-o l·-~..;....~.-,..,..__,.--\ 
-·•'-' ~l__.c: .... vv ... ; 
A/C -- this is \'2v:..g2.tcr. 0 oG 
- He ar·2 sp:.:-::-o:{:..rr.E.:..t2l.y 6-=:o 
miles fror:·. ::2-::..~get. '~<:Tc'::·:: ~~.o~·.r 
entering ?relirr:ina:."'y : .. ~Jp=:'o[~c~ 
t;rc.a at .0,0 ~ CJO. 
clec..Ling street. 
BRIC-{;S 
21. 
Tekins; over f~o!":". the al.:to pilot., Brisgs strai;hte~'1S 2..!1d 
surveys his instrur:-i.snts. 
BRIG-GS 
1 l. n+-o l. ""--~-"-"· ,....,., \ \ ._, ~-'.A.:..:..vv ..• ; 
:Ko.;) \·l c.l te r. Pr·.:.:; 2. =._::::.nc:.ry 
.- ...... ,... n ',-. o"ol"\ -" ~ r- - .......... ·- r.+-.cl..P~J..:.O~ .. c ... , v f:',..LJ...:c~ vu.:..- c:.u 
110 hours. Let's sc:: it in 
high gear----
Driggs opens the throttles, '.:;::e .. e::..:1g himssJ.f" :C'o::." the shock 
e.s they burst thr-ou;h the sot::.-:: ~ e..rrier. Th:·ougl'l ttl is, 
the narrator 1 s voice SOUl\'"DS CVIl.?..: 
NARH .. :l~O?: 1 3 VOICE 
High gea2."'! 
EXT. B-58 IN FLIGHT 
Hith E'.. roar of new pohrcr_, the: s:e:1derJ tri.?.r.g:..1lc..r t'orm 
suddenly springs forvJ2.rd, c::.'""':2s~-::..ng thro1.;.sr.!. t::.e soun~ 
b2.rrier. 
NAR?~-:.·-=-··~::~:: S VOICE 
-- ar..d the -~\~orld r s fc.st3st bo:·.~,:;,:::,_ro 
moves through ti-le sound barr·:!.E_~:::·; 
gccelerating to He..ch 2 -- twice 
the succd of sour.d -- for its 
final~ Soo milc d.s.sh to the 
target, erecting-----
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22. 
EXT. B-58 IN FLIGHT - f:.NOTHER A?\GLE - ?'-JIG l-IT 
Only the rapidly p.:.ss:.::--'.3 1:1isps cf clot~d bet:."2..Y the tre-
mendous speed of the bomber. 
:·J:\R?J:_ ':·o:o:, s vorcs 
( ~o· .... -:--..:: ....... uif'l::-:-\ \._; '-•'-"-~.l. -··:.::;,) 
---- ar.d dr2-sz ing ~ • .yi th it a 
thu~dc~clep of sound. 
EXT. B-58 - CLOSE SHO·I' OF NOSE OF ?U,NE 
NAR?J~TO? 
Like all sound, this sonic 
boom results from en invisibl6 
pressure we.ve. 
He HOLD e.s 1·:e ••• 
Over live cction we ••• 
N)~RR:'':..'I·OR 1 S VOIC::: 
Be low filc,ch 1 -- the s:;;eed of 
sound -- they push e.side t:J.<2 
molecules j1..J.st s.l"'.ec.d, o..nd ':h8~/ J 
in turr~ j I! give v-;e.rning ··· er .. d 
p1;.sh e..siGe the molecules sr~e:::c. 
o.t' thew. 
But 2~t the exe..c t speed c:;_' soiJ.nC." 
these molecu2.es can no 2.o:-~ser· 
react quickly enough; tr~e =:_c-<'.C.ing 
edges arc e..:."":iong; tl:ern Oefc:,:;~ t~-:Gy 
can move aside e..nd t:--~~-J :-,-:.o:i.·.-·c-L2.es 
-o:.le uv in 2. so-c.:;.llcd sl"'~oe:~: 
~~·::::.'.>.'2 11 Or c~~~c::-:;y. ..'\.t pY·E:cic:>:..:~:r 
~~'"'·.c:-1 ~, if' ~~ey v;ere v5.si."olc J 
::):-·GS~~~~-'- 0~~~~ i.~ z.:l d~~~~~~~:"1S) 
·c[' •..:y ,:;-:_::.. ~ ,_, - ·..::: 3(. ... b lc: E.. ....... :-.:.. ..... l~...---
c~sl;. a tte.c~~e:O. tc the plane. 
DISSOL-VE IN: 
82A , 
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(CONTINUED) 
NAR.'1ATOR'S VOICE (cont•d) 
But as the plane's speed 
increases, the "pressure 
~.;ave" sweeps back at an 
angle - forming a funne~-
shaped cone - trailing back 
from the plane. 
----And of course, a portion 
of this "funnel of pressure" 
reaches the ground. But when 
pressure of varying intensity 
and wave length strikes the 
ear, we prerceive it as sound. 
23. 
(LIVE ACTION) EXT. LO\v AERIAL SHOT OF IANDSC.'\.PED LREA 
as though we are the SOUND, travelling. 
NARRl\.TO~ 
(continuing) 
Therefore, anyone e.lons t>J.e 
path of the cone of over-
pressure hee.rs a sharp reportJ 
similar to a thunderclap at 
the instant the cone passes. 
EXT. RUN-DOWN AREA - DOHN-SHOT 
as DISTANT SOU~~ is heard. 
NARR'\.TOR 
(continuing) 
But what e.bout dama:;e? In 
exi1austive tests conducted by 
structural engineers, even 
the flimsiest of buildings 
have remained unho.rmed through 
overpressures more than nine 
times greater than the probable 
boom. 
EXT. CLOSEUP 
Glass hits pavement. 
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(CONTINUED) 
NAPJ\ATOR 
(continuing) 
However, some vlindows may be 
broken - particularly if t!-'.e 
glass has been under stress ... 
INT, HOME - CLOSE UP OF LITTLE STATUETTE AT' END OF Si-'3:!2 
It falls. 
NARRATOR 
(continuing) 
..• and bric-e-brae may be 
tumbled from the shelves. 
EXT, LANDSCAPED STF.EET - LONG SHOT 
NAR.S.'\.TOR 
(continuing) 
Science knm•iS what the boom 
can and cannot do. 
vle hear the boom. 
NARRATOR (cont•d) 
1:Jhen the boom does strike the 
ground, no one will try to tell 
you it 1 s a pretty sound ... but 
it is e comforting one. It 1 s 
the sound of your Air Force at 
work. 
EXT. UP-SHOT FROM GROU!\1]) - B-58 
EXT. B-58 IN FLIGHT (LIVE ACTION) - DAY 
The sleek bomber, "Fox Five," roc~:ets across the 
sky. 
INT. B-58 IN FLIGHT - FEATURING NAVIGATOR LYLES 
Scanning his instruments, he checks so:r.e figures on his 
flight chart, touches the intercom sv1i tch. 
LYLES 
(into intercom) 
Bill - this is Navigator. 1/e 're 
approaching within 100 miles from 
o~ Initial Target Approach point. 
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25. 
INT. B-58 IN FLIGHT - FEATURING DEFENSIVE SYSTENS 
OPERATOR SCANLON 
He is working on a report as Lyles' voice comes through 
the intercom. 
LYLES 1 VOICE 
(continuing; 
through in-
tercom) 
---better check in with the 
Bomb Plotting unit. 
SCANLON 
(swiveli~ 
to radio) 
Roger, VIal t. 
(flipping radio 
switches) 
Fox Five to Bomb Plot one six . 
EXT. RADAR BO~ffi SCORING TRAILER UNIT 
Parked behind a \'lire fence in a vaca."lt lo;; or, the out-
skirts of a small city are three, closely grouped wir.-
dowless trailers, their saucer shaped ante:mas endlessly 
searching the sky. 
SCANLON'S VOICE 
(continuing; 
through in-
tercom) 
Bomb Plot one six-----
INT. RBS COMMUNICATIONS TRA.ILER 
The windowless walls of the brightly lighted trailer a.re 
lined with electronic instrurnents through which cor.,es a 
babble of criptic messages from incoming planes. There 
is an air of brisk,, competent activity as each man exe-
cutes his job swiftly, brisk and businesslike. At the 
radio console, A SERGEANT bends to his microphone, ac-
knowledging Scanlon's call. 
CQr.1MUNICATIONS SERGEANT 
( effec ient; 
almost sing-
song) 
Aye Roger, Fox Five. Go ahead 
please. 
' ~o .. ~IN'T~D' \ v ~'J'J..' l v;,.:, J 
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(CONTINUED) 
As Scanlon's voice comes through the speaker, the ser-
geant enters the information on a long data sheet. 
SCANLON•S VOICE 
(through speaker) 
Crew number five - a Mech 2-
type aircraft, •• current altitude 
42 thousand at 940 knots. Target 
"Oscar One" from IP Longmeadow. 
Our Navigator is Lyles, phonetically 
Lyon-Yellow-Lion-Edna-Self. He•s 
a captain. 
CO~illNICATIONS SERG&\NT 
(reading back) 
... Mach 2, 42 thousand at nine 
four zero. One "Oscar" from 
Longmeadow. Navigator Ce.ptain 
Lyles. Therk you, Fox Five. 
Your zero altitude pressure 
will be three-zero-decimal-
four a.t one-four-two. Please 
stand by. 
(flipping to 
intercom) 
Radar ----- a 940 at 42,000-----
INT. RADAR TRAILER 
In contrast to the brightly lighted Cownu:~ications trail-
er adjoinir~ it, the Radar Unit is dimly lighted, the 
AIR~~N manning the instruments silhouetted ageinst the 
glowing face of his radarscope. The Corrmn.mications Ser-
geant's voice continues through the intercom speaker. 
COMMUNICATIONS SERGEANT'S VOICE 
----have you got a blip? 
RADAR AIRMAN 
(studying scope) 
Good aircraft! Supersonic on an 
oh-five-eight heading. 
He flips one of the S\~i tches. 
EXT, RBS TRAILERS - FEATURING THE ANTENl'IAS 
One of the big wire dishes stops turning, remains 
pointed skyward in the direction from which che B-53 
will come. 
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27. 
JNT. e<;uJ;;.R 'C'RAILER - CLOSE ON SCOPE 
The revolving finger of light picks up a shining blip 
at 58 degrees. The pointer stops revolving and begins 
to scan vertically. 
R.!\DAR OPERATOR 
(into intercom) 
Man, he•s coming! 
INT, COMMUNICATIONS AND SCORING TRULER - FEATURING 
CONSOLE OF TRACKER 
The scoring sergeant and the airman are installing the 
score sheet across the front of the tracking instru2ent. 
Across the top, the sergeant pencils "Fox Five" and 
stamps the corner "SECRET," then moves the tracking a.r·m 
into place. 
INT, CO~IMUNIC.:,TIONS SCORING TRAILER - FEATURING Cot1-
~1UNICATIONS SERGEANT 
He glances at the clock above his radio sets, then bends 
to the mike. 
SERGEANT 
Fox Five -- this is Agawa~ 
Bomb Plot. We have you in 
reda.r contact. You are cleared 
from the Initial Point. Call 
when IP over. 
IN-:r, B-58 IN FLIGHT - FEATURING COMMUNICATIO:JS OFFICER 
SCANLON 
SCANLON 
( acknowled$ing 
into mike) 
Roger, Agwam. 
(flips intE,r-
com switch) 
Navigator, this is Defensive 
Systems Operator; we•re cleared 
for target. 
INT. B-58 IN FLIGHT - FEATURING OBSERVER AND R:.DARSCOPE 
His eyes are riveted on the glowing face of the scope 
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28. 
(CONTINUED) 
where the revolving finger of light etches the pattern 
of a small city, his deft fingers feeding information 
into the system. 
LYLES 
Irve got it on screen now. 
EXT. DEERFIELD STREET (DIFFERENT ONE) 
EXT. WOMAN GARDENING 
INT. B-58 IN FLIGHT - FEATURING OBSERVER Arm RADARSCOPE 
Turning, he starts the "TIME-TO-GO" CLOCK shol'i'ing 180 
seconds before release. A green light springs to life 
on his panel. 
LYLES 
180 seconds to go. 
ANGLE ON THE FACE OF THE !llOVHJG TIMER 
INT. B-58 - COMI-lUNICATIONS OFFICER 
Scanlon checks his instruments, flicks on his re.dio. 
SCI,NLON 
One-six -- this is Fox Five. 
Fifty miles. Make this the 
final; we 1re coming too fast 
for a twenty-five mile check. 
EXT. DEERFIELD SCHOOL - CHILDREN GOING TO SCHOOL 
INT. B-58 IN FLIGHT - COT'IJ'.1UNICATIONS OFFICER 
COM1,TUNICATIONS SERGE.C.N'L'' S VOICE 
(through speaker) 
Aye, Reger---·--
Scanlon glances at the "Time-to-go"timer on his panel. 
CLOSE SHOT OF THE DIAL 
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109 INT. B-58 N."..VIGATOR 1 S COMPARTMENT - CLOSE SHOT - "TEfJE-
TO-GO" CLOCK 
CAMERA PULLS BACK TO REVEAL LYLES, tensely watching the 
clock. It reaches 120 seconds to go. Swiftly, he wheels 
to release the instruments. 
LYLES 
(taut~ into 
mike J 
120 seconds. Give me second 
station. 
110 INT. B-58 COCKPIT 
Briggs, the A/C flips the switches that lock the con-
trols into the bombing mechanism. 
BRIGGS 
You have the controls, l11a1t. 
111 INT. NAVIGATOR'S COMPARTMENT 
112 
Smoothly, efficiently, Lyles is feeding information into 
the bomb/nav system. 
LYLES 
(•·;heels to 
radarscope) 
Turning for final ---- heading 
one-one-seven. 
He glances up at the Time-to-go clock, ticking d01m the 
seconds. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
INT. RBS UNIT COP'IMUNICATIONS AJ'.JD TRACKING TRi\.ILER -
CLOSE SHOT - TRACKING CONSOLE 
The Tracking Pen leaps into life, beginning its se.v<tooth 
diagonal from a corner of the chart tov/8.rd the center 
where a large circle around a small dot is me.rked, 
II TA.RGET OSCAR. II 
NARR'I.TOR 1S VOICE 
Locked in by radar to these 
sensitive instruments, the 
precise course of the plane 
is che.rted until the inste.nt 
when their harmless, electronic 
"bomb" is released upon_the 
target. 
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ll2A !-lED. SHOT OF THE SERGEANT 
113 
114 
115 
manipulating the controls on the console, while ste.cca.to 
messages come through the speaker from the rad&r trailer. 
Beyond him, the officer and an airman are tensely watch-
ing the moving tracking pen. 
CLOSE OF THE WORD "TARGET" 
near the tracking pen. (Music sting) 
DISSOLVE TO: 
EXT. DEERFIELD MEMORIAL 
DISSOLVE TO: 
EXT. B-58 IN FLIGHT 
streaking across the sky. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
n6 INT. B-58 IN FLIGHT - NAVIGATOR'S COMP.'.RTMENT - CLOSE 
SHOT - "TIME-TO-GO" CLOCK 
The hand is approaching 20 seconds to go. CA1.ffiR.\ PULLS 
BACK TO INCLUDE Lyles, hands on his controls, tensely 
watching the timer. 
LYLES 
(taut{ into 
mike J 
Twenty seconds to go! 
117 EXT. DEERFIELD MEMORIAL - CLOSE SHOT 
ll8 
119 
INT. B-58 IN FLIGHT - NAVIG).TOR 1 S CO!~PART!V1ENT -
CLOSE SHOT - "TIME-TO-GO" CLOCK 
The green light on the panel flicks out and a brigh'c r&d 
one flashes on, while a high, continuous "BESP" TOiffi 
suddenly fills the compartment. 
INT. RBS TRAILER - FEATURING TRACKING COXSOE 
The "BEEP" TONE echoes across the trailer, w!':::.:.e a 112:":0, 
( CONTD.'lJED) 
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(CONTINUED) 
synchronized with the one in the ple.ne, bursts into 
blossom on the console as the trackin:; pen co:1tinues 
its sawtoothed path toward the center of the chart. 
vlatching it, the men are silent, intent. 
INT. B-58 
31. 
The "Time-to-go" clock as it ticks down the fine.l f::.:'-
teen seconds. 
EXT. B-58 IN FLIGHT 
CLOSE SHOTS - trlAJOR BRIGGS AND CAPTAIN SCAiiLOX 
Their faces taut witl1 excitement, their eyes er8 riv8ted 
on the relentlessly :-::oving hand on their instrc:!ner:t 
panels. 
CLOSE UP OF THE "TH'iER" 
IiJT. RBS TRAILER 
Clustered around the scoring cor:sole, the airme.r, c:cd the 
officer bend over the sergeant ct the instru.'Tier.c, eyes 
riveted on the tracking pen as it continues to~::srC. t:he 
center of the circle. The 11 Beep 11 tone continues ave-:;, 
the only SOU}ID in the trailer, while the Red light ce.sts 
its eerie glow from the panel. 
INT. B-58 IN FLIGHT - N.i'\.VIGATOR 1 S COl·lPi.RTrrlENT - CLOSE 
SHOT - LYLES 
His face streaked with the svreat o:' tension and conc8n-
tration, his eyes are fixed upon the indicator. 
CLOSE UP - INDICATOR 
just as it reaches ZERO, 
CLOSE SHO'I' - LYLES 
He flips the bomb release switches. The Beep Ton8 
denly stops, .the red light goes dark. 
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127 (CONTINUED) 
LYLES 
(into mike) 
Bombs away! 
32. 
128 INT. RBS SCORING TRAILER 
Eyes fixed on the pointer travelling across the c~art, 
the RES officer and the airman bend tensely over the 
scoring sergeant at the console. The "beep" tone stops, 
the red light flicks off and the pointer, now at; dead 
cencer, springs up from the target marked sheet. 
128A EXT. DEERFIELD - CLOSE SHOT OF ~'IEMORIAL 
Music sting. 
128B INT. RBS SCORING TRAI~R 
129 
130 
With a whistle of appreciation, the serge~nt rips out the 
chart, hands it to the officer. CAIIJERA PANS h'ith him, 
and all eyes follcM as he takes it to the nearby desk to 
project the line and evaluate the score. 
E.XT. SKY 
NARRATOR 
Did they make it? Probably 
so. 'i'hey usually do. But 
deterrence is a perishable 
thing. It must be worked at 
constantly. In this business 
there isn't much difference 
between self-satisfaction and 
surrender. 
as contrails form. We hear the boom. 
NARF.ATOR 
(continuing) 
IT you can fly Mach 2 today, 
how fast can you fly tomorrov1? 
EXT. DEERFIE ID ~MORIAL - ii'JED. SHOT 
as boom holds and music rises slightly. 
NARRATOR 
(continuing) 
If you hit the piclde tc.rrel 
today, how abo~t the pickle 
tomorrow? They'll be back 
tomorrow to see. 
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33. 
EXT. DEERFIELD - PEOPLE - ALL CLOSE UPS 
Some of these people vie recognize from before. On some 
are traces of proud smiles as they look slD}VIe.rds. \<le 
still hold onto the boom. 
NARRISOR 
(continuing) 
Deterrence is a philosophy ... 
Keep the peace by being stron~ 
enough to destroy the attac~er. 
Deterrence is e. bomb. Deterrence 
is trained men. But the most 
important of all ingredients 
in the deterrent concept is the 
one provided by the people 
the will. The will behind the 
concept. 
NARRJ.TOR 
(continuing) 
'I'he will to build and train 
and use our retaliatory capa-
bility if it comes to the.t. 
For the enemy will not be 
deterred by all the planes •.. 
INT. SAC HEADQUARTERS 
An officer circles the map at DEERFIELD. 
NARRATOR 
(continuing) 
... missiles, bombs and men in 
the viOrld if he thinks we ar·e 
lacking in the will to use ther::.. 
INT. B-58 NAVIGATOR'S COMPART1,1ENT 
NARRATOR 
Sonic booms are a nuisance. 
The men who make them know it 
and regret it as much as anyone. 
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EXT. DEERFIELD STREET - LONG SHOT 
Me.ny people are looking skyward. 
contrail being formed above them, 
almost directly above the street. 
If possible we see a 
in a vertical line, 
NARRATOR 
(continuing) 
••. But to accept them as one 
of the necessary costs of 
being free is perhaps the very 
best v1ay of demonstre.ting to 
the enemy our intention of 
remaining that way. The sound 
of the boom has become the 
sound of necessity and protec-
tion ... the sound of vour Air 
Force at work. 
EXT. B-58 - AERIAL SHOT 
CUT TO: 
as it banks AHAY FRO~'I CAI•ERA.. =~usic rises to full. 
CREDITS 
FADE OUT: 
T H E END 
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APPENDIX B 
"The Sonic Boom" Fact Sheet 
CAN A SONIC DOOIYI C/,IISI Sl RIOtiS ll.~l. ' lll"". r"? 
A HOUSC OR 0\.J I LDit..:t..o (H"" PIRLClLV fj,JliH ,, I 
'· 
THL 
AI H FOrtC£ KhOWS FROM T CS1S THA1 I I 11~1~ 1 11 H •.,5UHf~ 
or 70 OR MOrlE POUNDS PF:I1 ~0\.1/d~E f 001 10 fl/\1/iAG[. 
GROU"D UU ILDINGS . I N f/\Cl . l (!>IS. WITII rWC l £:1\R EX-
PlOS IONS HA VE. SHO\'m TH/\1 11 1/\1<1 S 1 '·0 10 3(1(1 f'OUl•DS 
PLR SOU/\RE FOOT TO OAMAGL OI! ICK Oil I Hl\l.ll l lllll OI:<GS . 
PFU:~.SUSH: f"I~OM A SONI C 0(\0 M ur:oc:n t..:OhMAI $/1.C 01'1 H-
A 'T IONS \'J I LL N01 Of. M ORC T H AN rtVt POUh{)$. I • ~OUAHL 
FOOT-- HOliGHLY 11 N 1 1MfS liH NOISL C.HIAlrtl DY I 
lHUNOJ:R CLAP . ThE: STftONC~CSl SON I C OOOM C.Vt H HL. 
COI!CICO lt.' /\S. MEI.SURE!l ON 1\ MOUNTI\It, lOP, 300 I ELl 
FHOM "!H E PASS I NG AI HCHArT . li!C PH CSSURr OF 1HI 5 
SON I C ( lOOM WAS Of4L Y 31 POUNI>S Pl'fl SQUAHE FOOl . 
1tt LU~ I ~) NO f'H CORO or· /\NY HUMAN I NJUfH[S EVLH 13Cir~G 
l NCURRLU A S THt: O l ltfC:T HCSUL 1 or A !=.ON I f' fJOOM . 
CAN A SONIC I JCJOM DO ANY UAMAGE AT ALL? 
Y ES, UNOrll CERrii i N CONDIT IONS. l'II E 1\lfl FOHCE IS 
St::l T I NG UP Mt:liiOU'• FOR f"'AYING DAMA(lf F OH CLAIMS 
R ESULT I NG f·not .. 1 :..vrnC [100M5, AND H AS L~lAOL I SIIl:.O 
'TH I;:. FOLLO\',IN( f '")L I C..Y : 
1 . PLAT I- AND WINDOW CLASS MAY UC AHOKEN OY 
SONIC UOOMS . A SUOSTANT I AL Pt:RCENlAGC 01- AIL W I N-
DOW PANES H AVE I NTCRNAL SlHr:SSCS Ll~T DUI<ItlG MANU-
FIICTURC OR IMrOSLO \\'liEN 1 Hr GLASS WAS M OIH" CfJ I N 
T il t: FRAMf. . 
2 . LIGHT OIU C-A OHAC MAY UC SHAKEN Orl VIOHATLO 
rROM S IICI vr:s . 
3. LOOSLLY LAICI<l:O DOC'I!<S M AY B r. rtJSIIEil OPCN 
1\ND UAMA\.£lJ . 
4. l lll HI l(:tA P05~ 11Jil l lY or A(,C,HAVAl i ON OFrX .. 
I S l i NG t·t A. 1 t..l r HA .... r.f, 1,.1!~1) WttrN LX If r.;SJVL Cl ASc, 
OAMAC"! I I'• i I ' T . \'\ 11110tll LX1 {'f;S JV l (_, f.A S~·- I HtAI< 
A C.( , t~ t H/\\i,l 10' · IU I .X J ',I I tito PLASl Ll~ CUAC:KS 15> Ul-1 
Li t, £I ) • 
!,, SlHUC IUH/\1 [)!\I\1Atl 10 FOU'·aJAliQf.~l AtH.J lOArJ-
Ul.AH i t~C \\'~\ll S I S f'HACI I C J\1 I Y IM flOS"' Inl.f'. 
G. r...\.1 5u~.IC. BOUt•\ r• •?l~ urH. 15 StHu~a:; Lf..;VtJr~H 10 
l hJIJtH A 1'1 1!~\.1;,. 
7. t r YOU Ull. l f.\'1. 'tOll lil\ \'f A l£Clllt.:/,fE t:' l.&.IM 
Al:A t",S 1 Utl (U\'1.. Hf,M! t;l r UH nAt.1/H.·f r, l'ot liHIH.O A~ 1\ 
r<(~Ul1 01 A ~o•. t l. fHJOt.-1 , Cu~. lAr-1 1111 (. I Alf.l!=i. ()f·r t (.LU 
Al llfl f\.[A ("-.J AIR f'UIH.,.I flf,!-.j /,~IJI\ll ft. '-• .- l!lll A~: · 
~ t ··TAt.l.-f \\UI tlf <~1\[t. IU s; .. r tst, ·,lHll l iAI I \. 
V-.'!-!.'\T CI'.N 8£: DOt'~C ,\COUT ~Ci·:iC 600iv157 
FHANKLY , lHEnf' I SN'T M UCH TUAl CAN Of. DONE . 
SC I F.N IIFIC rXPERIMrt-.:15 AND RLSCARCH AIM CU Al Mlr-1 1-
MI/I NC. SONIC UOOM~ HAVCN'T CQJ ... 1E UP \•li Tit A SOLllliOH 
AS. YLl --BUT THC SC I CNliSTS A RE ST ILL T RYI NG . 
S CNS iliVC 10 PUOLIC OPINION , THC AIR F'ORCC AND 
NAVY 1\HC FLYI NG THLI H SUPEHSONI C A I RCRAFT UNDER 
r L I C.IIT PI ANS CARCF'ULLY DCSIGNCD 10 CRCAl E AS LI TTLE, 
01~.1urn...:AHCC AS P OS:::; I IlL( , ArlO YC'I ATTAIN NECf:!.>~ARY 
TRAtr.:ING RESULTS . H Q\VLVt.:R , IT I S I MPOSSIOLE TO MCCT 
COMOAf 1HAINING RCQUIHf: MENlS W I TilOUT ANNOYING SOME 
RCSIDL:NIS 01 TIIC COUNTRY . 
=--
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150 
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35 
COM PAfMTI VC SOUNDS 
D CC IOCLS (LOUDI'-IESS) 
I NS I DE BIG BEN 
BOILER FACTORY 
AVERAGE. SON IC BOOM 
----- TIIUNDER 
EIRO/,DWAY AND 42ND ST. 
AVCRAGE OFriCE 
[-> 0 (1l [''2 s -
.~ .. ., .. 
' .. 
NO! CAUSED 13Y IRRI SPONS IBLE FLY ING. 
,c"" 
'· 
ARL ·rI lL 1~1 SUI T OF NI:-CESSARY DEFENSE 
-1 HAII~ I NG. 
MA~ CAl iS E DAM/\(,__ TO LARGE W I NDOW 
PANFS W IT! I ! NT EHNAL STRESSES . 
lviAY AGC'f~AVATE EX IST I NG PLASTER 
CRACKS ON! Y If" EXTENSIV E GLASS 
DAiviAGL I S PRESENT . 
~:: WILL NOT C/\USE STRUCTURAL 0/\MAGC. 
{ r WILL NOl CAUSC INJURY TO HUMANS OR 
ANIMAL S. 
~:: 0/\h1AGCS \VIl t BC rA I [J If l i·!CliFU1f"U AS 
H CSUl. I or· ~ON I C. BOOI\1. 
I 'HtPAhEU UY 
D l f~CCl ORAl C OF INFORMATION 
I I Ei\OOUAin LRS . Sl f~·\1 E.G IC AIR COI\11\\c\1'\D 
Ui'll LD ~·1 A'r \~S AIR fORCE 
Of'Tlll I ,\II~ FOJ~C'F DASE 
1\.:L.fH~-\St\.A 
• .. 
...... f _ll"":' 
I M It-
To MAI;Y f'tOfll r:, Sl.P.Ull [ n llY llS. 1~· RUP1 !"Qt•: , O , 
T•n: SONIC OOOM !..rl MS A NOISY At tO UNNf.l l ~!">/ HY NLJI-
SI\NCC . 
U NLIKE •lOST NUISI\NCCS , 110\VCVf"R , THL SONI C DOOM 
I S UNAVOIOAOt .r , Nm AU:AUSL 01' liiE 1'1001..0 biiUA liON , 
I T I S A SOUND TIIAl WE Cl\';:'01 I IVE IVITIIOIJT. IT IS 1\ 
SOUND THAT WILL nr: Jtl.:J~f\::> MOf l /•nO MOrU:: or Tl.U AS 
Till S COUNTRY PI<OGRFSSCS r NUIII'Il 11<10 lil t.: 1\C.E OF 
SUPCRSONIC FLIG111 . 
.,...-:: ,_._ 
.;_~; '>" • . _;_;.:i::_ . 
~::1\. ,.4 . : 
.··· . 
.. 
; : ' . .. ,. t· 
AT Till S TIME, ONI..Y MIL ITARY AIRCRAFT A RC CI\P/1-
Bl..E O f' CRLAT I I'G A SONIC 11001.1 , IIUT II~ TilE I UlURE, II 
I S LI KI:L-.' 1'tlA1 CIVILIAf~ A I H I I NrllSANO TUANSPOitTS ALSO 
Wll..l.. TRI\VEI. SUPERSONICI\l..l..V 01< 1 IICI R L ONC.Eil r I.. I GilTS . 
D ESP ill SO~Ir THOUGIITS TO THE CON11ll\ln , SONI C 
DOOMS AnC N()T CAUSED OY "ALr<IAL HOT-HOOO rbn /-\1 
PLAY . ouT uv ,.,Alunc , oroaCATt:.n '''R CHI w ... !)nuoust.Y 
STUDY I NG lHC. l H WAH T l r.tC JOU~. 1tt£" (lf"TTt:.U TIH:SL r.,EN 
A RE PflCI',\!U:.O 10 U O 1t-tf1U JC'Il!"• I N i lr.1r (lr WAH, Hll_ 
STnONl·C~ I S 1HI5 ""A1 1 0N'~ DL1lhtrtto1 IOH(..: I - TIIC 
F'OHCE ltiA1 fllfr\'1 tHS ANY 01 !H H <.:CJUNTitV I HUM /\TlACt\-
IHG THf U"ITLO SlAl LS . 
Tuc so·.1 c IIO, JM t-·JnS l tl .. t\1 10 lJIC StHI'rrc.tc t~tlf 
COMMAf-.iO \'.' I Til A~~ l l• i •• r t. T (lf I r l\ P.IHCJ~Af"'l, TttL f'HLE 
WOfH D'S 0~ .. 1 "'' l ! t,MUl r" / .hi L l(l f- t-'1" AT S.f CL(l~ (oHCI·Tt.R 
1ttAN lt-IC !:.. rLt:l> (.'~· !:·Ollt,:J. lAC l iC:AL Alrl C:oMt.1/ .. tHJ AND 
AIR OCFCt..:=.C Cl'f.\MAI~O , AI ONl", Willi C[.RTA I H NAVY UI..,JTS , 
EAr~LI L U HAD r I C.tllLH AIRCHAr1 CAPAOl E Of. £1forAKINC. litE 
sour.o oAnHnH . lOOt,v . ~orne noof.!:.-. AtH. CHLArr:o uv 
AHlCHA.F'T or 1~1 I Ot- TilLS£" Offl,At.t7Al l0!\~. 
Ji,j TIMC CF \-'w'Ai\, _s;:,~ """'-'"'~ ~HLl \ UUNI ON ltll. 
TREMt:NOOUS SPEED OF Tilt:: 0-56 "HUSTLLU" I 0 UASfl TO 
AN ENeM\' TARGeT liND RETURN , KEE"PING TO 1\ MINIMUM 
THE TIM C THC PLI\NC W OULD Bl: LXPO!>LO 10 eNCMY DL-
F ENSLS . 
IN ORDER TO FUI..FII L 111 e 1H WI\R-TIM C ROLr:S , SAC'5 
B-~11 C F<eW S , l..IKE Ti l E 1\IIIM CN OF OTIICII COMMANDS /<NO 
MILITAHY SrRVIC£5. 1-AUST f LV TRAitHNC MI SS I ONS UNOCrt 
CONOI'li<..H~:. !olf.\ ILAR TO Tt-105£: lHEY MAY OC RlOUIREO TO 
FLY I N \'.'.1\f• liME. TH C:5(' rL..IGtiTS MAY P RODUCE SOtliC 
ROOM~ lHAl f-1~NY AMClliC.AfH, WILL H E:AR AS A 50lJND NOl 
U NLIKr lHUNDf"R . OI!;CONC:f.RTII-.IG ENOU(..,II 1·0 S TARTLI: A 
PE. R!>ON OH liiL (;I<OUNO, 1\tiiJ LOUD CNOUGII TO ROUSE TIIC 
A VCRAGL SLrr·pcr«. A!, 0· ~8 OOMBEflS Af'U. OLLIVERCO IN 
GReATLR HUr.HllHS 10 1 Ill Sl RATCG IC A In COI~MI\ND , liiC 
FREQUENCY (>~ TIIEIII H<IIIIHHG MISSIOI~S W I LL INCREASe 
ALOHG (f..UCIULLY PLAHNfO rur.IIT CORR IDORS. SOME OF 
niESe CORI~I UORS ARE I OCI\1 fl> OVER OR N CI\R A NUMilCR 
OF MIIJOII C ITI ES IN Till" ut;ll Ll> S1ATCS , TO f'AM I I..IAR I ZE 
CREWS WIT II 1 ARGt: l 1'1\Tll I IriS COMPIIRIIOL C TO TIIOSC 
THCY WOULO SCEK OliT IN WI\I<TIMf. 
WHAT IS A SON IC BOOS•t? 
A SON IC IIOOM 15 <.1\liSfO BY SIIOCK WAVES WHICH 
BUI I..O UP 1\f~OUNO AN AII<CRAFl FLYING AT SUPERSONIC 
SPLI OS-~· NOHMALLY A£10lJl. 71..., MILf..;, PCR IIOUU AT SCA 
LEVf' L. TIIC W AVES 10111~ 1\ CONe , EXTE.IW I NG 01\CK rrtOM 
DOOM H/\S. 
O CrN II CARO 
AS SHOWN 
BY WAVY 
l..I NES 
·u-n. UOS£ OF' 1"ttt;;: PLANl~, M UCH ll~t: III C WAVE'::. CfH:.ATF.rJ 
UY A UOAT SPf £'UH-f(, OVI H VIATLH. TttC SttOCK WAVl ~ 
TRAVCl TO Tlt E C.HOUNO AT lt-1[. SPC£ r> OF ~OU~~O Ar•D JOt-
LOW ltiE PATH OF liiL A I HCff/\FT. Tilt: 50Uto0 WAVES Ul -
COMC 1\UOIIILC W ileN TilLY SLI\P AGIII.<!>f lllf" Slli<F'IICI Of' 
Til E: CAf-Clll , JUST A S W#;!t:'4: ""' ,SofiiNC ACAitJSl. liiC ~IIOHL. 
CI\N UC HCARO . Ttll 5 SAM E KINO OF' PIH.SSUHe VIAVF, IS 
CRL/,TtO BY A COMMO" TIIUNDERCLI\P . 
I N l..EVtl.. Fl IGIIT , liT SUPERSONIC Sf'LE.rlS , A 11-'!;IJ 
ACTUALLY ORAGS Tilt fi:JGE OF Til£: SIIOCK \'/liVES IT PI<O-
OUC!oS /\LONG lil t: GHOUl<[) overt I TS lN ll l<l FLIGIIT 1'1\TII. 
U NDr:R CC.RTAIN ATMOSf'ltErHC COI'IOil"IOUS, THC WAVLS 
MIIY fiCACII HH: GROUND 5CVCHAI.. MILC~ ON CITHER SIDE 
Of' Tile PIIT II Of' lii L 1\lf!CRI\FT . Ill OTHER TIMCS , THf. 
BOOM MI\Y NOT UE H CAFIO AT Al..L, A S AtMOSPHE:IIIC (.ON-
Oil IONS MIIY OISSIPI\1 C , .IIC SHOCK \'/AVLS BCF'ORE TIICY 
RCACII 1 liE GROUND. 
TilE III GIICR TilE A I RCRI\f'T I S FLYING , TH E LESS IN-
T ENSE ARE THE SONIC DOOMS ITPROOUCrs . FO R EXAMI'lC, 
T ESTS IIAVE SHOWN HIAl A ll-56 FLY INC. AT ~ 0 . 000 F'ED 
CREATeS IIOOMS IVII I CII SOUND LI KE DISTAIH TtiUNOCR 
WltLN IIF:IIRO ON THE GFIOUND . 1\T 30 , 000 f'Ef. T . l~IIE 
BOOMS AI<C LOUDEI<, SOUNDI NG LIKC Cl..OSE-RANGE liiUN-
OER. GENCRALI.. Y. Tote SON I C BOOMS PRODUCED BY SAC'S 
IIU!>1LCRS W l l..l FI\LI SOMEWHERE I N IICTWI!EN l'IIESC TWO 
l XAMPl..t S , AS SUPef!SOIHC FLI GIIT I S "OT NOW AUTIIOR-
IZEO (JJ::IOW 3~ . 000 ICLr . 
~~v ·~~~~~ ::~~· .:~·.~/~ ••••••••••• ••• y'""V'V V • ~ ......._ ~ -"- ~ ~ All ALOt<u ~LOI'( l<bO',IC 
FLIGII,- •'AIH l\5 !:-tiO\\.~ 
~ . ~ ., "'"'' '" '"" 
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HEADQUARTERS ARMY AIR FORCES, WASHINGTON D. C. 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC RELATIONS 
EXrEMSIO!I~ 7-t.'t04-·14l89 
HoW .... F'OR REtEASE U"TIL ti'Ec·El;!BEJCi5th-, -194b 
ihe· Army. Air- Eora e.4.!lQ.'"!"Y'SiJ,. , e;ttal;ll:iefled~ 'l!f}l±orreer·i:n· &¥·:i,a.:t.;_Qfl ~ e :;;.e.c :"'C l:, 
~s. 'boat'/ to take an~hal';!:t'-;P~:t:'4:".~;t_jl~ 0~~:--'>=eti.']leir,_ th<;l7 v.ex;r -o.e_c: "'-'""re,_~the AAF-Le-firS"t' rocKet-propelled a~rplane, the Sell XS-1, w.ll :ne..:.c lts 
:.:.!"st !'0Wei-€d fligh"t" ae f.fttPeB Fl~ght: rest ""Ease, eal" faprria. 
V- ~ , designed to fly at a top speed of l700·m.p.h. at an altitude .. :· 80. \jQ :''oct, 
o,.,.~·· t.l;.• .:s ~ was never intended to be a military airplane. It is ~cL:•1~.J '{ '' • ,::_::_Gted 
' . .:.,: ••6 research laboratory, the sole fu.'lction of which .•• u.l !!d t~.3 ··~,;.:;.~" 0rL'. :. 
).'tGr•-"· \ ia•.·· m the effect of transonic and supersonic speeds on an airc:·~_t. ihi:o de.ta 
be used in the development of the faster and safer planes of t. .:'ivrr.:·.•. 
M' d . II.S. 1ne pro uct of a cooperat~ve program between the"~ Ai~ F·c~· :~, =c~.c ,;C.r-
cr· ·· Corporation of Buffalo, N. Y., and the.ll~tj.onal Advisory C·"·· : .-ctec f. r· 
)._ :-.iutics, the XA-1 has already flown~~U~at supersonic s•·,.~c;s.c:rc<'--;::~ 
~· ... ;t ... a·Ha f!BWOP "ib l !ii 'eesa E'arried to altitude by a B-29 ···.--~·~case~ ~ ·. -·-~-~~~:.i.Q..\1;9 zlido te 88f''tiA:c Bee8\i88 }BP'iBCIIt plans eall f.ar lqad.;r-1;.:_ t;;,~i!)~:.~~--'-' ~-!.:-y 
. ~.:....:_ 9Ci6iit±fig eqni pmgAt 9 .,i..he i!iPs15 £1 i gh+ sf the XS 1 y;j l l ne.c"3S;;.,::t~ .. :~~ly· .:-... · ;.l 
,-·•"! ryne. emmequent.Ly, 1£ Will lsc aecocsatJ bo el!qjlo:y "t+ta };j 2~ .;;.-.~/<~-i:,_~.:: .. ~ "r~-:;~.-.i­
c 'r:::>---• Rclsassd at a7 ±i+pde the ya...l ~then We subJ'ected to it.s roci~·-:..--:::. ~Jo--...-:er-~ 
' .,.- l.:i . -
Described in simplest terms, the ]{jt-1 is an extremely 1."ugged "i:;_rfrc,_.,-_.-, "~'-'-':en 
by a powerful rocket engine. Since it is not a combat plane, it hc.s no ·.· .. ·: .. _,.,,.,t 
or armor protection for the-pilot. SdtpticiRBJ~ Kor a plane desig.:.ed t .:.'l,' e:.t. 
speeds faster than man has ever flown before, the ~1 employs a r;tl:cr 
ventional configuration. Thciugh highly streamlined, the use of the s·r;er · 
wing has been avoided. The wing is very thin, with a maximum thic~nE-ss c.~ 
ten percent of the chord. Mbct irui"':i:al bee\ _,wt lE has been co .. ,.plet-eG-y lt.. · __ :;:r!-
ned to try other wing designs incorporating the knowledge gained by ex per-' _. 
with the test model. 
Power for the xa-1 is supplied by an engine designed and mu,JfacturBC: • ·c;-
action f.!otcrs, Inc. This consists of four units, burning alcc·hC' .. and Lr: :.:. ; 
:>X, :;en, each of· whicb produces a static thrust of 1500 pouncis, or •, total ·::::· . 
. ·:)ut for the plane of 6000 pounds. Power output is controlled c:; select:..· 
7-40CcJ,, C 
" n 
n 
n 
the number of cylinders to be fired at one time. Thus, the pilot can use l50C, 
3000, 4500 or full 6000 pounds thrust at his choice. 
1i . f$ h he. first model of the XJl-1,. *he pkne ·iliA not~ capable of attain::.:.;; 
the speed for which it was designed. This is due to the substitution of an al-
ternate power plant. The original power plant installation was to have inco:·-
porated a fuel system wherein alcohol and oxygen would be forced into the 'c'lrl"ls:-
chambcrs by a specially designed turbo pump. It soon became apparent, l'.ov;c,vsr, 
that the niany problems which design of this turbo unit presented v10uld c!ela;,r its 
construction until considerably after the Xl-1, in all other respects, •muld ba 
ready for its first powered flight, and so an alternate was adopted. 
In the alternate design, a pressurized system is employed, with gaseous 
n. nitrogen being used ~o force the liquid oxygen and alcohol into the burners. As a consequence, the XJ-1 fitted with the pressurized system can operate for onlJr 
2.5 minutes at full 6000 pound thrust, compared to 4.·2 minutes when equipped \iitio 
n the turbo pump system. In addition, top speed for the alternate power unit is estL~ated at one thousand m.p.h. at 60,000 feet, instead of the 1700 m.p.h. 
velocity at 80,000 feet for which the plane. was designed. The rate of clL~o of 
n 
45,000 feet per minute claimed for the turbo unit falls off to 28,000 feet per 
minute when the alternate engine is substituted. p.· . 1 ·> 
• ' .0.•-' •'' I ' ' ./\.~ i"'< 
The length of the airplane is 31 1.., it(.U~Pes lO~lo-,t$rQ"' gnar.d i~ i 
Ill a--.1-;U.. t •i l-i;nq=; :t'H wing span,~w small compared to the AAF' s latest fighter craft,..,. 
ft ,.A only 28 feet. The wing area is 130 feet. The unloaded weight of the plane, o~;uip-
ped vJith the turbine pump version, is 4,892 pounds, 526 pounds of wnich is t"'st. 
II equipment. The rocket fuel weighs more than one and one-half times the weight of 
11 the empty plane- 8,177 pounds. The overall weight of a fully loaded XQ-1 ~±±±~ 
~ 13,069 pounds. Range willv~ extremely short, being little more than 100 miles. 
n I• sboalB 'so hsjil; ;in d,!!d 5 •ho~ \t{iJ:i"t'he XJ-1 has been designed and con-
structed as the most rugged airframe ever built, and is believed thoroughly 
capable of withstanding the stresses and strains imposed by performance in the 
1[1 aforementioned SOW9 .. 7h?t 8~ee1sa?P}e;p .categori8;;. &II igifHitl p j ght wnxk •-T~ 1~-:;: 
n Jtrc5eoi; iH its 81i8l8· -EittPifi18t the cti:gbi&l iur'i Biages 
' 
Bell Aircraft's contract calls for demonstration of the following :rJ.r,::.;r,u_'" 
p<:rforr:tance requirements: first, an 8 "g'' pullout, at an indicated airspocd not 
exceeding 500 m.p.h., or a stress of eight times the normal pull of gravity; an 
8 "g" pullout at minimum speed; a proof .of the specified endurance at rated 
thrust, and take-off and qlimb to 35,000 foet under its own power. Finally_, it 
must respond satisfactorily to controls at ~ speed of Mach number .8. (The 
J~ach number, named after German scientist Ernst !.!ach, who devised the systs:n, is 
used in designating speeds relative to the speed of sound. Tho speed of scund 
is not constant. It decreases with altitude and temperature from 763 m.p.h. at 
sea level to about 660 ·m.p.h. at· 40,000 feet, since sound travels slower in cold 
than in warm air. Consequently, in order to indicate velocity in its pro;oorti.~n 
to the speed of sound at any altituqe, ,the Mach number is employGd. A Each nu:n-
ber of one is the speed of sound at l!ny ~ltitude. Therefore, Mach number .8 
would be 80% of the speed of sound at any altitude, An instrum~nt kno·rm as a 
macho!:leter, which automatically compensates for altitude and temperature;· is ecn-
ploycd for Mach readings.) 
-2-
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During the ~ test phase of the program, the X~-1~ checked co~­
pr8h&nsively by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics ·by an oscil-
logro:ph, an instrument to determine the ·strains sustained by structural members 
of the tail and wing. During these flights, also, ~tir speed, acceleration, 
aileron position and elevator position readings 11il:l ~taken on the ground, by 
means of a new device known as a tele@eter, a radar set which can tr&nsmit images 
from air to ground. Control positions and forces, yaw angle and rate of turn 
widl 'swJ measured by recorders in the plane itself. 
aru._ I . 
Once initial performance guarantees have been met, the Army Air Forcos, Ball 
Aircraft and NACA will continue further test work, the results of which will bG 
incorporated into future supersonic aircraft. 
The wings have an aluminum alloy skin machined out of solid stock, so as to 
permit a thickness at the butt of more than l/211 , while it tapers off to only 
slightl:r more than 1/S•t at the tips. Overall, the plane is designed to ster,6 
a force of eighteen times the pull of gravity, thus presenting the most sturdy 
airplane ever built. 
-~ 
'ilhun transonic speeds are reached, the pilot 014:11 ha>eAmore than the cc:-.-
vantional controls to assist him in flight, inasmuch as he can change the ~ori­
zontal stabilizer setting in flight by means of a powerful actuator. Since this 
might be hazardous at high speeds, due to the vibrations set up, fluttor d~Tpon­
ers have been designed to minimize the danger from this source. 
The pilot of tho xJt...;f i:n its first.-po\•1ered flightWITI-b£C::Ctn::h:J.;;r.s ("Slick") 
Goodll.n, · twanty-three~':l'aar-old BeJ:l-ll'ireraft test pilot. Goodlin succeeds Jc.ck 
.. , ___ .. __ / 
Woolaiits, formar chief test pilot at 'Ball;. who was killed on AugusC3:Q<of this 
'year wher: a racing pl:~!_l~c.;:,f1~9-h,s~;.;~Wa.l>•{l1'00!lling·:{~p.~.Xb,qmpson TrQJ:lhY r!lCG 
...;,. .... · · crashed wt9-. Lake·-Ontarj_o. ----..-, 
...... -~-
r.•~-1'-
GoutlT:Lri;-a-;~tive-~f:·G.~eensburwP'-i:;')''rearned::tO: fly when hD ;•:os si.Y.tc<m. 
Ho se:r:v.ed-with the ·ac.AF.:.arul.t.ne-RAF.,:f'rom February,.l94l,.to Docemb0r, 19!:2, .at 
-wnich. tiine.-he transfcrred to':'the :v; ·s."N'avy;"with a·conunission of li8utcr.~nt j .g. __ . 
He h~s 'served .. with Bell . .AircraJ;t, t>;i.ru:.o_,,J<ill>.lal'Y,,.J.94tt.,..,;.a!.t.F his honorable ais-
'-·:;-·cnarge- from ·the navy. · - - · ~ .. -
Specifically, the flight mission of the a-1 is to investigata er:d stucy 
flight :.,nd design research problems at high speeds. Ceneciv~d irrtl1e--s·r,.ir<:· Df 
1945' the za-1 stands as evi<:!_~nce. ... o..f. ... t~. courage-•wit!r-which t.i;;e t\!"'rC:f ; __ i' Fc-rC0G' 
is pressing fO!"Jttl:lJ t!~6"''develbjlin:erft':()Y':aviat:i'O!r.--No less, it is DD OX3Cl:OL of 
ba harmonious-and effe.c.tiva•1!lanrrer·-witlCvlhTch" b'o'th government and privat6 
agencies in .this- 'D6untr.:£...<We-eombin±rrg-1'brces to" accomplish a. pioneering di'fort 
which ·n_o_!lt£,..9.9W,.d.,_aq_,b;l gvo;> aJ.GM, ... , -- -
~-: .... -- - ' .. 
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(2) Briefing to run 2 ... .Cit hours following this pattern: 
(a) Generalized SAC C c:nmand Briefing 50 minutes 
(b) RBS Commander~ s Briefing 10 
(c) Sonic Bo~ Brief~~~ (Convair) 20 
(d) TALL :V..AN FIVE FIVE Hovio 26 
(o) Clai:ns Bricf~ng 10 
(f) Questions and answers 15 - .30·-
(3) Ha!:dout E.a.terials for bviteC. Gucs~s 
(a) Models a~d Plastic Brief Cascs g as determined by Convair. 
(b) SAC booklet o 
(c) SAC/Numbered Air Forco har..dout ..... 
(4) Co:r..va:.r rca terials ~ncluding Son:..c 3oc:n Booklet 
< Co Composition of Briefing T~~ 
(1) 3BS Site Cc:nn:andoro 
(2) SAC briefing officer fro::J. SAC Hcadc:.us...:.~-c. ..... rs o:..~ Kil!:lb ..... :-i..:d Air 
Force. Colonel or above. !·:Ust bo a e:_ualified sp ..... t.}~ ..... ro 
(3) B-58 crew perso.-u:ul-.:u11 crew prcfe:rr ..... d, if poss::::J:c. 
(4) Claims represen"Gativ~--to b~ chos~n f:rcm on~ of "GhL folloving: 
SAC Headquarters~ ~umbered Air ~orce~ or nearest P~ :..nst~J~Ption. 
(5) Infor.nation Officers 
(a) SAC Headquarterso 
(b) Numb .... r-..d ~ Hes.d.quarters. 
(c) Nea:-cst SAC il'1stal1ai:.iono 
(6) Convair R~presentatives. 
_j _ _ .J 
(7) Hherever possible tha crew flying the SAC Hoadquart..;rs or 
n~bered air force personnel to the briefing will be chosen from personnel 
.!"oiliar with B-58/SAC operations. 
2 
--. 
I 
I 
sit e. 
(9) Ranking Air Force Rese~r:':.sts ~ the corridor co;::;iunitL:J. 1 
3. RESPONSIBILITIES: 
{ .. ' 
- I \!o~~k wi t..i-} Convc.i::• to a.:: z'.....:-'"' t!" . ._. t c..:...l roquir(.;.r:-.cr:ts a.rc ::et . 
(2) Assign to the a ouroor iE.t-:.: ~:1...-:-l:.c:n:.d A i·~ Fo:·cv ovC::rJ.ll r esn_ o::-"sibili ty . .. . -
for individual br iefincs, 
on the proere..11 and outlir.o duties r cqu:..rcd of :-t~.S site cc:~<:r.C:c::-s. (J.;ircc:t 
contact b~tueen 1\\::.:.ber--d A.,.,. :?o:-ce e::d. l:::SS Grot;.p com."l:!l.nc'"'r :.~ ~utcorized.) 
(4) ?rov::.do r evised SAC br:!.cfing ·.:.o :: ... u·,:. 50-:r.i::lutv t.~~ r .... c_';;.iroment . 
be g~ven by pcrsc:1nul in 2 c (4)~ ebov~o 
(6) Prepa=~ l etters of invitatic~ for sig~t~~ by P£5 cc~-~~~cer. 
per sonnel (Co:wair contractor pe:::-sonnel) b SAC or nur:b--:::-.... :i :;.:.:.~ fo:-cu .::.:!.!"c r aft 
a s r equired. Convair will provide CO~u~~~: tr~sportation to bas" of 
operations counterparts through operations channels of all d .. ,-ca::..ls o: each 
briefingo 
(9) In event city chosen for briefings is not co~voni~~t to t he RBS 
sito co:nreander~ SAC DXI 'W'ill determine the A{ .,.. Force u.;:~::.t :.1os'.:. c.pproprinto 
to servo as loca l l iaison agency ·for tho b~icfing9 e::c coo~d~~o tho 
f 
. 3 
·. 
1 
,, ) \-
(2) 
so!lic boc.:no 
Noti:'y n~us J:.cciall p:..::tict.:s.rly t.'-10 
(2AF rosponsibilityo) 
-.. ~ .. 
... __ """ 
.... , .., + 
-""'---'"' 
(3) Co::ple"i:,e plan to exe:-cise the route sl.:pe::-sonic:::::y ... ~·::.h:::...~ 
earliest possible t.in:e after the cc::n::::1!..'1it.y ~: .. ::.~fi~g is l:.t0ld a:::d i.z..:.'o:.:-::::....t:..on 
entirely on public recognit:.on of -che sonic boc:n fo:.:.m..-.:.:::.., t.: ... cc::::.Tlu:~:...ty 
briefingso Ideally, the routs uoU:d be e:-:.::::-cis~...:. su:x::: ... c::;::.c-.:..ly ~:it::::..: 72 
hours after the briefingo (2AF :::-esponsibility for all b:.·:...c:'~Z.:J~) 
(4) Provide motion p::..ctu:-e ar..d 35~ s:!..J.de pro~c.; ·.::.c::-z, 
screen a~d flip chart tripod for each assigned p:::-esent~t:...o~~ 
(5) Direct contaci ::.s author~zed Hit.b. Co~vai.r9 
(6) Prepare route !:la?S to be taken to b::-::..e:'ings :-or d:....,,lny ~ ·;;.o 
f~lie::ize co::.~unity leaders uith areas affectodo 
(7) Be prepared to pre::£:nt additional briefin$8:,~ o::- :!:c·.1 sc::.:.c boa 
con:muni ty -=.z:::.e.ndso 
c. P.:SS Detachment Co!I:lllar.derJ will8 
(1) Ser-ve as local lkison officer in the arec. o:!' tis R5S s:.t~. 
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ANh'EX 11 A 11 TO 
QLAS:?_illQlli.Qli : UNC LASS IF ru:> 
11~ Community Briefings 
Headquarters Strategic Air C crr..'llo.nd 
Directorate of Information 
Offutt Air Force Base 
14 December 1960 
TASK ORGANIZATIONS: SAC Headquarters and Supporting Units, 
To support SAC Information Plan 60-5 by proper indoctrination of 
civic leaders in cities housing RBS sites or living in major population 
areas iu supersonic corridors, 
2, SITUATION: 
a, After routes have been approved by SAC D/Ops and complete release 
materials prepared by SAC DXI, arrangements Yill be made Yith Convair to 
invite a selected group of civic leaders from the corridor to a central 
location to participate in a combined reeepcion, dinner and briefing. 
Because of the time required to prepare guest lists, issue invitations, 
receive replies, etc., it is essential t."lat a minimum lead tiwe of 12 t<eeks 
be provided before the routes will be opened to supersonic flight. 
b, The community program will consist of the following: 
(l) Reception and dinner for 75 to 100 persons to be held in a 
city selected by SAC and Convair as appropriate for the indoctrination. 
' I 
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(2) It is r.c..v p:'O:JOsed to co:::.C:.-~ct t.C.di-~:io:~ • .::..l ::t:"9erson:.c flis;h-~f:. 
~.~ ~ c.l. fo·~~ routes ·;:.o tarcir:a te e. t the 3.33 sit& ::!:~ ~':.:-.:.:.~--ilj_o, ·r e::.::.s o lfJ.G ~-:; 
:"Outes c::e as follows: Bi5n2.rk9 No D.:;.:.:ota -~v Scenic E:.d.l&r..ds 9 So Do:? R.ZS 
to I..a Ju..""l.ta_, Coloo RES to .f..m.s.ri:.lo R3S; Ph::lipl> So D:.~.:o·tc..,di::-oc·~ -~o 
LLS.rillo RBS; Grar:d. J\~: ... '1.c-~io:-~::f Coloo t.:.::·ect ·vv L"CJ.::::.:"illo RBS,7 ru:.d Po~cs. City? 
Okle.o direct to P...rr.arillo RBSo ._ Although r:.os-'c. of thz.:s2 rout~es 'Will be ovez-
sparsely popu:i.a t.:;:d a:.. ... es.s ~ ao::a cities 'Will ~c: i:-~vol v.sdo 
(3) AG.C.i tio~ally9 it is expected ths.t r;:c::\3 R.BS s: te::: ,_r-:_11 W 
vp_;: ... -:;6. ·.,.:) B~5B suparsc1:ic opera ticns ii1 tht:- n8al" futu::a; ere a ·:.:.ing a 
c:ont:..r-.'i,li.~:..g need to con~uct an extensi vc info::"rua tio;J. progrt:::lv 
ao Conc,:;.pt -To acco:J.plish ths obj\~ct::.v.ss of this plo..nil j.oc~:. .s.1.:.:1~ences 
~ast ~ info~6d~ uslng ~iff~rant informatio~ ~aterials as epp~o?riateo 
Assiglliuent of tasks p~ior to th~ ~girJling of operatio~s: 
. \ (u; F\:~"'nis[.;. informatio:.:. on rou.tas cx.d C:etai~o~ :-outa n:.::y:: 
to DXI stowing cities and tc\.-ns \dthin 20 miles of each side of tha c0nter 
lin~ cf the flight co~:idorso 
{!;;) 
superGon1c rout~s 
(2) 
Prepare and distr:l·o,;."'.:.~ 
ar..d al ti t..:de 3o 
NC7AV.S telling all air~3n of c~e 
(s.) Cccupi.la li3ting of al: daily and. \K~ulL..y r.la\i~~X3..p0i..,;:;.? all 
radi ::-, statio:.s .s.nd o.ll t0levisicn stations ~·- .;00. ted in co;ruuWli t1es in the 
nig::.:~ corridu=~o (DXD·ll-) 
C..i) 
SUpG~so~ic flight 
ba ~nished ~lth 
vision statio~ i~ 
P:--::;pa:.. ... a a.r.d covrdi.::a tt eL in :f. tic.l I'\J..ttG..SG o:: ·;:,:12 S-58 
co:'-'",.""fdor3o P:-apa:-o :r..ews-"~y-po maps of eac:.t co:..~:::-idor· to 
ti:.0 i.:td. tial r8le8.se to each nuwspapar 9 r4dio &nd. "C,_;io·-
each ;'ligbt corridoo-. (DXIP-3 9 DXIP-4) 
(c) Pre para a five r.i:.r~·~te. tape :r-ocordir:g e}:plainir..:; ·vn0 need 
for- SU?arso:lic ::issio:"1s for distribution to radio stations natio:.::'""''.:--i.C.o and 
to each static: ..:ri·~:1in the supersonic :flight co~"ridorso Distrib'.;,·::.io::-.. of 
this tap,3 wil: )<> ~ado simultaneously with th;; ic:. tial raleas0. (JXI?-2) 
(d) D::.stribute with ini\..ial r.l~-,.::. :~-~'.,d3a~ 9 the Co::v..;.i::" S-58 (28} ci~.,~l6::.::. colo:-) r.::.otion pictli:"a _ 11 \-Jb...?:r·.::; ·T::..-::.:.4 ·a 11 s .A Will 9 ~~ to 'lV stations 
in tt;, B-53 s::.p.:-rso::ic flight co.n·idors. ())XIP-2) 
2 
--
=-. (o) \,,r:rita end distribute follo".J-1.::_? rvlC~a.sos on ~:::...:: ~58 
progr~ to all media within the supersonic flight co~ridors. 
flight 
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(f) Y~nitor complaints which may be received from residents 
of the corridors and develop rasponsea.as appropriate. (DXJ}~) 
c. Assignment of tasks after operations have. begun: 
(1) SAC Directorate of Operations will:· 
·(a) Furnish detailed instructions on supersonio·'~(·o'.:rte·s to 
SAC tactical crews. (DOOPF). 
(b) Generate additional NOTAMS, Ai~~·s Guide Y~teri~lJ 
Wid .-aeronautical charts and publications materials as required. (DOOPF) 
(c) Write articles on supersonic mission flying for Combat 
Crew Yagazine and USAF Aerospace Safety Yagazine. (DOSD) 
(d) Furnish route maps of neu supersonic routes which rr.r:.y 
ba deyeloped to SAC Directorate of Information as required. (DOOPF) 
(2) SAC Directorate of Information will: 
"' (a) Hork closely with Convair, the manufacturer, to develop 
methods of anticipating and meeting public information and community 
requirements as they arise. 
' (b) Prepare additional SAC radio Ser'J1oe tapes on tho 
supersonic flight training program as required. · (DXIP-2) 
. 
• (c) Prepare background sheets and photos for inclusion 
in SAC press kits. (DXIP-3) 
.(d)· Prepare a..~d distribute information materials on tha 
:supersonic flight training program to the Civil Air Patrol and other 
interested USAF agencies. (DXIP-3) 
(e) Prepare and distribute information ~terials on 
supersonic training flights to the Coimllanders of all :iGS Dc/~:ccr..nen·~s 
involved' in the program. Yaps, photos and reloases uill ba included. 
(DXIP-3) 
' (f) · Write a SAC press service series on ·supersonic training 
flights to include photos and maps. (DXIP-3) 
-(g) Raleasa stories on SAC suoorsoniC. oueratio:ls to t~o 
Air :Coree ~imes, The Army, Navy, Air Force Journal and tho Air= Jlag:c"in;>, 
(DXIY.L) 
_"-,J (h) . Prepare inserts for SAC Speaker's Guice m~ supersonic 
r.rl.ssions •. · {DXIP-3) 
, 
, 
, 
, 
' 1 
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(3) F~adquarters numbered air forces vill: 
(a) Develop a program in coordination with Convuir /Fort \1ortl:: 1 
to conduct briefings in major cities along tho routes and at RES sites when . 
dGv=~d necessary to allay public concern about sonic booms. SAC briefing te"-" 
membership vill incl~e Operations, Information, Air Crew and RBS perso~-~el 
as appropriate for each situation. 
(b) Develop a plan to notify major neus media of impcndi::lg 
supersonic runs, so that the public may be advised that sonic booms may 
be expacted during a given period. 
(c) If feasible, publish an advance schedule for a given 
period of tima, listing number of flights, dates, times, etc., for a 
given RBS site. This information to be made available to neus mGdia in 
the corridor. 
(4) RBS Detachment Collllllanders \Jill: 
(a) When appropriate, hold oponhoases at the RBS sites to ' 
give newsmen and private citizens an opportunity to see how the r~ar 
bomb scoring method is used to improve SACgs capability to perform its 
mission. 
(b) Use materials provided by this ~~d subordinate head-
quarters to brief local newsmen a.~d civilian groups on &;c and the B-58 
program. 
4. 
. • S,curit.v: ~aterial used in this program vill bo llilclassified. 
'&P'v?/ / ~p;.;,->-
ONAiJ:i c,""FOS~,v.-~ 
Colonel, USAF 
Director of InforllJa.tion 
DISTRIBUTION: 
10 - 2AF, 8AF 1 15AF 
5 - B-58 fuses 
54 - Radar Bomb Scoring Group 
5 - SAC Directorate of Operations 
5 - Eq USAF 
5 - Convair - Fort v!orth 
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APPENDIX E 
Copy of Page from Des Moines, Iowa, Sunday Reaister, March 15, 1959. 
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* ~ * DP.:S MOINF.l'll ~t~nA Y TIEGli':TE'R 
I 
AI SUPERSONIC SPEED A PLANE CR~Alt'.S A '~HOCK 
WAVE" IN 1H£ AIR WHICH SWEtP~ OUT IN A WIDENING 
CONE I..IKE IH£ SOW WAVE OF' A FA~T BOAI. 
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AS IHE BOW WAVE goCKS A NEARBY ~· ., 
ROWBOAt, SO IHE PLANE'S SHOCK WAVf- .:··.::·.:[ ~XWI5 A .PRE.SSUR£ PULSE AS II PASSSS • 
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APPENDIX F 
Sonic Boom Taped Interview 
Sound-- Diesel Railroad Engine passing with horn sounding. 
Fade to: 
Sound-- Baby crying. 
Sound-- Automobile horns blowing 
Sound-- Siren 
Sound-- Bell Ringing 
Announcer: Learing to live with noise is a requirement 
placed upon every civilized society. From the time man 
first learned to forge primitive tools out of the earth, 
noise has intr~ded. As man progre1ses the noises become 
louder, more numerous, more varied. But man has learned 
to live with these sounds--he knows they are part of the 
price he must pay for progress. 
Music--Introduction. Fade to: 
Announcer: This station, in cooperation with the Strategic 
Air Command, U. s. Air Force, presents--
Sound--Gong 
Announcer (on echo chamber): Sound--of Freedom! 
Music.- Up and fade to: 
Announcer: This is the story of sonic boom--a new noise 
of the aero-space age. A sound created by the world's 
fastest jet bomber, the B-58 Hustler. For the story, 
let's go to Carswell Air Force Base at Fort Worth Texas, 
where reporter Mort Krim is standing by. 
Krim: We're talking with Captain Robert Sowers, a B-58 
aircraft commander with SAC's Forty-third Bomb Wing. 
Captain Sowers is thirty-five. He comes from Lexington, 
North Carolina, and he's been flying airplanes since he 
was sixteen. Captain, what's distinctive about the B-58 
Hustler? 
Sowers: It is the world's first supersonic bomber, cap-
able of speeds twice that of sound--we can generally say 
twenty miles a minute plus, or one mile every three 
seconds. 
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Krim: Tell us about your crew, captain. How many men 
does it take to fly the Hustler, and what are their 
positions? 
Sowers: Other than the aircraft commander or pilot, is 
a naviga~r--my navigator is Captain Bob McDonald, then 
a defensive system operator, Captain John Walton. We are 
in separate compartments, the pilot is in the front com-
partment, the navigator behind him, and then third, the 
defensive system operator. From the time we get into 
the aircraft we'll not see each other until we land. 
Krim: Would you describe sonic boom for us, Captain 
Sowers and, possibly explain what causes it? 
Sowers: Well, this boom is similar to a wave left from 
a boat, when the wave strikes shore. Only it is packed 
air, and it strikes the earth with velocity to make a 
loud noise such as thunder. 
Krim: Have you found that any other factors other than 
speed affect sonic boom? 
Sowers: A lot of things affect the boom--the weather 
phenomena, the terrain of the country, our altitude, 
temperature, the mere fact that we're in a turn can 
double the overpressures. 
Krim: Captain Sowers, when your plane passes through 
the sound barrier, what indications do you receive that 
will tell you you're flying supersonic? 
Sowers: You can look out at the leading edge of the 
engines, the leading edge of the wing and see the shock 
wave. You feel no difference when you go supersonic. 
Krim: Thank you, Captain Robert Sowers, for this inter-
esting discussion about the B-58 Hustler, and about sonic 
boom. Thls is Mort Krim reporting from Carswell Air 
Force Bate, near Fort Worth, Texas. 
Music--Up and fade for: 
Announcer: When a B-58 Hustler zooms across your skies, 
this is what you may hear: 
Sound-- Two explosions in rapid sequence. 
Announcer: This is sonic boom, a new sound, a product 
of a new age. Just as the sounds of autos, factories, 
trains and happy voices on a school playground all mean 
progress and a better life, so the sound of a sonic boom 
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symbolizes security for that better life. It's a sound 
of freedom, and unless we learn to live with it, we may 
not live at all. 
Music-- Up and fade for: 
Announcer: Sound of freedom was presented by this station 
as a public service in cooperation with the Strategic Air 
Command, United States Air Force. This is Barrett Rainey 
speaking. 
Music-- Up to completion. 
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APPENDIX G 
Article from The New York Times, February 7, 1955 
BATTLE OF NOISE 
PLAGUES JET FORCE 
Continental Command Told 
Craft Are Too Noisy, Bases 
Disrupt Communities 
By Russell Baker 
Washington, Feb 6--The men responsible for 
continental defense are embroiled with two dis-
tinct Battles of North America. 
One is the battle that may never be fought 
but for which they must be constantly prepared--
the big fight waged with supersonic jets, radar 
and guided missiles for the defense of the 
Republic. 
The other, already in progress, is the 
battle of the hamlets and town council, the 
politicians and the vested interests. 
Its sound is the blast of a jet fighter 
cracking the sound barrier, the howl of a wakened 
infanL 
It is the curse of the pensioner roused 
from his sleep, the clamor of a community pro-
test meeting. 
It is a Congressman's rhetorical thunder 
and the buzz of a Pentagon telephone bringing 
pressure to bear on the planners. 
Americans, girding to defend themselves 
on home soil for the first time in almost a 
century, find the preparations annoying, in-
comprehensible, and frequently, terrifying, 
New York City in the Picture 
The Air Force, for example, is now up 
against community opposition to its plans for 
the defense of New York City. Part of its 
plans for the future calls for replacing 
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obsolet propeller fighters now operating out 
of Newark Airport with new jets. 
But the planes form a unit of the New 
Jersey National Guard and, so, approval must 
come from the state. Local distaste for jet 
operations over metropolitan Newark was strong, 
and the changeover was blocked. 
The issue has been aent to Trenton for 
settlement by the Governor. It is still unde-
cided and while it so remeins, there is a chink 
in the protective armor around New York. 
But the problem of the outraged community 
is not peculiar to the New York area. One of 
the Air Force's hardest battles was fought over 
a year ago in Portsmouth, N. H. where it planned 
to build a new jet base. 
As inevitably happens, the base was built 
anyhow, and Portsmouth is learning to live with 
it. 
The brunt of the community fighting is borne 
by the Air Force, principally because its proposed 
installations are generally big enough to bring 
wealth to the neighborhood and because it also 
brings in the whine and the blest of jet engines. 
Intracommunity Factions Bob Up 
Thus, news that the Air Force is planning 
to build in a given area immediately divides 
near-by communities into two opposing factions. 
One, and usually the more powerful of the two, 
consists of the community's business-minded 
who see the base as a spur to town growth and 
business development. 
Such was the case recently when it planned 
to build in Northern Michigan. The furor, both 
pro and con was raised most h•atedly in Traverse 
City, but other towns wanted the base and finally 
it went to near-by Cadillac. Strategically, 
there was no difference between the two towns. 
Yet the Air Force was subjected to the usual 
criticism hurled upon it by towns that wanted 
the base and lost it. It was accused of stupidity, 
short sightedness, waste and political corruption. 
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The most dramatic and most publicized phase 
of the over-all battle is the noise factor. 
Mothers complain that their.children are 
aroused in the night. So are adplts. 
The Air Force has two answers. The first 
is to do its best to reduce the noise by muffling 
the roar of engine tune-ups on the ground and 
forbidding pilots to go through the sound barrier 
unnecessarily over settled areas. 
But its principal response is to try to 
educate the suffering township to the necessity 
of the noise. This was done with great success 
at Truax Field, near Madison, Wis., where 
something like a mass movement against the Air 
force was under way. 
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APPENDIX H 
Teletype Message from Military Air Transport Service, Scott Air 
Force Base, Illinois, to the Office of the Secretary of the Air 
Force, Washington, D. c., April 5, 1962, and Editorial from the 
St. L9uis Glob•-Peroocrat, April 5, 1962. 
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~ DePARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
STAFF MESS,:.GE BRANCH 
UNCLASSIFifD MESSAGE 
.AF IN I N C 0 M ·1 N G 40701 (5 Apr 62) H/cwm 
ACTION: SAFS-3 {4) 
SMB A I1J43 
ZCZCHQE211J6ZCY JAI1J11J11J 
M~ RJEZHQ 
DE RJEDAA 339 
ZNR 
~i 11J52 13 6Z 
FN NATS SCOTT AFB ILL 
TO RJEZHQ/'Q:.SAF WASH DC 
INFO RJWXBR/SAC 
RJEDNJ/311J5 BOMBWG BUNKER HILL AFB IND 
ZEN/!411J5 ABWG SCOTT AFB ILL 
BT 
UNCLAS MADOI 11J5 D 86 
Page 1 of 2 
OSAF FOR SAFOI-2. A FRONT PAGE ARTICLE AND PICTURE SH0 1HNG 
ALLEGED SONIC BOOM DAMAGE AND A CRITICAL EDITORIAL APPEARED IN 
THE ST. LOUIS GLOO DU10CRAT 5 APRIL. ARTICLES ARE BEING 
FORWARDED BY AIR MAIL. THESE ARTCLES VERIFY THAT THE SONIC 
BOOM PROBLEM IS ASSUMING SERIOUS PROPORTIONS AND ARE CONTINUING 
TO RESULT IN ADVERSE CRITICISM AND UNFAVORABLE PUBLIC REACTION 
TOWARD THE AIR FORCE. COMPLAINTS AND DAMAGE CLAIMS ARE 
CONTINUING AND THERE APPEAR BE BE SYMPATHETIC SUPPORT AMONG THE 
NEWMEDIA. THE VAIROUS AUDIENCES WE SPEAK TO IN THE ARElARE 
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.~. DEPARTMENT Of THE AIR FORCC 
STAFF MESS~GE BRANCH 
.WJCLASS!fiED MESSAGE 
INCOMING 
AF IN : 40701 (5 Apr 62) Page 2 of 2 
PAGE TWO RJEDAA 339 
SECOt>:I~G !':ORE CRITICAL AND TAKING AN ATTITUDE "OF COqRSE IT IS 
NECESSARY, BUT WHY DO WE GET IT ALL." THE CONTINUATION OF THE 
B00t1S IS JEt<.PARDIZING THE EXCELLE{f(W COMt-:UNITY RELATIONS THAT 
SCOTT HAS ENJOYED IN THE GREATER ST. LOUIS AREA. IN ADDITION, 
EMPLOYEES AT SCOTT ARE BEit\G QUESTIONED BY IRATE CITIZENS I•/ IT HIN 
THEIR LOCAL COmlUNITIES. REQUEST GUIDAl'<CE BE FUR~: ISHED THIS 
HEADQUARTERS, PARTICULARLY ANY INFORMATION CONCERNING H0\•1 LONG 
THIS BOOM PROGRAt1 IIIILL CONTINUE. AGGREsSIVE MEASIJRES TAKEN BY 
lHIS HEADQUARTERS AND THE BASE, INCLUDING PUBLIC SPEA:\ING 
APPEARANCE AND PRESENTATION OF F IU1S SUCH AS "TALL MAN 5-5" 
WHICH HAVE BEEN EFFECTIVE IN THE PAST ARE NO LONGER ADE~IJATE TO 
CURB THE GROWING D ISCONTENTNENT. 
BT 
05/2206 APR RJEDAA 
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St. Louis Globe-Democrat Thurs., April 5. 1962 
OH, THOSE SONIC BOOMS 
In July, 1961, the Air Force began a series of bombing runs between 
St. Louis and Arkansas, in the course of which the B-58 Hustler bombers 
of the Stra_t.asic. Air Co.mmand .have uatd .St,_ Louis as a simula.tactenemy 
target. 
During these trial runs the bombers break the sound barrier, with 
the result that sonic booms have been commonplace in this area for 
the past 10 months. 
When these runs first began, The Globe-Democrat decried the practice 
of a number of householders to ascribe all their ills to sonic booms. 
We said that an occasional plaster crack or broken window was a small 
price to pay for freedom. 
We believed then, as we believe now, that the crews must practice 
and we are comforted to know that the Air Force is on the alert to 
defend our city and the nation. 
Consistent with the above, however, it does seem to us that sonic 
booms have been rather seriously overdone lately. Some of the con-
cussions are surely louder and more damaging than they need to be. 
We believe, too, that this matter of simulating targets might well 
be passed around more than it has been. 
The higher the altitude, the less effect the sonic booms have at 
ground level. Perhaps the very sharp concussions recently might 
be minimized by the planes flying at substantially higher altitudes. 
In short, we are all for the Air Force defending us and being 
ready to do so. We do think the time has come, however, to reduce 
very substantially the noise and frequency of these booms as they 
strike the Greater St. Louis community. 
The Air Force should fly alternate routes, as well as higher 
altitudes, with the least possible delay. 
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APPENDIX I 
Editorial from the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, April 6, 1962. 
RELIEF FROM SONIC BOOMING! 
Scott Air Force Base officials have recommended to headquarters 
that the B-58 Hustler bombers of the Strategic Air Command suspend 
or curtail their flights over the St. Louis area. Sonic booms from 
these sorties have set teeth chattering, broken windows and rattled 
houses the last 10 months. 
Most residents of the metropolitan area have been reasonably patient 
during the blasts, as pilots shattered the sound barrier in their 
target training over the city. 
In an editorial Thursday, the Globe-Democrat suggested the booming 
had been overdone lately with more damaging concussions •••• Why not 
pass the super-sonic training around among other metropolitan areas? 
Yesterday Scott Field urged relief. 
More than 3000 complaints have been received by the base from home 
owners and other residents since training bombers started their work 
over the city. During the last two days there were 93 protests. The 
St. Louis Zoo revealed yesterday two of their rare antelopes have died 
of injuries resulting from fright over the booms. 
The official plea for relief is welcome and, we believe, wise. If 
such mock raids are essential to defense needs, we would willingly 
suffer them. But we've had a heavy share. If the Defense Department 
considers them still necessary, we see no reason why they could not 
be conducted somewhere else for a while. 
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APPENDIX J 
Teletype Message from Colonel W, G. Woodbury, Chief, Community 
Relations Division, Office of Information, USAF, to Headquarters, 
Military Air Transport Service, Scott Air Force Base, Illinois, 
April 10, 1962. 
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ROUTINE 
ROUTINE 
HQ USAF 
MATS SCOTT AFB ILL 
INFO: SAC 
UNCLA~SIFIED FROM SAFOI·2 
X AF 
UNCLASSIFIED 
MAOOI 05 D 86 is 
AFIN 40701 
(5 Apr 62) 
Reurmsg MADOI 05 D 36. Subject is Noise disturbance associated 
with SAC's B-58 training flights over St. Louis. This message 
in thr~e parts. PART I. SAC will discontinue supersonic B-58 
flights over St. Louis area 1 May 1962. PART II. The community 
relat~ons problems associated with operating supersonic aircraft 
near_pop\)lated areas are of vital concern to the Air Force. A 
few years ago it was possible to accomplish supersonic training 
flight_s_ only in remote areas well removed from urban centers. 
Ot~_r _current inventory of supersonic aircraft and the necessity 
for rea) istic training of our air crews requires training areas 
over populated areas. To be worthwhile, such training must en-
compass all practical aspects of an actual combat mission. 
SAFOI-2c 
MajHillding/ch 
79079 
UNCLASSIFIED 
1 2 
W. G. WOODBURY, Colonel, USAF 
Chief, Community Relations Division 
Office of Information 
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HQ USAF UNCLASSIFIED 
The problems of navigation and bombing when in high speed supersonic 
flight_ cannot be simulated by practicing at subsonic speeds. _Further, 
since the_ crew must be proficient _in identifying strategic targets 
on_!aod.masses, crew training must necessari~y_ involve practice 
mi!l~_j.ons_ ~gainst targets in theUnited_States which closely parallel 
th()se _ el(pected to be found in enemy territories. PART III. Once the 
Air Force agre"s with one community to withdraw from one 'target city' 
all other communi ties will quickly follow. Therefore, your task here 
i!): a_. _To_gain _public understanding of this operation. b. Continue 
y()u;_ pre_s~tnt_ well-conceived public information program using local 
new£lpljpers, r_adio and television. c. __ Direct. contact with community 
le11ders. and organizations to develop understanding. d. In each case 
th~ "Why ()f _the Sonic Boom,. must be clearly explained in terms of 
nati()nal security and that several hundred other communities also are 
cont_ributing an important part in maintaining combat readiness of our 
airc.J:'!W~-'-- ~· Whenever possible forwa;n the_ community of sonic booms 
bef!)re the booms occur. f. Maintain your present complaint procedure 
with timely follow-up explanations. 
UNCLASSIFIED 2 2 UNCLASSIFIED 
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APPENDIX K 
Photographs of Pages 1 and 14, The Naw Yprk Times, March 6, 1962. 
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. ~~P.ENDIX L . 
Sonic Boom Check List 
DO 
" 
DO 
DON'T 
n DO .. 
DON'T 
" 
DO 
DON'T 
n DO 
n DON'T 
" n DO 
n DON'T 
n DO 
n. DON'T 
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SONIC BOOM CHECK LIST 
have the base telephone operators refer all calls on 
sonic booms to the information officer or a member of 
his staff. 
have your base telephone operators trying to answer 
q~estions about sonic booms. 
accept and answer sonic boom calls regardless of your 
o~ base mission. 
refer calls to another base or higher headquarters unless 
the caller requires information or action you're unable 
to provide. 
provide your information office staff with 
answers to inquiry concerning sonic booms. 
answers from the "sonic boom fact sheet," 
Air Force position on sonic booms. 
prepared 
Extract 
the official 
leave answers to the ingenuity or inventiveness of the 
Air Force representative who receives the complaint, 
refer sonic boom complaints of damage to your base claims 
officer and offer assistance if appropriate. 
refer claimants to another base because you don't have 
supersonic aircraft at your base. 
answer all letters from individuals complaining about or 
seeking information regarding sonic booms. 
refer letters to higher headquarters or to another base 
unless the situation requires it. Remember, the sonic 
boom fsct sheet in your possession represents the latest 
information available and the official Air Force position 
on sonic booms~ 
refer requests for technical or detailed information about 
sonic booms to higher headquarters after notifying the 
inquirer of your referral action. 
provide an answer unless it is based on factual data in 
your possession. 
maintain records of complaints including name and address 
of complainant. 
destroy records of complaints annually, but maintain for 
sufficient time periods to provide a history and pattern 
of complaints. 
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adopt a sympathetic and helpful attitude toward 
complainants. 
use slogans and catch phrases for replies where 
complainants obviously feel they have a justifiable 
complaint and are honestly seeking information. 
~ttempt to be responsive to all questions by careful 
scrutiny of the "sonic boom fact sheet." 
leave a letter only partially answered when answers 
are available. Failure to give adequate replies can 
cause complainant to suspect you are evading a question 
and may prolong correspondence unnecessarily. 
when you are a member of a claims investigation team, 
be cordial, polite, generally informative, and display 
an attitude of sympathy, but be businesslike. 
say anything which can be construed by the claimant as 
supporting his claim. 
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APPENDIX M 
Lett~L 1;o Of_fice of Information, U. s. Air Force from Mr. George 
M. ifa.t~on,Jr~, Production Manager, WHDH-TV, Boston, Massachusetts, 
January 24, 1963. 
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Major General w. K. Martin 
Director of Information 
Office of the Secretary 
Department of the Air Force 
Washington 2~, D. c. 
Dear General Martin: 
January 23, 1963 
On the day that I received your letter of January 16th acknowledging mine 
of January 7th regarding a plan to minimize complaints about the sonic 
boom, I also had a phone call from Lt. Colonel Arthur Dreyer. 
I explained to him that I would be happy to discuss my idea with him but 
only after it had been sent to you and your staff for serious considera-
tion. He and I plan to get together in the near future, 
Now, Sir, right at the very beginning I want to make one thing perfectly 
clear. My plan is not a panacea for removing all future complaints from 
the public because of the sonic boom. Rather it is to be considered only 
as a plan for "minimizing" the number of ufture complaints. 
Having stated this fact as clearly as I can, here we go! 
This would seem like a most opportune time to make real headqay in USAF's 
continuous efforts to effectively explain to an understandably irritated 
public the reasons and necessity for the sonic boom. 
It would seem reasonable to assume that the national tenseness created 
by the recent Cuban situation resulted in a sharp dropping off of com-
plaints to the Air Force, whenever its planes break through the sound 
barrier. 
If this should be the case, now would seem to be the time to press this 
advantage to the full and, consolidating your present position, secure 
it against that time, in the very near future, when the public will have 
more or less forgotten the Cuban crisis and will again be in a mood to 
renew their complaints against these nerve-shattering disturbances. 
The plan, which I've worked out, if adopted and put into immediate 
operation, might save the Air Force considerable time and money and might 
also substantially reduce the number of future complaints against the 
sonci boom. 
Now, whenever a pilot intends to break the sound barrier, he will so 
advise the Senior Air Controller at the nearest Air Force Base. If 
possible, the pilot should do this at least ten minutes before he plans 
to break through. 
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In turn, the Senior Air Controller, at the base he contacts, will 
immediately notify NORAD in Colorado Springs. NORAD will instantly 
relay this information over the Conelrad Alert System to every 
radio and television station in the nation. 
As I understand it, the Associated Press and the United Press 
International are the channels through which the Conelrad informa-
tion is carried from NORAD to all of the radio and televiaion 
stations throughout the country. 
In this message NORAD would specifically mention the state or states 
in the area in which this sonic boom is likely to occur. Only the 
radio and television stations in the state or states so named would 
need to be concerned. 
After a sonic boom has taken place and has been noted and recorded 
by the Senior Controller at an Air Force Base, this fact would also 
be immediately forwarded to NORAD. NORAD will instantly relay this 
information over the Conelrad Alert System and again only the radio 
and television stations in the state or states in which the sonic 
boom actually occurred need to be concerned. 
Each radio station, throughout the nation, will be provided with a 
recording ... (also known in broadcasting circles as an "ET" -
tlectrical .Iranscription) , •• which will contain at least one 3D-
second track and two different one minute tracks. 
The message on the 3D-second track will advise of the likelihood 
of a sonic boom being heard within a few minutes by the listeners 
to the station. It will be so worded as to allay fear. 
The first one-minute track will be broadcast after the sonic boom 
has been heard and immediately upon receiving verification of this 
fact from NORAD. It will explain what the noise was and why it 
was necessary. 
The ~-~ond one-minute track will be so worded that it may be broad-
cast at almost any time except when a sonLC boom is imminent or has 
just occurred, 
This track will contain a brief explanation of what the sonic boom 
is about, why it is necessary, and what steps have been taken to 
try and warn the public ahead of time and to inform them right 
after a sonic boom has taken place. 
The one who should cut these tracks is Arthur Godfrey as the sound 
of his voice is probably known to almost every living American over 
ten years of age, 
Godfrey's devotion to the United States Air Force and his admiration 
for its Chief of Staff, General Curtis E. LeMay, are a matter of 
public record. 
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This man's persuasive ability with the American public is too well 
known to need any elaboration here. Furthermore, when it comes to 
explaining something of a technical nature and putting it in simple 
words that the average layman can easily understand, Godfrey has no 
equal. 
In fact, if Arthur Godfrey hadn't determined to become one of the 
greatest American entertainers of all time, he might well have 
turned out to be a most successful aeronautics teacher at some 
university such as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
Godfrey has a sound to his voice which inspires confidence and is 
most reassuring. He would be a natural to make these announcements, 
if he was so inclined. 
Attached are three examples of the type of copy which Arthur 
Godfrey might use in recording these announce~nts. Now for the 
television stations two different packages might be set up. 
The first might be somewhat similar to the arrangement for the 
radio stations with, of course, the added feature of having 
Godfrey narrate on film. This would lend itself to the incorporat-
ing of animated cartoons briefly depicting exactly what does cause 
the sonic boom. Also, a few action shots of planes in flight 
would be included. 
Another and probably more practical plan would be to handle the 
television aspect in the following manner. 
To cut away completely from whatever may happen to be on the air, 
at that moment, and go directly to an emergency slide which will 
always be kept in an easily accessible location. This slide might 
contain the following message: 
A SONIC BOOM MAY OCX::UR IN YOUR AREA WITHIN THE NEXT FEW 
MINUTES. THERE'S NO NEED TO BE ALARMED OR TO START 
MAKING TELEPHONE INQUIRIES. 
After the sonic boom has taken place, the following slide might 
be used. 
THAT LOUD AND SHATTERING NOISE WHICH YOU MAY HAVE JUST 
HEARD WAS ONE OF OUR PLANES BREAKING THROUGH THE SOUND 
BARRIER. THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE IS ALWAYS ON THE 
ALERT FOR YOUR PROTECTION. 
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Godfrey would record these "before" and "after" messages on tape, 
cartridge tape, or record. Each will be used simultaneously with 
the proper slide and will also be kept with it in an easily acces-
sible spot. 
A voice recording is absolutely necessary as many people might 
have their television sets on but might not be actually watching 
the action on the screen at the exact moment that the slide is 
being shown. 
The recorded message, which accompanies the slide announcing that 
the sonic boom is about to take place will be repeated. For example, 
here's how this "before" message will read. 
A SONIC BOOM MAY OCCUR IN YOUR AREA WITHIN THE NEXT FEW MINUTES. 
THERE'S NO NEED TO BE ALARMED OR TO START MAKING TELEP!{)NE IN-
QUIRIES. I REPEAT, A SONIC BOOM MAY OCCUR IN YOUR AREA WITHIN 
THE NEXT FEW MINUTES. THERE'S NO NEED TO BE ALARMED OR TO START 
MAKING TELEPHONE INQUIRIES, 
The slide and the recorded message about the fact that the sonic boom 
was about to take place would run for approximately fifteen seconds. 
The slide and the recorded announcement, confirming the fact that the 
sonic boom has taken place would run about ten seconds. 
Therefore, both of these sonic boom announcements together would only, 
total twenty-five seconds. 
If both of these sonic boom slides with their accompanying transcribed 
announcements should happen to come within the same television program, 
they would only interrupt it altogether for a total of twenty-five 
seconds. Fifteen seconds the first time and ten seconds the second 
time. 
On the other hand, it is very possible that the first sonic boom 
slide and recorded announce~nt might just happen to come in one 
television program and the second slide and message in another 
television show. 
In such an instance, one program would be interrupted for fifteen 
seconds and the other for only ten. 
There certainly shouldn't be much objection on the part of a sponsor, 
the network, or the station management to such an arrangement. 
Basically, these sonic boom announcements would be handled by the 
television stations in the same manner as news bulletins. 
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As there would always be only a certain relatively few television 
stations within a specific area, which would be involved, this type 
of operation would cause only minor and isolated interruptions to 
any network program which might be being broadcast at the time. 
If the television program should be local and happen to be on video 
tape, the tape could be stopped, while the slide was shown and the 
recorded announcement broadcast, and then started up again after 
the sonic boom message had finished. Thus nothing whatsoever would 
be lost. 
There are many other refinements which might be worked out and used. 
However, the basic plan is to employ the Conelrad Alert System, con-
trolled by NORAD, as a means of minimizing unnecessary panic every time 
that it is necessary for a plane to break the sound barrier. 
One more thing: The Conelrad Alert System as now used is, fortunately, 
just an exercise to measure the rapidity with which each radio and 
television station responds. 
Its reaction on the involved broadcasting personnel is probably the 
same as that which an exercise jockety feels who never experiences 
the thrill of riding in an actual race. ~ever, this Sonic Boom 
Alert entails more than just an exercise. It's a constructive 
activity performed for a definite purpose which assures immediate 
results. 
Civil Defense should be enthusiastically willing to give the United 
States Air Force its full cooperation in this particular venture as it 
would be bound to sharpen and enhance CD' s overa 11 effectiveness in the 
vital area of communications with the general public. 
The spelling out of the modus operandi of this plan to the press in 
general and to syndicated columnists in particular would further 
publicize the determination of the United States Air Force to do 
everything possible to prevent the citizenry from becoming unneces-
sarily alarmed. 
What's equally important from USAF's side is that such a nationwide 
campaign and operation would be bound to create goodwill for the 
Air Force as well as to focus attention upon the high degree of 
efficiency and effectiveness attained by this vital Branch of the 
Services. 
In these days when determined attempts are being made in some high 
government quarters to change the Air Force from manned planes to an 
organization of silo-based atomic guided missiles, such favorable 
publicity just might possibly help in creating a nationwide demand 
for reconsideration on retaining the bomber as an indispensable part 
of our defense arsenal. 
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After considering the plan, outlined in this letter, .I hope that you 
and your staff will see in it the same possibilities which I do. 
If you should decide to adopt it and to put it into operation, I hope 
that you will permit me to assist with its launching. Also, that you 
will see fit to make use of my voluntary services as a public relations 
consultant to further enhance its chances of ultimate success. 
GMMW/ew 
Attached: Three· suggested announcements 
Sincerely 
George M, Watson, Jr. 
Production Manager 
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30-SECOND ANNOUNCEMENT PRIOR TO SONIC BOOM 
THIS IS ARTHUR OODFREY, I'M INTERRUPTING THIS PROGRAM FOR JUST A MOMENT 
TO TELL YOU THAT ONE OF OUR AIR FORCE PLANES IS ABOUT TO BREAK THE SOUND 
BARRIER. A FEW MINUTES FROM NOW, YOU MAY BE HEARING A LOUD SHATTERING 
NOISE LIKE A CLAP OF THUNDER. IT MAY RATTLE YOUR WINOOWS AND MAY EVEN 
WI DEN A BIT MORE THOSE OLD PLASTER CRACKS IN YOUR HOUSE, WHAT YOU WILL 
HEAR IS KNOWN AS THE SONIC BOOM. I'LL BE BACK TO TALK r.DRE ABOUT THIS, 
AFTER YOU'VE HEARD IT. I JUST DIDN'T WANT YOU TO GET WORRIED AND START 
MAKING UNNECESSARY PHONE CALLS. 
ONE-MINUTE ANNOUNCEMENT AFTER SONIC BOOM 
THIS IS ARTHUR GODFREY AGAIN. THAT LOUD SHATTERING NOISE WHICH SOME OF 
YOU MAY HAVE JUST HEARD, IS KNOWN AS THE SONIC BOOM. WHEN ONE OUR OUR 
AIR FORCE PLANES REACHES AND BREAKS THROUGH THE SOUND BARRIER, IT COM-
PRESSES THE AIR AHEAD AND THIS COMPRESSED AIR FLOWS AROUND THE AIRCRAFT 
FORMING A LARGE CONE. WHEN IT REACHES THE GROUND, THE BASE OF THIS CONE 
MAY BE 50 MILES WIDE. THE PLANE COMPRESSES THE AIR AND THEN THE AIR 
EXPLODES AROUND THE PLANE, PASSING OVER, UNDER, AND AROUND AND THUS 
CREATING A NOISE. THE FORWARD RUSH OF THE RELEASED AIR ALSO CREATES A 
VACUUM BEHIND IT AND THE AIR, RUSHING TO FILL THIS VACUUM, CREATES A 
SECOND NOISE. BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER IS A NECESSARY AND VITALLY 
IMPORTANT OPERATION, IF WE'RE TO HAVE AN AIR FORCE WHICH CAN SUCCESSFULLY 
DEFEND US FROM AN ENEMY ATTACK. EVERY AMERICAN UPON HEARING THE SONIC 
BOOM, SHOULD THANK THE OOOD LORD FOR OUR BLESSINGS IN HAVING SUCH WONDERFUL 
PROTECTION. 
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ONE-MINUTE GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENT ON THE SONIC BOOM, 
THIS IS ARTHUR OODFREY. EVER HEAR OF THE SONIC BOOM? WELL, IT SOUNDS 
LIKE A CLAP OF THUNDER AND COMES ABOUT AS A PLANE REACHES AND PASSES 
THE SPEED OF SOUND ••• 660 MILES AN HOUR AT 35,000 FEET ••• AND BREAKS 
THROUGH THE SOUND BARRIER. THERE IS OJNSTANT NEED FOR OUR PILOTS TO PUSH 
THESE PLANES TO SUCH GREAT SPEEDS SO THAT THEY MAY BEOJME MORE SKILLED 
IN THEIR HANDLING. THE AIR FORCE WILL ADVISE YOU AHEAD OF TIME, WHENEVER 
POSSIBLE, THAT ONE OF OUR PLANES IS ABOUT TO BREAK THROUGH THE SOUND 
BARRIER. THEY WILL NOTIFY THIS STATION AND THEN YOU'LL HEAR ME ANNOUNCING 
WHAT'S OOING TO HAPPEN. AFTER THE SONIC BOOM HAS OO::URRED, I'LL BE BACK 
AGAIN WITH ANOTHER TRANSCRIBED MESSAGE TO TELL YOU THAT IT HAS TAKEN 
PLACE AND WHY. THERE ARE SOME PEOPLE WHO OJNSIDER THIS NOISE AN 
ANNOYANCE. THERE ARE OTHER AMERICANS WHO HAVE OJME 10 OJNSIDER IT AS A 
REASSURING SOUND. THEY'RE THANKFUL TO THE GOOD LORD THAT IT'S ONE OF OUR 
MEN UP THERE INSTEAD OF THE ENEMY. 
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APPENDIX N 
Strategic ALr Command News Releases 
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NEWS 
R~L~A::>E NUNB!!:RI 2-37 
Headquarters 
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND 
Directorate of Information 
Offutt AFB, Nebraska 
Phbne 291-2100 
Exta 44506 - 44434 
HQ. SAC, OFFUTT AFB, Neb. --Omaha and Lincoln, Neb., have 
been selected as primary "targets" for simulated bomb runs by 
the Free World's fastest bomber, the B-58 Hustler. The missions 
·will be flown at twice the speed of sound (Mach 2 1 1 1 300 mph.) 
The flights, to begin March 19, will be flown by crews 
assigned to the Strategic Air Command's 43rd Bomb Wing, Carswell 
AFB, Texas, and 305th Bomb Wing, Bunker Hill: AFB, Ind.· 
Scoring the simulated bomb drops against the two Nebraska 
cities will be Army Nike radar bomb scoring units located at 
Treynor, Iowa, Louisville, Martel and Agnew, Neb. 
To reach the primary targets, the SAC bombers will enter 
corridors at st. Louis, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Ironwood, Mich., 
Shattuck, Okla., and Scenic Badlands, S.D. The bombers will also 
., '"-ly against alternate targets located at the entry point cities, 
with the exception of Shattuck. 
The General Dynamics-built jet bomber will surpass the· 
speed of sound along 40-mile wide corridors leading.into the 
targets. While flying at supersonic speed the B-58s will cause 
sonit booms which may be heard on the ground. 
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The flights will be at altitudes between ;5,000 and 50,000 
feet. Training flights at lower altitudes .will be flo;m at sub-
sonic speeds. Both day and ,ght missions will be flo1m by the E-58s. 
missions simulate aotua~combat missions, Radar bomb scoring 
tind through various scoring devices aid in evaluating the bombing 
effectiveness of SAC crews. 
No bombs are carried by the B-58s while on these training 
oissions. 
SAC crews will count on the tremendous speed of the B-58 
in case of war to dash to any enemy target and return, keeping to 
a minimum the time the bomber would be exposed to enemy defense. 
The supersonic B-58 bombers will be flying at a high alti-
tude; therefore, any sonic boom reaching the earth's surface will 
be comparatively weak in strength. 
Tests have shown that a B-58 flying at 40,000 feet creates 
booms which sound like distant thunder. At 30,000 feet the booms 
are louder, soundinG like close-range thunder. Generally, the 
sonic booms produced by SAC's B-58 Hustlers will fall somewhere 
in between these two examples. 
Sonic booms are noisy and distracting but they are inevitable 
and unavoidable. They are the sound of freedom -- the security 
of the Free ivorld. 
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BACKGROUND 
THE SONIC BOOM 
Headquarters 
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND 
Directorate of Information 
Offutt AFB, Nebraska 
Phone 291-2100 
Exts 44506 - 44434 
With the B-58 added to the SAC inventory, the phenomenon of the 
sonic boom becomes a reality within the command. The B-58 Hustler, 
produced by the Convair Aircraft Company, is capable of flyine at 
twice the speed of sound, or MACH 2. The B-58 can create a sonic boom. 
An explanation of this phenomenon will help to prevent misunder-
standings and will disclose the necessity for this "sound of Freedom." 
Much research has been conducted in connection with the sonic 
boom and considerable knowledge of what it can and cannot do has been 
gained. Admittedly, the sonic boom,, does, produce a disconcerting noise 
I 
which many people feel also must create a proportionate amount of dam-
age. ~he shock wave produced by an aircraft flying at or greater than 
the speed of sound is not of such intensity as to be capable of creating 
the damage often attributed to it. 
Basically, a sonic boom is shock waves of various pressures hitting 
the ear. Shock waves might be compared to ripples created by a rock 
thrown into a stilt pond. They attach to an airplane -flying at the speed 
' of sound. As the plane's speed increases, the waves sweep back at sharp 
angles until they form the cone shape of a wide funnel. Thus the boom 
travels through space as a wave. As this wave reaches the ground trav-
eling at the speed of sound, it finds its passage obstructed by obstacles 
such as trees, buildings, cars, etc. 
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···lhenever an increase in pressure occurs at the eardruos, we have 
a sound. Therefore, anyone in the path of the cone of high pressure 
air will hear a sound at the time the cone is traveling at a very 
high rate of speed and since the high pressure is concentrated in 
very small volume, the observer will hear a very sharp loud crack 
·Which iounds much like a thunderclap. 
The loudest thunderclap recorded generated a pressure of around 
1/2 pound per square foot. In tests, where airplanes have dived 
from 35,000 feet and pulled out at 25,000 feet, scientists have meas-
ured pressure no greater than 5 pounds per square foot on the ground. 
An aircraft descending to 10,000 feet before pulling out of the dive 
recorded pressure of less than 10 pounds per square foot. Since 
supersonic flights are rarely conducted at less than 20,000 feet, it 
can be assumed that pressures of less than 5 pounds per square foot 
are expected. This is still ten times greater than a thunderclap, 
indeed quite a noise. 
~cientists and engineers have proven that pressures of more 
thc.n 20 pounds per square foot are necessary for structural duucc;::c 
to the flimsiest of structures. It takes pressure on the order of 
150 to 300 pounds per square foot to cause damage ranging from plaster 
cracks to wall and roof cracks. The strongest sonic boom measurement 
obtained \·ras on a mountain top from an aircraft flying 280 feet 
away 33 po'unds per square foot. 
T.o keep peace, it is necessary for SAC pilots to be trained as 
well as the aggressor. Bombers must fly at speeds exceeding that of 
sound. The sonic boom phenomenon then, is inevitable. 
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APPENDIX 0 
Questionnaire 
This questionnaire is designed to show what you know about the sonic 
boom. Please circle the answer or answers you think are most correct. 
To help classify results of this questionnaire, please fill in the 
blanks: AGE__ CLASS__ SEJL_, 
1. The sonic boom is created 
a. by a buildup of jet engine noise. 
b. only when planes are passing through the sound barrier. 
c. whenever planes fly faster than the speed of sound. 
2. Flights by military planes are made st supersonic speeds 
a. to give flight crews realistic training. 
b. to reduce fatigue in crew members. 
c. to conserve fuel. 
3. Military planes on training flights fly faster than sound 
a. from take-off to landing. 
b, only after bombing runs. 
c, only in the final stage of a bombing run when approaching 
the target. 
4. When it comes to damage by sonic booms 
a. all sonic booms can damage buildings. 
b. about half of sonic booms can damage buildings. 
c. even the flimsiest of buildings are safe from damage by 
sonic booms. 
5. One thing sonic booms can do is 
a. injure persons on the ground. 
b. break windows and upset bric-a-brac. 
c. injure animals by overpressure. 
.(), Air Force crews use American citlB for targets because 
a. navigation between large citi'ea 1& easier. 
b. airports are nearby in case of forced landings. 
c. American cities look similar to potential enemy 
targets or radar equipment. 
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7. Have you ever heard a sonic boom? ____ If so, what was your 
first reaction? (Please answer on back of page) 
8. What do you think would be the best way to 9ain public accept-
ance of the sonic boom? (Please answer on back) 
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APPENDIX P 
Article from the March-April, 1962 issue of the Judge Adyocate General 
Bulletin. 
The Sonic Boom Problem--One Judge Advocate Office Solution 
During the period from 1 Janusry 1961 to 30 June 1961 the Claims 
Officer at Scott Air Force Base, Illinois, received three complaints 
alleging damage caused by sonic booms in the vicinity of Scott Air 
Force Base, an area which includes St. Louis, Missouri. The Claims 
Office consisted of one officer, one non-commissioned officer, and one 
civilian claims clerk, with sonic booms being a very minor portion of 
the claims function. These three sonic boom claims were given in-
dividual attention, to include scheduling a trip with the Base Motor 
Pool, obtaining a Base Photographer, and an Engineer from the Civil 
Engineering Squadron. The claimant's property was viewed and report 
of the Engineering Officer and the Claims Officer was made relative 
to the damage, and photographs were made of the alleged damage. 
Additionally, teletype messages were sent to bases in a three-
hundred mile radius of the base in an effort to identify the aircraft 
causing the boom. Upon receipt of a confirmation that the boom was 
caused by military aircraft the investigation was completed, with 
recommendations, and thereupon forwarded. The method utilized worked 
quite smoothly and claims were expeditiously handled. 
"In June 1961 the Strategic Air Command announced that the City 
of St. Louis had been selected as a target city for training B-58 
Bomber Crews of that command. To prepare the civilian populace, 
representatives of SAC spoke at civic organizations and on television 
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programs in St. Louis to explain the requirement that SAC had for 
training and the need to overfly St. Louis. They further informed 
the civilian populace that sonic booms could be expected to be 
heard but that the Air Force would pay for any damage caused by 
the Air Force due to these flights. The name and address of the 
Claims Officer at Scott Air Force Baae was announced with these 
public relations releases. The Staff Judge Advocate at Scott Air 
Force Base was advised of the plans of the Strategic Air Command 
and prepared to receive claims. The original reaction in this 
office was that there would be an increase in claims that would 
perhaps cause the Claims Section greater activity but that no 
particular problems would arise. As the overflights began in July 
of 1961, it was not without a certain amount of dismay that we 
received, the first week, some 84 individual complaints alleging 
sonic boom damage. In fact, in the first month of the SAC operations, 
some two hundred and twenty-four complaints were received. It shortly 
became obvious that a new system would have to be developed to handle 
this great number of complaints and to process the claims which would 
result therefrom. This article will attempt to enumerate the means 
that we at Scott have utilized to solve our sonic boom problem in 
the Staff Judge Advocate Office. We are reporting it in this manner 
in the hope that our experiences can be of benefit to other Staff 
Judge Advocates who are confronted with a multitude of complaints 
and claims that may arise due to sonic boom activities in their area. 
These solutions and methods are the products of trial and error and 
are what ultimately we considered in our best judgment to be the 
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means of solving the problem. Your local problems may differ and, 
hence, the solutions that we utilized may not fit. It is hoped, 
however, that the discussion that will follow may be beneficial 
in setting up a program if a similar situation should occur at your 
base. 
"Necessarily, a control had to be established to show the 
status of the many complaints received and the status of each in-
dividual claim. A ready reference for this purpose was required. 
A locally reproduced form ••• was our answer to this particular problem. 
"We maintain this file card alphabetically by claimant's name and 
by reference to it were able to determine the status of the particular 
claim or complaint. The information which started the card was 
obtained and written down simultaneously with the phone call or the 
original complaint letter. As the claim or complaint was processed, 
additional entries concurrent with that processing were made. 
•we knew that the bulk of the aircraft causing these booms would 
be from the bases from which SAC was flying B-58 aircraft. In our case, 
the bases using the St. Louis area as a target for training were Carswell 
Air Force Base, Texas, and Bunker Hill Air Force Base, Peru, Indiana. 
Consequently, rather than querying by TWX all bases within a three-
hundred mile area, a letter, which we felt would be more economical, 
was written to the Operations Officers of these two bases which we 
knew would most likely be the origin of the flights. This form letter 
is reproduced as follows: 
1. Request advice by indorsement as to whether your installation 
had assigned or transient aircraft capable of supersonic flight within 
fifty miles of the following location at the indicated dates and times. 
2. In the event your reply is affirmative, we request you attach 
a statement from each pilot concerned, indicating: 
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a. Approximate time over the area 
b, Speed 
c, Altitude 
d. Direction of flight 
e. Time supersonic 
3. It is further requested that corresponding flight orders be 
be attached in triplicate, and that all replies, including negative 
replies, be furnished prior to --------
"If negative replies were received, the next place of inquiry 
was the Bureau of Naval Weapons Representative, McDonnell Aircraft 
Corporation, Lambert Field, St. Louis, Missouri. This was so because 
we were aware that there would be periodic testing of supersonic 
aircraft by the McDonnell Aircraft Corporation. 
In the rare event that both of the queries received negative 
responses, then a third letter was dispatched, the addresses being 
all those military bases having aircraft assigned or transient in a 
three hundred-mile radius of Scott Air Force Base, Illinois. 
In order to keep a record of the individual booms, since many 
complaints would probably result from each individual boom, a sonic 
boom claim message log was developed. This then permitted the dis-
patching of one letter or a series of letters for each individual 
boom rather than dispatching the letters on each individual claim or 
complaint. 
"As an additional assistance in determining where these inquiries 
should properly be dispatched, the local Aircraft Control and Warning 
Sqvadron of the Air Defense Command was queried by telephone and often 
they were able to supply us with the altitude, speed, and origin of 
the ~ircraft causing a sonic boom and could pinpoint it as to time. 
It ~as then possible to query the one that had, in fact, caused the 
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boom. 
"In the event that the phone call or the letter complained of 
the noise or alleged damage, a letter in the nature of a public re-
lations explanation as to what was occurring was dispatched to the 
person making the complaint. 
"If the complainant alleged damage and evidenced a desire to 
claim for damage, then the following letter was utilized along 
with the appropriate claims forms and the statement of title which 
showed the complainant as being the person having suffered the 
damage. 
1. We are contacting you concerning your recent sonic boom 
inquiry. As you may know, a sonic boom is caused by an aircraft 
exceeding the speed of sound. The intense speed builds up sound 
waves in front of the aircraft which eventually separate themselves 
from the plane and strike the earth with much the same effect as 
thunder-claps. This sudden noise, under proper atmospheric conditions, 
can be very loud and disturbing. 
2. At first blush it would appear that when the Air Force as 
a training measure flies supersonic aircraft, this could be done in 
isolated areas to eliminate disturbance of the civilian populace. 
Unfortunately, this procedure is not possible. The B-58 is the most 
recent addition to our nation's deterrent strength and is our fastest 
bomber. It is essential to the effective wartime utilization of these 
aircraft that their crews be adequately and realistically trained in 
peacetime. Because its radar return is similar to possible enemy 
wartime target cities, St. Louis has been selected as one of many 
cities to be used in radar bomb training exercises. In addition, 
these exercises afford the ultimate in training for the several Nike 
missile emplacements defending St. Louis from enemy bomber attack by 
providing continuous tests of men and equipment ded~cated to detecting 
and destroying enemy aircraft before they can lay waste the city. 
3. As long as the world situation remains as critical as it is 
today, all of us will be called upon to make various sacrifices in the 
interest of national defense. Tolerating the. annoyance of sonic booms 
is one of these sacrifices and, while none of us like it, we must all 
realize that the inconvenience and possible expense is a small price 
to pay for national security. 
4. Tests conducted by scientists at Air Force testing grounds 
indicate that 70 pounds of pressure per square foot is required to 
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damage even flimsy structures. The highest recorded sonic boom is 
33 pounds per square foot (under test conditions on a mountain top 
with the aircraft only 280 feet away). The maximum boom pressure 
reasonably possible in flights at altitudes and speeds similar to 
those occurring in St. Louis and vicinity is 5 pounds per square 
foot, while the normal boom pressure resulting from these flights 
will be 1 to 2 pounds per square foot. Thus structural damage. to 
property is relatively impossible and plaster and window damage can 
only occur in isolated cases where a stress was pre-existent due to 
a flaw in the glass or in installation. 
5. Attached are the forms used in presenting a formal claim 
for damages. Instructions are printed on the reverse side of the 
Standard Form 95. Care should be exercised in fully and clearly 
com?leting all forms and submitting a claim, since incomplete claims 
cannot be processed but must be returned to the claimant. It is 
therefore suggested that particular care be given to the following 
i terns: 
a. The speci fie ~ and .ll!!!l. of the flight which is claimed 
as responsible for your damage must be stated by you. Vague or 
general dates or times are of no significance in a claim against 
the Air Force since there are many flights which are not of Air 
Force origin. 
b. If married, .b!llb. husband ADS!. Y!i.f1. .IJWll .iign all. papers. 
c, ~ completed and signed copies of the Standard Form 95 
must be returned. 
d. Estimates. J!lll.ll be submitted from two reliable disinterested 
concerns, or itemized, signed receipts evidencing payment. 
e. Ownership !lll.M property Jllld&.i ~ proyen. The inclosed 
Statement of Ownership, when fully completed and signed by all 
owners, will usually be sufficient. If there are additional require-
ments, you will be notified. 
6. Claims requirements are not arbitrary but are necessary 
to a favorable determination of any claim, and are required by 
applicable laws and regulations. These may not be changed or waived 
in individual.cases. The furnishing of forms or investigation of a 
claim should not be interpreted as indication that a favorable 
determination is probable. After investigation by this office, all 
claims are forwarded to the appropriate headquarters where evalua-
tions are made and notice of final determination is sent directly 
to the claimant. 
7. If this office can be of further assistance, please 
communicate with the Claims Officer, 1405th Air Base Wing, Scott Air 
Force Base, Illinois, or telephone ADams 44000, Extension 31209 or 
6?:17 0 
"The admonitions which are contained in paragrpph 5 were a 
result of trial and error method, for we found that many claims had 
to be returned because the items enumerated had not been correctly 
completed. 
"We found that many persons making a complaint did not follow 
through and, in fact, file a claim. Because of this, it was 
determined that the visit to obtain photographs, the Claims Officer's 
Report and the Engineer's Report could be deferred until a claim was 
in fact filed. Of the twenty-three hundred and four complaints 
which we received, only four hundred and one have ripened into 
claims. Thus, only four hundred and one visits were made, rather 
than the twenty-three hundred which would have been required had 
every complaint been investigated. We felt that·the letter which 
every person making a complaint received would be sufficient to 
handle the public relations aspect, without the necessity of a 
personal visit if no claim was filed. It should be noted in these 
letters that an emphasis was placed on the Air Defense aspect of 
these flights; that is, that concurrent with the SAC training, the 
units of the Defense Establishments which were also being trained 
were those which would defend the civilian populace in the community 
in which sonic booms were occurring. Specifically, the AC & W 
Squadrons, the Air Defense Fighter Interceptor Squadron, the Nike 
Missile Sites all received training as a result of these flights. 
We have found that when persons realized the necessity for flights 
and the training which the persons responsible for the defense of 
their communities received, then as a gesture of good will and 
patriotism, many people waived their claim rights. 
"As the Strategic Air Command handled the original briefings, 
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the greater emphasis was on the training of the SAC crews. We felt 
that possibly there should have been a greater emphasis on the train-
ing of the defensive units that were to defend the cities. We began, 
in the Legal Office and in the Information Services Office at Scott 
Air Force Base, to accept speaking engagements to talk about the 
sonic booms and to explain these aspects. Additionally, we explained, 
from an Engineer's standpoint, the improbability of damage due to 
overpressures. In conjunction with these lectures and talks given 
to civil groups, the movie "Tall Man 55" was used. While the movie 
itself, which you will probably find available in your film library, 
again emphasizes the SAC aspect, the portions of the picture which 
refer to the Air Defense aspect can be emphasized in the briefing 
given. 
"Not all of the experiences have been grim. Some have been the 
cause of amusement and we think possibly some good public relations. 
The Military Justice Section was built into the program to handle 
the "unusual" letters. An example is the series concerning a blood-
hound named "corpuscle". 
Complaint Department 
Scott Air Force Base 
Scott Field, Illinois 
Gentlemen: 
Being a normally patriotic American, I can understand the necessity 
for military exercises such as the one which caused the sonic boom 
in St. Louis shortly after 12 noon Friday last. 
However, I am not in a position to assume the financial burden imposed 
on our household by the aforementioned explosion. The circumstances 
are as follows: Our bloodhound, named Corpuscle, who is dearly beloved 
by us, as, I think we are by her, was just getting into good voice 
during her customary Friday barking exercise, objective--trash collectors. 
Never, during the countless times Corpuscle has exercised this ·inalien-
able dog's right, has she received other than patient resignation, or at 
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most, an inaccurately thrown used vodka bottle. At the time in 
question, however, came the "sonic boom•. 
You can imagine, gentlemen, her consternation at receiving such an 
unusual, insportsmanlike and forceful reply to what is, to her, 
merely a routing gambit. Mr. Khrushchev might well suffer so were 
some one to slip an unsheathed pincushion on his desk during one 
of his customary "Protestations of Peace" forensic exhibitions. 
Well, the upshot of the thing is that Corpuscle is a mighty sad 
bloodhound and, gentlemen, if you have ever seen an abnormally sad 
bloodhound you can understand why we have had to put this dolorous 
dog under psychiatric care. The psychiatrist tells us that the 
treatment will likely be long and expensive, and we are, therefore, 
entering herewith our claim for damages. We leave the amount blank 
awaiting final determinations of charges for the sonic damage, 
whicn, you will agree, shouldn't happen to a dog. 
Mr. __ _ 
7547 Av.enue 
University City 30, Mo. 
Dear Mr. __ _ 
Very truly yours, 
Dog's best friend, 
the noble man 
(SIGNED) 
We are contacting you concerning your recent sonic boom inquiry. 
Our first reaction to your letter was that you were making sport 
of us Air Force types. As other mail arrived, however, it became 
apparent that there are widespread misconceptions throughout 
St. Louis and environs as to sonic booms. Reports have been made 
of washing machines that were rent asunder, electrical appliances 
demolished and hundreds of St. Louis houses are in various states 
of demolition (paint chipped, concrete walls cracked, foundations 
crumbling, wood joists split, etc., etc., etc.), all being 
attributed by the owners to the supersonic phenomenon. Compara-
tively, a psychotic bloodhound named Corpuscle with a limping 
libido seems quite logical indeed. 
We would appreciate it if you would ask Corpuscle's psychiatrist 
to explain certain matters to her on her next session on the couch 
in the hope that understanding may aid in her cure. A sonic boom 
is caused by an aircraft exceeding the speed of sound. The intense 
speed builds up sound waves in front of the aircraft which 
eventually separate themselves from the plane and strike the earth 
in much the same way as thunder claps. This sudden noise, under 
proper atmospheric conditions, can be very loud and disturbing. 
The Air Force sincerely regrets any annoyance or inconvenience 
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which a sonic boom may have caused Corpuscle and understands your 
concern over this matter. Similarly, we hope you will appreciate 
the position of the Air Force. The B-58 is the most recent 
addition to our nation's deterrent strength and is our fastest 
bomber. It is essential to the effective utilization of these 
aircraft in time of war that their crews be adequately and 
realistically trained in peace time. For this reason, and because 
of its similarity to possible war time target cities, St. Louis 
has been selected as one of many cities to be used in radar bomb 
training exercises. 
As long as the world situation remains as critical as it is today, 
all of us will be called upon to make various sacrifices in the 
interest of national defense. Tolerating the annoyance of sonic 
booms is one of these sacrifices and, while none of us like it, 
we must all realize that the inconvenience is a small price to pay 
for national security. Remember, Corpuscle, the freedom to bark 
at the government as well as individuals such as trash collectors 
is protected by flights such as this. 
In the vernacular, the bark or the sonic boom is much worse than 
the bite, Corpuscle. Tests conducted at atomic testing grounds 
indicate that 70 lbs. of pressure per square foot are required 
to damage even flimsy structures. The highest recorded sonic 
boom was 33 lbs. a square foot (under test conditions on a mountain 
top with the aircraft only 280 feet away), The maximum operational 
sonic boom is 5 lbs. per square foot. Most booms are in the 1 to 
2 lbs. per square foot area (like those occurring in St. Louis). 
Thus you can see that structural da•ge is bighly iiiiProbable if 
not impossible. 
We are enclosing claims forms which you may complete to file your 
claim. One matter gives us cause. We are not clear if a dog 
psychiatrist is a psychiatrist dog? If so, are you claiming for 
payment in kind instead of specie of the realm? This would 
certainly foul up our finance officer if he had to stock bones 
and dog biscuits in order to effect claims payments? Whatever 
would we do if an aquarium made a claim for a psychotic man-
eating shark? 
Sincerely, 
Almon A. Tucker 
Lt. Colonel, USAF 
Scott Air Force Base, Ill. 
Dear Colonel Tucker: 
I have had a lot of fun out of Corpuscle's "sonic boom" story, but 
your very clever letter gave me the most pleasure of all. 
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The USAF, long known as a magnificent fighting organization, is 
now shown to possess a delightful sense of humor as well. 
Corpuscle and I both thank you for your concern, and relinquish 
herewith any and all claims against USAF in connection with 
sonic damage. 
Incidentally, we have moved from University City to St. Louis as 
we felt it best for Corpuscle's "limping libido" to be removed 
from the scene of such painful memory. 
Very truly yours, 
(SIGNED) 
"We have found it necessary to utilize to a greater or 
lesser degree all of the personnel assigned to the Base Legal 
Office in the sonic boom claim area. By virtue of this 
cooperation, we have found that we are able to get the job 
done, but as indicated in the opening paragraph, it has taken 
a certain amount of trial an error. We offer our experiences 
in hope that they can assist you if you wake up one morning 
and discover that SAC has chosen the big city near your base 
as their next target area." 
